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Vorwort

Veranstaltungen Uber aktule Probleme aus dem Bereich der Naturwissenschaften
.netimen iris Arbeitsprogramm der Deutschen. UNESCO - Kommission einen sich gtan-
dig vergroBernden Platz ein. Das gilt nicht nur ftIr Themen der Forschungsforderung
irrt internationalen und interdisziplinareiT Zusammeuhang, sondern auch fUr Fragen,

" die sich aus der Lehre der Naturwissinsthaften und der Ausbililung hierzu ergeben.
V.or-diesem Hintergrund 1st das intern*lortale SemiUar Ober die EirrfUhrung natur-
wissenschaftlichet Curricula in den Rhysikunterrfcht zu sehen, das von der Deut -,/

.sehen UNESCO-Kommission und dem Institut ilk die Padagogik-der Naturwiisen-
schaften (IPN) an der Universitat Kiel gemeinsam veranstaltet wurde.
Die hierbei angeschnittene Frage hat,in den letzten Jahren zunehmend an Bedeu-
tung gewonnen, wobei man veduchte - parallel zu einer sich immer schneller

. entwickelnden Technologie auch im Physikunterricht die EntWrcklung neuet
Lehrmethode9'und -materialien mit Nachdrubk voranzutrelben. Die nach dem
Ericheinen d(o.s Sputnik zuerst in Amerika und England begormenen Projekte fUt
Curriculumentwicklung in denNalurwissenschaften ' jerzt belauft sich die An-
zahl'von ProJekten international ttuf einige hundert - und etwa'clie erhohten Akti-
vitaten von Lehrplankommissionen sind Anzeichen fUr diesen Trend. Es ist nicht
zuletzt deshalb notwendig, neue Wege zu gehen, weil die in jUngSter Zeit ange-
strebten Reformenihr Ziel nur in beschranktem MaBe erreichten. Gangbare Wege
zu linden heii3t auch, den Informationsfluf3 zwischen den verschiedehen Techni-
ken, Systemen und ilissenschaftlichen Grundlagenforschurigen auf dem Gebiet
der Padagogik anzuba nen und zu fordern. Diese Forderung zu erfUllen, salt die
Deutsche LINESCO-Ko ission in der Moglichkeit einer gemeinsajrfenVeran-
Staltung dieses Seminars it dem Institut ilk die Padagogik der Naturwissenschaf-
ten in Kiel, wobei hon sect langem bestehende gute Zusammenarbeit ge-

'nutzt werden konnte. .Es.sei der Deutschen UNESCO-Kommission daher an dieser
-Stelie erlaubt, ihren besonderen Dank dem Institut ilk die Padagogik 'der Natur-
wissenschaften und dabei speziell seinem frUheren Institutsdirektor Prof. Dr.
K. Hecht und dem heutigen GeschaftsfUhrenden Direktor Prof. Dr. K. Frey auszu-
spreChen.
Dank der internationalen Verbindungen der UNESCO in Paris gelang es der Deut-
schen UNESCO-Komnrission, Feilnehmer aus drei Koritinenten zu diesem Effah-
rungsaustausch zusammehzubringen. Das IPN besorgte die wissenschaftliche Aus-
richtung; durch seine enge Verbindung mit dqin Groupe International de Recherche -

sur l'Enseignement de la Physique (GIREP), einer internationalen Vereinigung von
Physikern und Physiklehrern, konnte auch es eine Reihe ausandischer Experten
fUr-Beitrage zu diesem Seminar gewinnen. Diese internationale ±usammeharbeit
in Referaten und Diskussionen auctf mit Beitragen von Fachleuten sUdosteuro-
paischer Lander - ,unterstreiCht die Bedeutung des Seminars und hat sicherlieh
nicht zuletzt zu seinem erfolgreicherVerlauf,beigetragen.

Thomas Keller
GeneraLsekretar der

Deutschen UNESCO-Kommission
k



Preface

Proceedings connected with.current problems in the sphere. of 4e natural sciences
..)., -

occupy A continually larger place in the operational,proeamme of the German
CommBsion for UNESCO. This holds good not only for topics hating a bearing on
the promotion of research in the international and interdisciplinary connection,
but also for'pertinent questions arising out .of the theqry of ,and instruction in, the

A
..%, natural sciences. It is against this background that is -to be seen the interhational
9 seminar on the introduction of nat science curricula in physiclinstruction that

was organized jointly by the Ger ommission for UNE§CO and the Institute
for the Ppdagogics of the Natural 'ces (IpNjat Kfel University.
Increasing importance had attach intrecent,yeers to questions cropping up in
this connection, with the. atternprbeing.made 4 paralle io a technoldgy that is '
advancing ever more rapidly - to press forward. energeti ally with the develop-
ment of new methods and materials in physics instructi 0 as well. The projects
for curricula development in the natural sciences, first initiated in Anierica,and
Britain following. the appearance of the Sputnik - the number of projects pursued
on an international basis now amounts to something like a hundred - and,. possibly,
the increased activities of instructional plan commissions are indications of this
trend.'Not least is it necessary to adopt fresh approaches,..because only to a limi-
ted extent.have the reforms sought in recent times achieved 'their object. To find
practicable waysalso means embarking on and encouraging the flow of information \
among the various techniques, systems and axioms of science-id the field of pe-
dagogics. The German Commission for UNESCO saw the feasibility of meeting

..
,

this demand by organizing this seminar jointly with the Institute for the Pedago-
gics ofthe Natural Sciences in Kiel, whereby it was possible to make use of the
excellent co-operation that ktas been existing for a long time already. At this
place, therefdt'e, the German Commission for UNESCO may perhaps be permitted
to tender its special thanks to the Institutefir the Pedagogics of the Natural
Sciences and particularly to the Institute's former Director, Prof. Dr. K. Hecht,
and to the.prestmt Director of operations, -Prof. Dra-K. Frey.
Thanks to thr, international connections of UNESCO in Paris, the German Com-
mission for UNESCO succeeded in sectiVing the attendance of people from three
continents for participating in this exchange of experiences. The IPN was in char-

s ge of the scientific arrangements and, through its close connection,zith the
Grope International de Recherche sur l'Enseignement de la Physique (GIREP), An
international association of physicists and physics instructors, it also succeeded in
getting a number of foreign experts to make contributions to this seminar. This
international co-operation in lectures and discussions - including contributions
from experts in_South-East European countries as well-- underlines the significance
of the seminar and certai ,ply helped, not least, towards the success of its course.

(
Thomas Keller

Secretary-General
German Commission/or UNESCO
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Karl Frey
,

The implementation problem of, science curricula

The topic of tlf2 UNESCO-Seminar is "The impleinentation of science'curricula
with special nerd to physics instruction ". This topic,:has not only developed in
recent years its own objectives for?' -which experiences C'an be exchanged, but also.
has become, especially'ln the natural sciences, a question of primary concern.
The priority of thia,queSifon has its reason in practice, because in recent years it .

could lie shoWli definitelrin this area that reforms Of education did not reach their
goals, because the implementation- did not lead to the desired products andIbegause
curriculum development Wash' danger of heComing an'uneconornieAl enterprifse..
The first statement, that:the finished eurricula 'did not lead to the desired students:.
learning results, as well ache second, -that curriculum projects becoMe too expen-
sive and relatively; Ineffective enterpriSes,' have led to basic thotighti concerning
the curriculum pf...eis%
One kind of reasoning led to the extreme sition-that no eiirrIcula shoUld
structed as such. anymore but broa d seneial topics,:educational tendencies
or "objectives with open ends" Planned. The wholecurriculurn process is so to
speak reduced to the lastructional-moment,.when the teacher interacts:with the
student.
On the other'side,thereleoe thoughts and experiments taplan the nnrriculum ,pro.!
cess'in its phase of impleMentation totally by using the different kindS.cif knowledge
and techniques from research inannovation, systerrt engineering, socializatien
techniques, and administration theoriei: At the Simi time problems-of mediod0-.
logy and systems' of science arose immediately. Curriculiim irriplementation has
been shown to be 'an'utmost complex field', where syStem theoretical, as well as .
ideograpniCaLstatements are possible and.necessary. In addition, traditional re-
search 'designs controlling variables are not applicable for explaining and exploring
implementation processes. There is also the interrelation of areas to be-attacked
experimentally, and the areaS.of policy-and norms. °

Seine of these problems are ititendedsto be dealt with in the contributions of the
UNESCO-Seminar, e.g. the central poirit'sok teachers as implernentators of curri-
aria (`cOntributioni by Rogers, ThOmsen, Baet, Sawickf,-.Balasubsanianiam)' and
evaluation (contributions by Wood, Keeves and others).
Unfortunately, the general topic of implementation of curricula in the natural..., .
sciences could not be attacked systematically, but mainly from the viewpoint of
single projects or authors. The expansion, concretization, and connections between
the contributions happen in discussions and workshops..
As a consequence, in addition to the presentation of each paper, exchange of in-
formation and development of new concepts is. possible, which is a major goal of
this International seminar.

J
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In addition, the UNESCO-Seminar, dealing with implementation and curricula in
the natural sciences in the IPN, is a new model for cooperation between the Ger-'
-man UNESCO-Commission and subject- or science-oriented institutions. In this
model, UNESCO lays the necessaryfoundations'for financial resources and external
facilities at& takes care of the,public representation of the salami.. The IPN takes
Care of the planning of tile topics, the structuring of questions,. and the inner organi-
iation of the seminar. We hope that a fertile approach his heen found, by this
complete subJectfree planning of content and at the,same time the assistance of
the external organization, so.tliat an international exchange'of information and
the collective development of new concepts will be possible.

a
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II. The motivation and the structure of scienceourricula
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M.G. EbISOrt
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I

The role of the history and philosophy of phyisics.in the physics,
curriculum

1. .Introduction'

It is a formidable task to peisuade, some otthe professional physicists who ultirditc-V'
exercise cOrisiderable control-oVer much'o,the physics taught in schools.and colleges
by their influence on the production of syllabuses and on the setting of examinations,
of theyalue and' importance of tthe history and philosophy of physics.. Such physicists °

seem unwilling to.seephysics as anything other than the reduction of physical pheno-
mena to mathematical representations which take the Ogee of reality. ,,
Therebare those who are simply destructive critics, arguing that histoty and philo-
sophy of physic are mate than a complete waste of time for all kinds of
students at ,every level. o this extreme Vasition" we may replythat %cience is essen-
tialfy a process, stretching through tithe from the past, through the present to the
future. In the second century B.C. the.great Gr4k astronomerHipparchuseartruc-
ted-the firit accurate star map. Nearly two thousand years. later, Bradley .recorded
precisely the positions of.manystari. his.visults.were. revised by Helsel add. ,

-* in 1886 -again temised by.Auwers.:Since then! fresh- -rrieisuril4entslave'lleerin*de.,7'
and in thik-way-we discover that certain stars move bxtrerriely slowly. in various dtreo,
tions. 11.4s out of such patient endeavour that scientific knowledge emerges, Scieneel-
may ignore its Ntory, but if it does it ruffs the risk -of failing. At the end of the nine-
teenth century, physicists *ere very concemeneeause it seembd impossible to dis,
cover-whether.or'not theiarth moved through the 'aether from,an experiment per -`.
forined in aneattli,bound laboratory. The'refined method upop which.ieliance.was
placed, depended:4cm a system of mechanics built on foundations laid by Galileo.
But in 1630 'Gaiileci.hithself had written: "I will endeavour. to show that all
ments that min.be made.opOn the.Earth Are insufficient means to conclude its mobi-
lity, and are.;,:indiffeiently applicable to the Earth movable or immovable"; and this

,was in fact an essential part of his theory. But no. one remembered this and the pard7-
'riga remained Unresolved until Einstein said the same thing in different 'words..
Herbert Dirigl e.writes:'' .,

... the'history of science is science. Scientific workers.may forget this 'and,
.knowing little or nothirig of the ground on whichtheir edificerests. may add to

. its structure and-reach positions of the highestverninence in their profession, but
they are not then educated men. To the true scientist they are as the artificer to
the artist, the sleep - walker to the explorer, the instinctive cry to the pregnant
phrase. Such a one may achieve much of value, buthe is also a potential danger.
At the moment, he happens to b.e a profourldly disquieting menace to our civiliza7.
tion"(1). -

-It would not, I think, be equally valid to claim that the philosophy of science is

14
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.science. Yet surely
.
it is almost beyond contention that an important part in the pro-.

cess of learning about science mast lie in trying to understand the nature of science.
The scientist making the semi-serious charge that the task of the frlosOpher of
science is to make difficult what-eyerybody else finds*rfectly easy,- is misinter-
preting per'haps deliberately, what the phpsOpher of science is trying to do.
Amongst those who exprets constructive doubts concerning the history and philosophy
of science, it fl'iossiblekodistingnish the folloiging groups:,
(*) Those whcrareuthaViince it is not possible'to unea4-accurately the whole

phistorical truth about any past -set of cittqmstancei, the 'whole activity of looking at
the history of science can lead only-to,frustration and misconceptions (2). This view
Is surely unduly pessimistit. Certainly, -fallacies may arise from the use of bad or

inidequate history of scien6C(of which thde is. admittedly a good deal), A good
histpry of science that is based upon some acquaintance on the part of the teacher
with original rather than Secondary sOurces, is able to provide- illumination without
necessarily claiming cotnpieteness for the story tplcf. p. G, Brush, by using a num-,
-ber of d'ase histories, has illustrated,ho) Over-teliande Alliseeondary sources can lead'
to error; of''fact being,perpeluated.(5). .

In connection with the point,oLaccuracy in history, G. Sarton has written:,
.""... lhose.who kno w science --or areisuppaSed to know it because they have made ,

a special study in some narrow fielch- are often -given'to viewing history with con-
'.- tempt. Th'ey think that the study, of history is h4elessly inaccurate and,-,according

to their own- definition of science, *scietitiftc.'This is a mistake, which,
ever, it would take too long to refute completely. Suffice it to say that historical
studies, like all other studies, are approximate; the approximation obtained by
historiani may be looser,: but the studies'are none the less scientific for that. It
is not so much its degree pf approiimation, as a definite knowledge of this degree,
that gives to a study'its scientific character"(4)'...

(b) Those who accept the value of t e history of science for students who are not
oing to become specialisti in the su ect, but have doubts about its value for the

ure professionaUscientist. Thus, -J. .`Conant, who has pipneered the use of
hi torical case studies fbr no major's' Ziee, for exam :Po, "Science nd
Common Sense and H Case Hi ories in Experimental Science".]hasjvritten
that while a kno ge of the-history of science may help a scientist to function
More effectivel -as .a citizen °tits* the laboratory, it lias nothing to teach him
about the method e should adopt in 'order to make new discoveries. R. B. Lindsay
has effectively.refu d this view by giving' anumber of. instances in -which scientists
have been greatly he d by a knowledge of the work of their predeces'sois.
stances incluae-Galile 's ratiance upon Archimedes? i mechanics, Young and
Fresnel's careful,st y. of the work of Newton and Iuygens in optics, and
de Broglie's dependence -oh the speculations of Hamilton and Jacobi on the
relationship /between mechanics and .optics (5). ,H. Dingle also, takes a view
contrary fai that of Conant. He su ests that any scientific researcher will .prpfit
by returning to the'great thin and investigators of the past within his'own parti-
cular pea of research. esults of such forays can be surprising; since the resi-
duum of the work of such people which gets fossilised in textbooks-often presents a
distorted view of what they actually did and thought. Dingle feels that clues to the
psychology of scientific disdovery can often be gleaned froth thy kind of historiCal
study (6). .



.

(c) There are those whq believe that a study of the history and philosophy of science,
though very valuable, should essentially be confined to grapate study. Q. BlUh,

) for example, has argued that
only if students have some background of the subject wtll it be possible to

awakentheir interest in the historical ckevelopment seen as a search for knowledge.
One might venture to put forward as an educational principle the proposition

that the specialist will appreciate the wider aspects of his chosen field of study .

only when he sees them from his local standpoint,. from the viewpoint of his
specialization"(7).

This view may swell be applicable to a detailed study of the technicalities of the
history 'of science but it can be argued that much can be done *lower levels by
presenting physics with a dye regard to Its historical and cultural setting. Even in
an initial course the historical material does not hayed° be confined to anecdotes
and simplifications of doubtful authenticity as BlUh contends. 'See G. Holton's
comment on Bliih's paper h the American Journal of Physics 23,389 (195593
In contrast to the doubters, many eminent scientists have written persuasive articles
and given eloquent talks in an attempf to justify the importance of the history and "'"

'philosophy of science. Six extracts have been chosen from a period covering more,
than forty years.
(a) In 1927 Charles Singer Wrote:
"We cannot form a clear picture of the government tf our country unless we know
its political history, and we cannot attain to an educationally valuable k owledge
of science unless we know also how that body of thought came to be at in fact it
is. We must underst the judgements on which it came to be based. Lpng bgfore
the days of Comte, Goeth ssured us that the history of science is science itself.
If trained,alon historic lines from the firstP the stuctnt will learn to recognise
that science s grown i the past_by the operation of forces similar to those which
are promoting it in the resent. And, moreover, that science,has not only grown,
but has also developed,' and that this process of development has een so profound
that the whole appearance of the body of *teethe knowledge hp ,een changed.
This naturally leads to the attitude that what las happened repeat dly inthe past
may be expected to happen again, and that even what seem our ost fundampdtal
scientific conceptions are liable to revision. It Is in this willingness to revise opin-
ions that scientific attittf is aund. Practical acquaintance with the methods of
science is ineeded to help us livp our lives. A survey of science that shall aid us in
understanding our world is no less essential to make our lives worth living. For such
a survey, historical considerations are not only necessary, but are implicit in the
very attempt"(8).
(b) In 1952 I.Bernar ohen wrote:
"From the point of vie General Education the purpose of teaching science is
twofold: .social and intelle tual. This reflects the dual role played by science in
our civilization. Science as come to occupy a fotemost place among the factors
affecting our health ph and security, and producing social change; whether
we like it,or n e promotion pf science must be a primary concern for'all active
citizens in a ree society.

1 5
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Yet to view the social context of science only in terms of the fruits of science, would
be'a cruel travesty.. Sihce.its very inception science has been the delight of the mind,
one of the great creations of the 'human spirit, and its effect on every other branch of

'human thinking in evefy age is manifest to all who Nava eye's to see.,
.. Taken over Ole centuries, scientific ideas haVe exerted a force on our civilization

fully as great as tilp more tangible practical aPpliqationsof scientific research. And i
would submit thatto present science in &rely abstract terms as a collection of infor-
mation oras a system of knowledge, theteby.ignoring the placeof science in the

A drama.of human history, is simply to rob the students of their own heritage as human
beings and to reduce one of _the most exciting chapters in the history" of mankind to
the bare bares of obsermedlacts and the skeletons of dry theories built bf therti"(9).
(c) In 1.966 S.I.4aki wrote:
'Although phySics haa.grovinitito a major force in history,. its own history is little
knOwn-and seidoin refle9ted upon. Yet, like any other huMan creation, physics' cariL

-\Otbe fully understood unless it is viewed in the perspective of its historical deve-.
Winent. Indeed neglrt of the'study of the recent and:remote past of phySics is
probably a principal cause of the cultural split that in our age has scientists and
humanists in two widely separated camps - the Phenomenon C. P. Snow has labeled
'the two cultures"' (19). .

(d)' Again in 1966, I.I. 'Rah': the Nobel Priie Winner, spoke as follows at a mee-
ting of the Educational Policies Commission, A. A. A.S. Meeting in Washington,D.C.,
USA:
"So what I propose as a st*gestion for you is that.science be ta'uTfpfat whateVer :level;
from the lowest to the highest, in the humanistic way. By which I mean',' itslibuld be

.taught with a certain historical understanding, With a social understanding, and a
hdroari underitanding in the sense-of biography, the nature of the people who made
this construction, the triumphs, the trials, the tribulations"(11). '
(e) In 1961 A.J. Woodall wrote: ,

"The rapidity with which the facts, theories and techniques of science are changing
ensures that the currently. accepted version of science will be drastically' modified in
many ways within Je next cOuple7of 'decades. If we could present to our pupils a fair.
version of science.today', without bothering ourselves or them with what has gone
before, as preparation foi a career in this increasingly Science-Aqminated techriolsa-
gically-adyanced world, it would be like using a single still from the middleof a
film as preparation for viewing the next portion of the filni, we must know some-
thing of what went tOfore in order to form a mentalpicture,of this vital, deve-
loping entity we call science and fit it into its setting as an essential part of modern
civilization:412).

In 1969 L.E. Klopfer wrote:
'-"In a fast - moving, ever-changing world_ f events, it is easy to ignore the record of
.past accomplishments, struggles and defeakhistory, the teacher may claim, has
little relevance to the contemporary scene or talutiire problems. In the face of
numerous scientific disCoveries, science tea)ahersfeel oVerwhelmingly pressed to .

reshape their instruction so as to keep it up-lo sate; the history of science, they may
claim, can 'coritribitte little to kliowledge their.students need today. Both .of these

are erroneous. Familiarity with political history does enrich-an understanding
of contemporary world events and issues. Likewise, the history of science can help



students to attain a better understandinig of science. The history of science can serve.
as an important source of insights and materials for the teaching of science"(13).
Despite such powerful pleas over the years, the reaction of many physicists remains .
something like. the sceptic considering the Twin Paradox in SpeciatRelativity:
"You have proved your case but I don't 'believe a word_of-tff'" While admitting-that -*

the history and philosophy-of 'physics is important and that studenfts should not go in
ignorancd of them, nevertheless they are. not fo be confused w th 'real' physics, This
would seem to reveal a. profound misunderstanding cone ng the meaning of
'real'.
It is necessary to expre4 concern that as physics teachers we are,often kept. busy .

constructing models of what we believe is happening' in our clasks whereas the rea-
lity infrequently very different. Now models as used in science have negative analo-
gies (i. e. features in the model that are different-from the thing or process that the
model is dekribiti) as well as positive analogies (14). It is possible that one of tlik
negative'analogies of the models of the tearning/teaching situation in physics cliiiks
that we construct at conferences and in curriculum.development and research groups
as compared with the actual situation in a real efassroom-lies in the. nature of science.
It is p ;ecisely in this area of clarifying the nature of science that the history and philo
sophy df science have a vital part to play,'
As eekcationalists we must not listen too closely to the.narrow.views 'of professional
physicistkhowever competent they may be within their own restricted areas of research.
Such competence does ncg, compel educationalists to accord automatically, any special
Virtues to their views on physics education. Still less ought such views to dictate our
actions and,ideas within our area of expertise. In the December 1971 issue otScien-
tific AmeriCan there is a reproduction of the ambiguous picture by S. Dali

,AlaVe Market with Apparition, of the Invisible Bust of Voltaire". When viewed at
close range the figures of people'veddmirtate; when viewed at a distance the bust of
'Voltairs becomes dominant.
Equally a-narrow, close view of physics-must yield a very different. picture from that
obtained by someone standing,back froin the esoteric frontiers of contemporary re-
!earth in order to attempt to see physics as some sort of organised pattern connected
and unified by certain basic underlying principles..I would want to argue that it is
the latter view that is overwhelmingly the more important for physics education..
It is esIntiat to consider again the problems of how we present physics at all levels

"becausethe situation facing us in schools and cblleges is radically different from the
one that has existed iri the immediate past, There has been a violent change in the
status of science. From enjoying A relatively high reputation as a result of specta-

. cular achievements, scier1Tce finds itself now scorned and often reviled. H. MacMahan
recently wrote:

No one can deny that careless exploitation by science and technologfhas con-
' tribute& to the multi- crises of our times. To name a few: the possibility of total'

destruction by nuclear war; an irreversible polluting of our entire planet; a totally
, , unsupportable and largely miserable society brought on by an uncontrolled popti-

lation explosion; a Vorld-wide alienation of citizens, especially young people,
,.from a highly complex technological society in which they themselves areirre-

re4 levant pawns"(15).- .
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While it would be an exaggeration to la,im that the new vicx.of science has yet a
film hold on the majcirity of today's youth, nevertheless a suliftantial minority do

. adopt extreme anti-rational views in regarding science as basically evil. ,Thus,
P. Goodman. in "browing Up Absurd ". writes:

''Dissident young people are saying that science is antilife, it is a CalVinist
obsession, it has been the weapon of white Europe to subjugate colored races,
and. scientific technology has become manifestly diabdlical."

'..Now this is a violently extreme view but we need to take heed of, it and We certainly
must not let any case that we have concerningthemanifold benefits that science has
brought.to the. world .go by default. For the influence- of extreme positions is not to be
gauged simply by counting the he of extremists. They often have an Influence out.
of all proportion to their numbers. Extremist views ate usually superficially seductive
even, for great lent majotities,who may well use the views; frequently uncorribusty,
4o establii-laeds of reference.
SO we nee to re- examine .carefulIk the fund. amental principles that are used in con-
structing ysics syllabuses. A. Baker in "Physibt; and Antiphysics" argues that the

. educations system is changing with great rapidity. He writes:.
"The,uni ersities have two responsibilitia, and to some extent these are in con-
flict: one is to,contribute active lead'ership during periods of Meal and emotio-
nal crisisj, the other is to preserve islands of reascM and objectivity a to keep as
many ped le intellectually free as possible. I do not belieVe that these hjectives
are best s ed any longer by maintaining the traditional separation between physics
and th4 re of life, The humanities are in touch with the majority of young people
an the ac demic humanisti.are in the vanguard of the new movetnent. Yet we
cOntOme fo the most part to teacbehysics is if nothing haS happened"(16).

Baker is, of curse, referring to the American situation where a larger 'Proportion-of -
Atudenti goes n Ao college or university than is the case in most European countries.
So the 'duties hick he outlines for crican.nniversities, must in. some sense devolve
'upon the Europ n,schools.- I want to r ere tbat by paying due regard to the history and
and rittilosophy if physics, tve'ean help to shape the image of physics in sucla way
that Ike can me t Baker's requirements even in initial physics courses.
We need to rno fy drastically theidea that real iShysics consists of learning several
m'ethdds of mea uring the value'of certain, physical properties or of performing mathe-
_matfett gymnast cs on cunningly-devised artificial problems made manageable by
ascribing idealis d' propertiei such as zero friction or point.masses to the world. Stu-
dents of physics t .whatever level must,be'presented with something of the ways in
which hypotheses are generated.abd tested, models are developed and modified,
laws are 'fornidlat d And circumscribed .anttheodes'are constructed and inter -con-
nested.. Though A 0 wordreal" is notoriously difficult to define, surely it is the

`. uses Of hypotheses models,. laWS and.theOrtes that are the "real" physics. The .pro-
fessional physicist may learn the use of such concepts within his- own research: Pot
the majority of .ople wbolleam ph sits there will beano such opportunity and we !-
need specifically deal with such- areas in'all our courses if students are to emerge
with, any -understp.ing Of the frae- nature of science: .

In ord4r to reshape the image of physics we need to alter -t1 e style of our teaching.
as much as its cont nt. Emphasis should be placed upon the "verb!' aspect of physics,
in the sense -of phy cs n a dynamic developing dikipline, as well as upon the "noun"
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aspect-of physics in the se-nse. of 'a collection of facts, definitions, laws and theories
which have to be learnt without real understanding for regurgitatif,n at specific points
in spacettime such as examination halls.
Above all we need to reveal to our students that physics is done by people who have

. the normal range of human feelings (17). Physicists do not believe that they are in-
., fanible nor that their subjectis without its own inherent limitatiOns. Most recognise

Atte dangers of the all-too-commdn misconception that scienod IT the all-powerful
final authority. Perhaps feweirecOgnise the dangers of dogmatic tendencies within
physics,,Lande writes: f,

.. if you cannot explain it; call it a principle; then defend it as.fundamental
and absolutely, irreducible, so that speakineof the unsolved riddle, from here on
becomes the mark of naivet6 if not of heresy"(18).

In general, however, physicistsdo hold that their subject properly used can provide
Iong-term solutions to many of the very real problems ,facing the world.
Before presenting the more positive aspects of my argnment, mention needs,to be
made of certain features of the presentation of the history and philosophy of-physics
that shopld be 'avoided,
(a) We must surely look beyond the mere presentation of a rag-bag of photographs
of the busts or tombs or monuments of famous physicists'so beloved by authOrs, pre-
sumably as a means of humanising their texts. Such things have a strictly limited
appeal for students and may indeed deflect attention from the more important exami-
nation of the way in which the elperion concerned has taken an idea and developed it
within the context provided by the society in which he lived,
(b) There :s no need for students to be burdened by minute details of the events con-
sidered. There is little to be gained by 4nsistence on the memorisation ofdates (and
indeed many, of the dates scattered through the average physics textbook are factually
incorrect). Furthermore, even if they were correct they would contribute little to the
historical understanding'of physics that we are after. We should instead deal with the
broad, sweep of ideas in which students have an idea of the relative chronological
position of famous physicists as great themes of physics develop. -s

(c) The philosophy of physics is often saidid be abstract a d incomprehensible.,If
our development of the philosophical ideas of physics leaV students with this impres-
sion, then-it has failed. It is not difficult to avoid over-c Alex ideas at the early
tages and yet still present certain features of scientificmethods to our students so

that as they become more mature they quite naturally approach scientific problems ,`
in the right frame of mind. ffs/

(d) The philosophy of physics can be expressed in a highly technical and symbolic
language. This would be quite inappropriate in the kind of course about which we
are talking.
Some comment needs to be made at this stage on the connection between the history
and the philosophy of phisies. In this paper I have accepted the view that for the
histOrical record to have any useful meaning it has to be interpreted and related to
present knowledge. This interpretation inevitabifinvolves philosophy. Again, the
influence of philosophy on the development of physict is most clearly brought out in
terms of concrete episodes from the history of physics. For reasons such as these it
.would seem that for our purposes the history and the philosophy of physics are in-
..-
extricably related,
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Concerning the background of my proposals, it is not my intention'to argue that all
that wt need to do is to insed a section wifb the title "History and Philbsophy of
Physics" into every physics curriculudl and siniply allQw it to take itsiplacealong-
side "Mechanics", "Heat", 'Optics"/, "Magnetism and Electricity", "Modern Physics"
an so on. Still less is it my contention that a course on the history and phildsophy of
physics.should replace the physics course. My Plea is that'we should allow the history
and philosophy, used Judiciously, to influence oukwhole style of teaching. In my
view; the style of our teaching is the most vital single factor to the success of any

6 curriculum., It is'also the most difficult factor to get exactly right for it is so elu-
sive (19)."
Many of us proceed at an enormous rate through the syllabus, making de finitions,
introducing concepts, deriving formulae, creating problems and so on, so that it is

:little wonder that even. with the best will in the world, our students sometimes feel
that they are standing at the bottom of a veritable waterfall of .knowledge. It is
natural for,them to grasp at definitions and formulae out of thit welter informa-.
tion as given them at least some sense. of security. Not surprisingly they too easily
assume that such things` form the essence of the subject.

Rigden in an article "Reshaping the Image of Physics"(20) argues.persuasively
that there are three changes in style of teaching which could help to change The.
image oy physics as being little morethan a vast collection of isolated facts:-
First, we need-to share with our students something of the wonder and pleasure that
we fees concerning the intellectual structure that physicists claim to have built in
order to explain the physical world.
Secondly, wd need to lay emphasis on physics ai a dynamic process, rather than
simply a static product. Facts stated 4n a straight-forward way are rarely interesting
and compelling: But the sari facts placawithin the context of how they came to
be discovered and Understood can become fascinating. It isAifficult perhaps to give
the context of malty of -the. more intriguing contemporary advances in physicson an

itial hysics course since to understand them adequately necessarily involves a
good acq intande with some quite sophistfeated mathematical techniques. This is
no excuse, however, for failing to present physics assa dynarnic process. Here is
one point, where the history Of physics is able to help, for it is not difficult fo-find
topics that can be developed in a way that will reveal something to students of the .
drama and intrigue that was originally present. Rigden writes:

..The historical development of selected topics, perhaps in case studies, would
shoat students how,ideas areborn,..tested,.modified, compressed, integrated into
more general sehemes, devitalize42Ahe extent that they slowly fade from
the scene"(21).

Thirdly, it is necessary to reduCe the sheer bulk of mate/al that is presented on
-initial physics courses. The:teacher needs to gain elbbw room so.,that he can show
by tracing the evolution of selected theines how today's process becomes toinorrow's
product in The development of physics.
It is now necessary. for met() be positive and specific concerning the role that it is
my belief that the history and .philoiophy of physics can anct ought to play in the
physics curriculum: This may conveniently be analysed in terms of certain
attributes,' aptitudes' and attitudes which alight 'plausibly be held 4o be desirable ,

in a student completing an initial.courte'whether or not hell:tends to go on to
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specialise in physics. And as Professor Eric Rogers has remarked, we must be eon
cerned with the student not only during the course and at its endbut.also a dozen or
so years beyond, for some 'at least of his feelings conceming,his physics course may
well influence his children when they in turn come to start .thetr-spwn physics courses.

J might be ,a salutary experience for us to ask our own pupils, tiNve years after,
they have-left us, what they remember of the coursesjhat see gave them. I suspect
that in the oftl days it could well have been some vague recolle n of density
bottles, pulleys and inclined planes; I hope that with all our new cour e future
will not yield a similar sort of restricted recollection but then in terms of linear air
tracks, ripple tanks and power packs!
I

of
not rehearse all the grandJeasons for introducing the history a d philosophy .

of physics into the physics curriculum. This has been done so often a d so well in
the past and more recently in a fascinating and timely paper by Profe r6. Holton
with the title "Improving College Science Teaching: Lessons from ntemporarY
Science and the History of Science" (22). Nor shall I give an extended discus-
sion of methods of using the history of physics in physics teaching since a comprehert-
si've discussion may be found in an excellent article "A Sense.of.tlistory in Science"
by I. B. Cohen in e American Journal of Physics 18,343(1950). Rather I simply
wish to point to so trends that I believe are desirable and which can conveniently
be emphasized by us historical and philosophical perspectives in our physics tea-
ching. Some phys1cs teachers may well feel that some of these trends will arise in-
cidentally in theirteaching. They may feel that they extracted the features that I
will be describing out of the physics Courses, many of which were highly traditional,
that they themselves took. I believe, however, that we should not too readily as-
sume that what has happened to those of us who eventually chose to become physics
teachers will necessarily happen to all our students unless the ,points, are made ex-
plicitly at some stage in their courses.

A

2. Students should be able to appreciate that ysics is a _pretty grand affair
and yet is a profoundly man activity

Physics is so grand that it vitally needs the very human Wit of imagination if it is to
begin to accomplish its task.. PhysiciSts do not become deticcated calculating mar,
chines on passing through the door of a laboratory. Too often we underestimate thr

'part played by imagination and intuitio,n in physics. Emerson wrote:
'Science does not know its debt to imagination." -

A nil while one might. quarrel with the depersonalising 'effect of using 'science' rather'
thin scieuti,sts , one can hearttly agree with the opinion here expressed. Max Planck
does not make Emerson's error when he writes: . 41

"The pioneer scientist must have a vivid intuitive imagination for new ideas, ideas
not generated by deduction, but by artisticallycreativeimagination.;;(23)

The history of physics shows many examples of great discoveries being made by the
stubborn adherence to ideas thlThave arisen in a great physicist's imagination. There

re leaps in the dark which yield stupendous results. To take but two examples, think
of 'Louis de Broglie's almost mystical conjecture that if waves could behave like
particles; particles might behavelike waves. Remember that at the time this could
equally well have been thetinspired guess of a genius or the wild,faneasy of a fanatic.



Or think of Diraes interpretation ofthe equations of relativistic electron theory in
Which he suggested that if all energy states of electrons defined hy his equations are
equally permissible, then even in a vacuum we can imagine a space teeming with
electrons, hilt having negative energy. If from this "sea" of electrons, an electron
Jumps into a state of positive energy this would mean the appearance of a nega-
tively charged -electron, with a "hole" left behind which acts like an electron of
positive charge.
How can'one possibly believe thal these examplegte evidence of any sort of
automatic straightforward computer-like activityt.And yet physicits manage it all
often! Thus'in the case of Dirac's suggestion, many physicists at theltime thought
that it was no more than a mathematical curiosity - a trick with the equations,
havingno real relevance to the world of material particles.
The two examples given abovesire chosen more or less at random from the many
possible Ones available from the history of physics. This area is pursued much further
in a ypry interesting book by A.M. Taylor 'Imagination and the Growth of

. Science"(24). 4 e
..% But, of course, imagination is not the only mark of a Ihuman being which is mani-

fested by physicists. For example, tenacity and haici work are also required. In the
Project Physics course developed at Harvard University (25) there is an experiment
which illustrates these traits neatly. The.student uses a set of unretouched sky-photo-
graphs to plot the orbit of Mars. By doing this he begins dimly to appreciate the
magnitude of the task that Kepler faced for so long (and without the advantages
of photography!). e. ,
This is not the point at which to develop the idea of physics as a human activity
much further except-to say that students have much to gain by knowing something

of a man like Newton (26), the eccentric charac-
ter

the very complex personality
ter of a man like Cavendish and the unusual background of a n like Faraday.
An interesting modern example of thjJpart played by personal rela1vnships in an
important scientific discovery involving physicists app ars in Watson' book "The
Double Helix"(27). The somewhat violent reactions to A book give a indication
of the kind of pressures existing to preserve the picture o cientists as co d, imper-
sonal, rationalists rather than as people posselssing the normal human virt es and
faults.

3. Students nee the opportunity to see the requirement of a balance betwe
the variou components of physics A

( ,
The ideal paradigm of physics' development involves the maintenance of some
sort of balance between theory, experiment and technical development of equip-
ment. It is a simple matter by choosing different periods in the growth of physics
to show that, allowing one component to become over-emphasized at the expense,
of the others, leads to a lop-sided growth which may even cause the whole process
to wither add die, at least temporarily. This point may well be illustrated by
looking at Babylonian astronomy where sterility eventually set in because of the
lack of interest in developing any theory to interpret their very fine collection of
data resulting from a patient collecting and recording of observatioris over many
centuries. In the case of Greek science, though, experimental work was by no means
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entirely absent, it was the over-emphasis-upon theory at the expense of relevant
-observations* that effectively brought development to an end.
The dependence of the development of physics upon the availability of equipment
is easily illustrated at almost any stage of its growth. A particularly striking example,
however, is the development of whole important lines of physics as a result of the
confluence of methods of securing good vacua and high potentials in the nineteenth
century.. And yet not too much must be made of the dependence on equipment. M
H. Butterfield points out, many sensational steps were taken An science in periods
when the instruments that we might feel to be absolutely essential, we4 not in
fact available. lie quotes the example of the Copernican revolution coming in
advance of the telescope, Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood before,,
the. Microscope and Galileo's work on kinematics coming before the pr6duction of
accurate timing dev es. He writes; .

.. change is b ught about, not by new observations or additional evidence 1n
the: first instance, ut by transpositions that were taking place inside the Minds
of the scientists th selves" 28).

4. Students need to be away' of the impotence of asking-the right question

In ProJect Physics students are treated to a few of the adventures of that marvellous
J. Hart cartoon character B. C. In one cartoon in Unit 3 "The Triumph of
Mechanics", B.C. is asked the question,

"Why are you dragging that chain around?"
To which he provides the sensible answer,

"Did you ever try pushing one?"(29)
So many of our initial courses are organised in terms of asking students to solve prof
blems, both theoretical and practical to which there is already a single established
answer, conveniently provided for them either in an appendix at the back of the
book or in a book of constants in the laboratory preparation room, that it is neces-
sary to make a conscious effort to show that inthe development of physics, it is
asking the right question and framing it in the right way, rather than finding the
right answer, that has been the crucial factor. And, of course, asking such a
question is often much more difficult than finding an. answer.
Examples illustrating this point are abundant both from ancient and modern tittles
in the history of physics. Certainly the problem of the motion of the planets in their
orbits is one of these cases. We can contrast the explanations ;Oven hYKepler and

,Newton. Kepler explaines the tangential motion of a planet aIong its orbit in
terms of the drag which magnetidlines of force emavating from the rotating sun
was supped to exert on the planet as they swept over it. (He explained the radial
motion by a quite separate magnetic force between thr sun acting as a spherical
magnet with one pole at the centre and the other distributed over its surface and
the planet itself magnetised like a bar magnet with a fixed axis (30).) Newton,
however, was le to formulate,a maih more satisfactory answer essentially because
he asked hims9ff the right question. Instead of asking "what pushes the planet along
its orbit?"; he asked "what stops the planet moving in a straight line?"



5. Students need to realise therrnportant 'part played by models in physics

It has been said the idei-ttf a model is the most important notion that a scientist
.Ineeds to grasp(61). It is, however, by no means a.simple idea to bring home to
'students,in terms of the models now being used in contemporary physics research -
quarks, dions, partons, stratons and the like, Once more, the history of physics

The property of a mod ing usefuk rather thaer,ight" is illustrated by a cartoon
lienables us to develop important philosophical idea.

in Unit 5"Models of the Atom" of Project Physics. /In this cartoon a nomewhat com-
Placent Artisan is shOwn holding a physicalthree dimensional model of an atom
of welded metal hoops. He is standing next to. a rather apprehensive bid clearly

.. erudite physics lecturer wtio h s just finished writing SchrOdinger's equation for
three dimensions on the bric card, The question beneath the 'cartoon asks:
i "Images of the atom. Whi is n le useful? Which one is the atom really

like?" -,

The process of trying to visualise an incompletely understood physical phenomenon
in terms of familiar objects and ideas is a common one and is almost indispensable
to progress in the theoretical treatment of physical phenomena. Indeed, one mighi
justifiably claim that the development of physics has been, in essence, a process of
representing the physical world at each stage of ma understanding by a temporary
model which incorpsrates certain fundamental ideas and which lends itself to the
applicatiOn of simple quantitative rules of behdviour. It is by'the definition in a
mathematically tractable form of those features thought to be essential in a pheno-
menon, which allows the correspondence with experimental results to be critically
tested. Significant anomalies revealed in this way mean that the- mode,1 has to be
suitably modified, and in'thit way the physicist's view,of nature has gradually
developed. An excellent exaMpIe of this,process has occurred in the evolution of
ialts concerning the structure of the atom. If we consider. the Daltori atom
model-)Thomson's plum pudding atom model-Rutherford's planetary atom model'
Bohr's. atom model -4 quariturn. mechanical atom model, it is immediately apparent,
that each fresh model resulted fr§in a' crucial anomaly thrown up by experiments
used to test the reigning model. On each occasion the new model,had to explain
all that its predecessor had explained and in addition it had to account for the
anomaly.
Students need to apprediate that the relationship between a model and the thing
or,,process ist is being used to describe involves positive, negdtive and neutral ana-
logies. It is a great disappointment for me When alter having accompaniqd a student
through a three or four year physics course, he'sidles up to me and in a conspire-
Aortal 'Whisper asks: "Is light really a wave or really a corpuscle?"

6. Students need to learn that there is nosuth thing as the scientific method

Welshould try to eradicate the myth that there is a single unalterable method
4pplicable to all situations, at all times, in all branches of scienee.
Scientific methods are best seen by looking at the way actual scientists made/"'
actual discoveries. Conant writes:
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*s,

' "The stumbling way in which even the ablest of the early scientistb had to fight
through the thickets of erroneous observations, misleading generalizations, inade-
quate formulations, and unconscious Prejudice is the story which it seems to me
needs telling. It is not in courses in physics or chemistry or biology or any other
of thee natural sciences as far as I am'aware. Take up any textbook of any of
these subjects and see how very simple it all seems as far as method is concerned,
and how very complicated the body of facts and principles soon'becomes"(32).

The misunderstanding concerning the existence of a single unique method of
science arises at least in part from the way in which research papers are written:A
P. Medawar in 1963 gave a broadcast, talk entitled "Is the Scientific Paper a
Fraud?"(33) At one point he says:

"As to what I mean by asking 'is the scientific paper a fraud ?' - I do not of
course mean 'does the scientific paper misrepresent facts?' , and I do not mean
that the interpretations you find in a scientific paper are wrong or deliberately

lmisleading. I mean the scientific paper may be a and because it misrepresents
the processes of thought that accompanied pr ga rise to the work that is des-
cribed in thepaper.. That is the question, and I will say right away that my
answer is 'yes'. 'The scientific paper in its orthodox form does embody a totally
mistaken conception, even a travesty, of the nature:of scientific thought."'

R. Taton in his marvellously entertaining book "R,Ipson and Chance; in Scientific
i. "piscovery"(33)shows,.quite clearly the role of intuition, error, unconscious activities,

. chance and accidental observations in scientific discOveries. Such a book would
surely make any physicist echo Professor Eric Roger's wordst

"'llo most of us who ate practicing scientists there is no/unique "scientific method'
such as the idealized scheme set forth by Six F. Bacon' and still advocated
by some philosophers. However, there are scientific methods - the ways in which-

. we gather knowledge and build creasing.sense of its validfty"(34).
. There are certain aspects of these4telthods which should be emphasized in our courses

M. Boldrinrin his book "Scientific Truth and gitistical Method" comments on
how Galileo tells the story) of how the Babylonians cooked eggs by 'centrifugal'
action in swinging them rapidly round in a sling. Galileo says that if in repeating
an experiment we cannot get a result that someone else has got, then it must be
because we are Jacking omething that was the cause of the original successful
result. Now, he goes o we sio not'lack eggs, or slings, or strong men to swing

s them round or air for frict and yet they do not cook. The only thing we lack is
being Babylonians, so that being Babylonians is,the cause of the Cooking.jnd

'not the. friction of the air. . .
This is a doubly historical story and it is a story that brings home an important truth
for students - a single negative result is sufficient to belie a hypothesis while thou-
sands of positive results are not sufficient to demonstrate its truth.
Another feature Of scientific methods that needs to be knadeexplicitly to students
is the danger (and it is a very seductive one) of extrapolation. The Babylonians
did extrapolate most successfully in their astronomy. But it was successful only be-
cause of the simplified Ntotions that they were dealing with and the same methods
did not work,at all well when it came to forecasting locust plagues and so on. But
the-Babylonians bequeathed the tendency to extrapolate to their successors and
the desire to extrapolate,as far as possible is a very hun.nn tendency. If our students
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look at what Boyle or Ohm actually did, they might be less inclined to believe that
130yle's law or Ohm's law are universally applicable in all circumstances.
The whole of out courses should be gently leading to the gradul realisation by -
students (perhaps unconsciously) that physical\t/ieory is neither a kind of deductive

. system (deduction proving that Something plat be the case) hor a kind of inductive
procesAitaluction showing what actually is operative) but rather an abtluctive pro-
cess which merely suggests that something may bethe case.

7. Students should be made aware of certain persisting themes in physics

It, may come as a surprise to students when they realise th.at, there are certain a
priari,eonmitments which in some cases at least have persisted from early times
in the development of ,physics. (35)
Examples of such themes include symmetry, simplicity, the constancy of nature
and conservation principles. We only have to think of the part played by consgva-
Hon principles in the hypothesis of the neutrino to show how such themes are built
into the wAyin which physicists approach nature.
Consider briefly, Just one of these themes - symmetry. It has played an important
part In the development of physics in everfS era fronkGreek astronomy to fundamen-
tal particle physics. Some of the ideas of symmetry are so deep iooted that we may
apply them Without -explicit recognitfon. There lite, however, dangers that need to
be. avoided in applying principles of §yrnrnetry even when the application is a s

deliberate one. We must ensure that we are applyinglhe right kind of symrrietry.
One might perhaps illustrate this point for students by gently suggesting the use of
symmetry cbnsiderations in the following two problems4' -

(i) A young man has two girl friends who lived in diarrarically opposite direc,
tions from his house. He was fortunate in being served by a bus'route which passed
in front of his home and both girl friends' home. Buses Went in each direction with
the same regularity - one bus in each direction every ten minutes. 'Wm he was
equally fond of the two girls and.so he decided to leave home at completely ran-
dom times and catch the first bus that came along. Since the situation seemed
"symmetrical"; he argued, his plan would ensure that he saw each of them the
same number of times over a sufficiently long period. After following his plantfaith-
fully daily ever a year, however, .he-found that he }ix' seen one girl about four.
times asoft4 as the other. What was wrong with the asymmetry" argument behind
his plan?
(ii) In a receiil, letter to the London newspaper; Thd Times, it was argued that
since there was kind of syminetry between dates and days of the week taken over
a long enough pelted of time, then it was quiteimpossible that the 13th day of ,a
month should dccur more often on a given day of the week than on any other day
of the week. Yet in fact the 13th occurs more often on a Friday than.on any other
day of the week! What is wrong with this "symmetry" argument?
In tact, 'in each case the kind of symmetry argument applied has a flaw in it.
(Tile author of this paper would be pleased to supply solutions to these prOblems
onrequesti)
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8.. Conclusion
r ,

There are, of, cdursearrany other desirable attributes, iptitudes and attitudes'which'
geed to be develoi3ed duriag.oui physics tomes and, which would perhaps be realised
in terms of the useOrthe history and philosophy of phySiCi. Space-time, however,
does not allow further development in this parier. Nevertheless, it is possible to end
on an optimistic note in view of some of khe excellent new physics courses that are
now available. In this regard special mention must be made of PROJECT PHYSICS.
This course is to be thoroughly recommended in every way, but in partiCular, as
far as the author is concerned, because it accomplishes so much of what we haVe
been discussing inthispaper. (36)
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Additional Notes

(a) In.connection with Ref. 18 some interest g articles on Quantum Physics may
be found in:*Ted Bastin (ed), Quantum Th and Beyond. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press (1971).

(b) With reference to Medawar's talk men t4 ed on page 10 of this paper, the
talk is printed in "The Listener" 12th Se mber 1963 pp 377-378. Reprints
of this paper of Medawar's .are avilable on request from the author of this N
paper. Attention may also be drawn to two very interesting books written by
Medawar:
P. B. Medawar, The Art of the Soluble. London Methuen (1967).
P. B. Medawar, Induction and Intuition in Scientific Thought. Methuen (1969).

.
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Discussi4

Mr. BAURMANN asked for clarification on the meaning of the terms "positive"
and "negative analogies" which had been .used in the paper.
Mr.: EBISON replied that the term "analogy" is here used to describe certain
properties of a model.
Positiv#Yanalogies refers to those qualities that the model poismes in which it is

like the thing or proces; for which the model is being used. -N'e6tive analogies
refer tdthose qualities in which 'the model is unlike the thing or process for which,

Jhe model is being used.' Negative analogies must always exist, of course, because
if all connections between the model and the thing or process it deScribed were
positive, the model Simply be anotlicr exact examplegfthe thing or process.
A third.kind of analogy is the neutral analogy which refers to a quality of the
model where it is not yet known whether the analogy is positive or negative.
It is in this area that scientific research is so often accomplished.
Mr. BAURMANN replied-that he would prefer to express the connections between
the thing and its model by some degree ofOiltrity ',though this is not easy to
manage either.
Mr. MILLER pointed to the human aspects of scientific research.
The philosophy of'science and the personal attitudes of scientists ought to be made

^clear to the minds of students.
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Torstein Harbo

Curriculum thboq another look

I; introduction

It appears to me that our acquaintance with the field curriculum theory, will run
through three stages if we approach it froth the outside. In the first stage; where we ;
qt only get a superficial first impression. we will be strucliby the great activity
which can seen at the present moment, by the last decade's vigorous theorizing,
and by the many bold attempts atbringing rational clarity to a complicated
matter. .,

In the second stage we become acquainted with the tasks and problems which in,
some way or other form the basis of the theoretical advances. We set to know a

,good many curriculum projects which have been developed since the middle of the
1960's in the United States and Europe; indeed, all over the world. Projects, where
the aim has been to renew the' content of instruction and the teaching methods: in
mathematics, in the natural sciences, in the WU! studies, in languages. and in
fields which Cut across the tradjitional subjectIboundaries. We also get acquainted
with the curricular tasks and problems which have arisen in quite a few European
countries due to changes in the structures of the school systems. In countries where

. the tradition is tenacious and stubborn and the call for reform impatient, these
problems can assume enormous dimensions. confronted with all thtse very real
curriculum problems our first enthusiasm for the somewhat free play with theoretical
models decreases, Besides, we become aware that the originality of most of the ,

models is not nearly as great as it appears at a first glance. The many apparently
bold attempts at bringing rational clarity to t e curriculum questions are unmasked
as pale imitations of one and the same model curriculum theory. Which model?
The.model ii not normally, identified with a nam by its standard bearers, because

'it is regarded as the model. I prefer to call it the rheans-ends model.
This model rests on the assumption that the pedagogical activity is first of all a
goal-oriented activity. In any educational context one is first concemed with
decidinthe aims of the 6bJectives, and then with choosing the relevant means to

.achieve the objectives..A typical variant of this model has - within the English-
speaking tradition been particularly well known for tbe last twenty years: the
Tyler rationale". . .

With the knowledge we have gained in the second stage, we try in the third and
last stage to get to the bottom of the curriculum questions. We concentrate once,
again on the last decade's theorizing. But we do listen not only to the powerful
choir: "First you have to state the objectives", but also to dear single voice&
"Friends, a cautionary note"(1). .

Besides.. we enlarge the time-span. To limit ourselves to the years of the last few
contributions does not give the right perspective. We should at least be informed
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abOut what-hat-taken place in,this century. Our field of orientation iS'alsn;eniarged
in another way. We follow the development within curriculum theoryin two diffe-
rent 'countries. We clidose the United States and Germany. As regards practical and
theoretical reform efforts in the educational field; -both countries have had a leatling
position for the last few generations..During.This,someWhat more intimate,acquain-'
lance with curriculum theories, we come up against quite a. different view'of which

. curriculum phenomena' are central and essential. We discover that in ilifferent.quar-
. ters there have been considerable objections not only against:single elementsin the

means ends model,- but also ,against the model as such. It must he-admitted that ,
Very o ten the alternatiVe4 to the means -ends model have, net been ,so clearly:formu7
ated. as the criticism direoted against it. But there are alternatives.
Th alternative views take as their starting point the fact that any educational situa,
ton contains', two basic 'elements: the pupil and the .content of instruction. The cen-
ral task in any form of curriculum planning is-thought to consist in establishing the

right interaction between the pupil and this content. One may be in doubt about
what to call this model. 4n American writer has suggested "educational encoun- .
ter"(2) and in Germany the term "Begegnune is current In connection with curri-
culum And teaching, (3) Provided that the existentialist undertone dies not become
too strong; I cannot find anybetter name .far the phenomenon of which we are , .

r. speaking here than."educational encounter". I therefore choose to cal this model
the encounter Model. y

This gradual acquaintance with curriculum theories has led us towarcityo-Trii idels.----;'
In this lecture Twill give a closet description of these two models, FirSt,. I will' try
'Co giye a pictnie oftheir development in the twentieth century. Secondly, I will
concentrate on some.characteristiefeatures in both models. Furthermore, I will ask
which are the models that consciously or unconsciously underlie the development of
new curriculum projects. Time and.space force me to concentrate on projects
in the natural sciences.

2. The means-;ends model and the encounter model. An historical survey

Iii the United States curriculum theory grew up as a specialized field in the
1920's. (41 A central figure this movement. was Franklin Bobbitt of the University
of Chicago. According. to his view it was not difficult go.construct a curriculum:

"The central theory is simple. Human life, however varied, "consists in its per-
formance of specific activities. Education that prepares for life is one that prepares
definitely and adequately for-these specific activities. However numerous and
diverse they may bq for any social class, they can be discovered. This r quires
that one go-out into-the-world of affairs and rlisc,over the particulars of hich the
affairst.consist. These will show the apprediations, forms of
knowledge that men need. These will be the objectives of.the curriculu They
Will be numerous, definite, and particularized. "(5) .

Bobbitt compared the curriculum maker with/a "great engineer". He starts off with
asinvey of man's lfe,.. specifies the diffete activities, then identifies tie corres---
,ponding skills, divides the skills into units,- ganizes these units into learning
experiences, and finally arranges the expert es for the pupils. Bobbitt is parti-
cularly preoccupied With the question of hoW ;educational objectives" rare. to be
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formulated. in other works from the sameperiod we also find the same belief in
the importance of formulating objectives clearly and specifically.
By the early 1930's, however, this movement had become a victim of its own

r techniques. In this schools the teachers got tired of all the highly specified objec-
tives which they were unable to manage. In addition, both'a new view of the child
- egarding it not as a complex machine, but as a growing organism - and a new
view of the ,school activities - regarding them not as means to remote future ends,
but ofvalue and importance in themselves-- had been established. John. Dewey is
a typical representative of this new view. To him the means-ends dimension is not
fundamental in educational activity. It plays'a secondary` role. The primary thing,
is. the activity. Ends arise and function within, action:

"They are not, as current theories too often imply, things lying beyond activity
at which the latter is directed. They are not strictly speaking ends or termini
of action at all. They are terminals of deliberation, and so turning points

activiiy".(6)
To have an end or an aim i a characteristi6 feature of present activity. It helps
the activity to become unified and adjusted, whenaotherwise it would be blind and 1

disorderly. This gives the activity meaning where it otherwise would be mechanical.
Ends tre means in the present activity. To be too preoccupied with future aimsleads
he attention, away Atm our resources to the present.situation. .

(After the Second Woad War rhe picture changes once more. Again rational curri-
ulum construction becomes a popular activity. R. W. Typer and. V. Henrick carried '

on the work of Bobbitt. Tyler, as we know, built his curriculum rationale - "Basic
Principles of Curriculum and Instruction", 1950 - around four major questions:

"1. What educational purpose should the school seek to attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain

these purposes? '
'3. How can these educational experienceS be effectively organized?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being attafned?"(7) .

The questions fall, as we see, wholly into the means-ends dimension. It is first a
question of deciding puiposes, stating objectives. Secondly of selecting and
organizing the experiences necessary to attain these purposei. And finally of evalua-

ting in relation the starting point. R. W. Tyler's rationale for curriculum develop-

ment can pr erly be said to be the prototype of the means-ends model. And it is

this model hich in. thi United States has dominated the curriculuM field for the
last twen years. In a survey from 1969 J. I. Goodlad maintains that " ... as far
as th major questions to be answered in developing a curriculum are concerned,

most the authorsIn fihe,71960 arid 1969 !curriculum issues of the,Review of
Educational Research? assume those set forth in 1950 by R.W.Tyler." (8)
The great support for Tyler's rationale has undoubtedly seveial.causes. The model
was well suited for the decade which produced teaching machines and programmed
instruction. It was suitable for a decate which so eagerly wanted to give general
importance to the demand for precise teaching aims, preferably exp;essed in be:
havioural terms, and which formalized the procedure of finding and deducing aims
and objectives. Tyler hiniself let educational objective have a dominating posi-
tion in his scheme. Educational objectives are, he says, "criteria by which
materials are selected, content is outlined, instructional procedures are developed
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and tests and examinations art prepared". (9) An intense preoccupation with educa-
tional aims and objectives on different levels and "within different domains, such as
we find in the work of B. S. Bloom and his associates for instance(10). is therefore
quite in accordance with the intention in Tyler's?rationale - and with any means-
ends model for curriculum development.
Ibis characteristic that the criticism:which at the end, of the 1960's was levelled
against this dominant mode ofthought within curriculum development is first of all

', concerned with the question of rational aims and objectives. (11) Are ?educational
objestives, in behavioural terms, .a help or a hindrance? When teachers start plan-' ninKurriculumsuides, do they really start with over -all echiCational aims, then
passion to specifying school objectives, and then finally end up with identifying
behavioural objectives for specific subject-matter? Is such a formalized procedure
applied in the successful curriculum reform projects which were planted and started
in this period? Or is this an approach which may be possible in a theoretical con-
neciion, but hardly probable in the world of reality? As late as 1969 one of the most
zealous spokesmen for educational objectives in behaV4oural terms had to admit that

. Tyler's "excellent monograph" from 195Q "failed to have any dramatic effect on the
educational community" and that Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives from
195E;), had salet figures "surprisingly modest" in the first years after-it had been
published.(12) We perceive' certain dissatisfaction even in J.I.Goodlad's survey
mentioned above: "General theOry. and conceptualization in curriculum appear to
have advanced very little during the last decade. "(13) And H. M. Kliebard who
belongs to the critical wing finds that "the twentieth anniversary of the publication
of the Tyler rationale is an appropriate time to reexamine and reevaluate some of
its central features". According to his view, the Tyler epoch of curriculum inquiry
is "long 'overdue7., (14) ,
But what is the alternative? It must be admitted that up to the present time no
correspondingly clear alternative s been formed., The recent array of criticism
regarding the limitations of behavi al objectives and the evaluatiqn practices
related to such a concept, and a ce ain critical attitude toward Tyler's curriculum
model in general, has, however,vlaid the foundation for a new approach in curri-
ctqrn theory. Against this background the contours of an alternative to the means- 0
ends Model gradually seem to ,emerge. .
This is first of all seen in quite a few authors who .go back to J. Dewey's cohtentiom
the primary-thing is the activity. H. M.Kliebard, for instance, writes-that this will

can "that the starting point for a model of curriculum and instruction is not the
statement of objectives but the activity (learning experience), and whatever objec-..
tives do appear will arise within that activity as a way of adding a new dimension
to it, "(15) J.B.Macdonald argues in,a similar way. Our objectives arkonly known
to us in any complete sense. after the completion of our act of instruction. Educa- ,

tionaI objectives function as "heuristic devices." They initiate the first teaching
sequences, but are changed in the flow of instruction. "In the final analysis, it

- could be argued, the teacher in activity asks a fundamentally Offerent question
from "What am I trying to accomplish?". The teacher asks, "What am I going to
do?" and out of the doing comes accomplishment. "(16) If we say that the means-
ends .model stresses the "endings", then the alternative model focuses on the '
"beginnings". Instead of focussing on the result of performance our attention is

\
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directed toward the starting conditions: are they such that the pupil will become
engagel in, hat is worth becoming engaged in1(11)
The contours of (he alternative model appear, secondly, in that characteristic
tiaits about these starting conditions are brought to light. Quite a few writers have
dwelt upon these conditions in recent years. (18) Here we will follow the mode of
thought expressed by two of them. According to D. Huebner the current voncep-
tions of curriculum are inadequate. This inadequacy.stems fiom an overdependence

`c.' upon a conception of value as goals or objectives, and a consequent Over-depen-
dence upon learning. This inadequacy, Huebner argues, can be partially corrected
by a conception of curriculum as the design of an edUcative environment 'in whin
valued educational activity can occur. The alternative, then, stresses "educa-
tional activity" as the ce r i d most significant part of curriculum, and heavily
emphasizes the "ed ive environ L which this activity occurs, The inter-
action of these main factors takes place, ebner suggests,- mainly through

t "language, than encounter, and the encounter witIvawesome world of the non-
man- ma The task of thecurriculum specialist is one of designing an educative
environm :

"To b environment which structures educational activity means to select
conte rorn the whole, wide, wonderful world and to make it available for the
studs So conceived, content is that which is avaiiablein the classroom for
educational activity. This includes man-made Objects,: aspects of the natural
world grouped or organized in certain ways, symbol or language systems; and

'usages or social conventions. In fact, educational content.becomes a selection
of man's culture, thus creating a limited, culture for the student. But to keep the
image clear, it necessary to use culture the'way Tillich uses it. lie reminds
those who have been overconditioned by the behavioral scientist that the bio-
logist uses it differently: "Culture, cultura is that which takes care of something,
keeps it alive, and makes it grew": The curriculum designer fabricates an educa-
tional environment which, takes care oT students, keeps them alive, and makes
them grow. "(19)

E. W. Eisner approaches the new model for curriculum theory through a penetrating
criticism of the normal usage of educatio,narobjectives. Eisner distinguishes between
"instructional objectives" and "expressive objectives". Instructional objectives are
used in what he calls "a,predictive model" of curriculum development. It is a model
in which objectives are:formulated and Artivities selected which are predicted to be
useful in enabling children to-attain the specific behaviour embodied in the objec-
tives. In our terminology, a means -ends model. Expressive objectives differ con-
siderably from instructional objectives., . An expressive objective does not specify the
behaviour the student is to acquire after having engaged in the learning activities.
It does not state "endings", it states instead "beginnings" - to use some of our
earlier formulations. Eisner puts it this way:

"An expressive objective describes an educational encounter. It identifies a
situation in which children are to work, a problem with which they are to cope,
a task in which they are to engage; but it does not specify what from that encoun-
ter situation, problem, or task they are to learn. An expreisive objective provides
both the teacher and the student with an invitation to explore, defer, or focus on
iss that are of peculiar interest or import to the inqpirer.
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. An e5ressive objective is evocative rather than prescriptive."
"In the expressive context the teacher hopes to provide a situation fn which
meanings beconkOrsonalized and in which children produce products, both
theoretical anclqualitatiVe, that are as diverse as themselves. Consequently the
.evaluative-taskin this situation is not one of applying a common standard to the
products, produced An order to reveal its uniqueness and.significance, "(20)

Eisner emphasizes that these two types of objectives - instructional and expressiVe -
require different kinds of curriculum activities and evaluation procedures, and each
one of thenunust occupy a distinctive place in curriculum theory and deVelopment.

R...., But only la the former case does,he name the corresponding curriculum model (the
predictive model). It is possiblep that this is due to a certain shift in Eisner's line of
thought when he describes the latter. He darts to describe an educatiOnal en-
Counter" when there are two factors: "children" on the one hand, and "work",
"problem", and "task" on the other'. But he ends up with a somewhat onelsided
emphasis on the activity, of the children.
The German reform movement in education took a somewhat different course than
the corresponding movement in the United States. By the did of the 1920s the
German movement was already in its final phase - a phase marked by searching
reflection and self-criticism. The one-sided radical points of view from the time
around thcAurn of the century and after were toned dbwn. Simultaneously the
positive contributions of the reform movement, above all a greater understanding

r--- 9f the child, were defended and strengthened. As regards curriculum theory this
- self-criticism meant a break-away from both the technological means-ends model

and the glorificatioh of the spontaneous activity of the pupil. T.Litt's monograph
"Ftihren oder Waehsenlassen" from 1927 is in this connection central and characteris-
tic. .

Litt argues that in our century a technological way of thinking and acting'y first
deciding the aims and theif choosing the relevant means - has become so prevalent

Jthat this interpretation is close at hand: that all human activity must be understood
according to this scheme. But this technological way of thinking forgets that this
mode of thought, taken from man's dealings with dead things, cannot in a straight-
forward manner be transferred to thord sittrations where we have to do with inter-

sactimi betmeen living human beings. True enough, certain subordinate and limited a
functionrtan be understood according to a means-ends scheme. But the central and
essential thi4s, in the educationgl process constitute such a complex whole that a
technological interpretation simply is not adequate. (21)
But a reasoning *long lines that concentrate on the spontaneous activity of the pupil,
on his natural interests, on his natural development, does not give_us a full answer
either. Education implies something mote than maturation and development from
within. The spontaneous activity does not give content and direction. Any genuine
educational process springs from a polarity between the pupil -.the learningsubject-
and the arranged aspects of the world outside the pupil - the object. Educational
activity is therefore to be understood as activity that provides contact between the
pupil and world around him. Activity that brings about encounter between two
equal factotr."13egegnu1g zweier gleichberechtigter Gewalten"). (22)
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This jview was deVeloped in mare detail by E. Weniger and W. FAtrier. After the
Second World War they continued this together With H. Roth, (20-According to Roth
the secret of p,11 education lies in providing a coostructive encounter between
Children or youth on the one hand and a sample(of our cultqre on the other.

"... das Geheicnnis alles Unterrichtens.liegt in der Herbeift1hrung einer frucht-
baren Begegnungzwischen Kind oder Jugendliche nd einem ausgewahlten Aus-.
schnitt der geistig erkannten oder gestalteten welt dem Kulturgut. Was ouch die
Lehrerpersonlichkeit SUZU beitragen mag, sie hat f alle Falk mit zwei Faktoren
zu echiffen, sie sachlich gebunden 1st: das i it das Kind and das ist der
Gegenstaid. "(24)

In education there is always talk about two factors: the pupil and the object The
teacheris role consists in constructing an educational situation where these f ctors
meet on equal terms. A situation where the pupil is allowed to,be a pupil w th the
traits typical for his age. A situation where the object can keep its own cha acte!.
only then do we get a real educational encountetroriginale Begegnung"). ( 5)
E. Weniger characterizes encounter as the original phenomenon of the schoo ("das
erzieherische Urphdnomen der Schule").

"Wenn-wit von Begegnung sprechen, so meinen wir damit erstens, da6 bei diesen
Vorgangen der Zdgling aktiv beteiligt ist, data er nicht ein passives Etwas 1st,
ein leeres GefIB, in das die Erzieher die LehrgegenstUnde, die Stoffe der1311-
dung.hineinftillen, nicht ein unbeschriebenes Blatt, auf das die Erzieher ein-
schreiben, was sie far notwendig halten, keine Tafel,- auf der etwas eingeritzt
wird. Erziehung 1st kein einseitiges Tun de Erzieher, kein blosser Aufnahme-
prozess durch den ZaglIng, keine einfache Ifeproduktion der Welt im Kind. ...
Ferner soil dies.eLyerminus etwas von dem neinfangen, was man als die Eben-
bOrtigkeit der arriMldungsvorgang beteiligten. Partner bezeichnen kannte. Der
Zogling ist zwar bei dem Vorgang alfMindergereifter der schwachere Ten, aber
er wird doch als voll genommen, man begegnet ihm auf einer gerneinsamen
Ebene. Endlich ist mit dem Wort Begegnung noch ein letztes Moment im
Erziehungsvorgang getroffer, die Freiheit des Zoglings, abzulehnen oder.
anzunehmen, was ihm in der Begegnung entgegentritt. "(26)

This trn lies, first, an active participation on the part of the pupil in the instruc-
tiona tea sing situation. When we speak of encounter the one factor, namely the
sttident, can t be passive. The pipil is not conceived of as an empty tin which is ,

'to be filled wit subject-matter, or as a sheet of paper on which the teacher can
write. The term "encounter" Implies, secondly, an equality betWeen the parties
involved. True enough,- the pupil is the weaker and immature part. But in the
educational situation the world he is to meet - that is, the portion of history, the
actual social life, the culture and the nature - is designed in such a way that the
can master it. The term "encounter" points, thirdly, towards the freedom of the
pupil in the instructional situation. The pupil can receive or he can refuse to re-
ceivewhat he is meeting, or he can pass it by without being aware of any meeting.
What the pupil will be learning at school therefore cannot be decided in detail
beforehand.
To,regard the educational phenomena from the point of view of encounter, and not
from point of view of means-ends, seems to have been the norm in Germany right
up to the 1950's. It is characteristic that the well edited and highly up-to-date
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"PtIdagogisches Lexikon" from 197,1 does not contain any articles on educational
aims and objectives (Ziele), but only deals with encounter (Begegnung).(27)
In recent years the situation hasAanged radically. Concepts other than those
which spring from view's on education as "Geisteswissenschaft" have pushed for-

ward with great forcer As a consequence the means-ends model has been employed --

inthe theorizirtg aboOt curriculum, and by some the model has been used as itit
were' - something branctnew.(28)

;.

3. Means -ends vends encounter ,/
,.

The preceding'sketch has shown that the last 50 years' discussions within the field'
of curriculum theory can be regarded as a match between two basic models: the
means-ends model and the encounter model. The sketch has also shown that' the
concepts and models used in an educational context to a large extent have been ,

dominated by siOdes of lhought inherent in that age. The educational phenomena
seem thus as t matter of.course to fall into the means-ends scheme in those periods
when the thiaking is strongly influenced by the cause- effect model of the natural
scientists 'a id by the decision models of technicians and the plan economists. The
encounter model offers itself as the most reasonabl model in periods when life,
experier..e, and activity are regarded as something re fundamental than just the
mere ideas of life, ideas of experience, and ideas of activity. In periods when what
is organically growing hara stronger appeil than that which is technically designed
and constructed, in periods when the future seems uncertain while the constellations
of the present stand out as the only state of certainty.
Perhaps the most 'decisive difference between the means-ends model and the en-
counter model is that while fit the Term& the rational element dominates, the...

"'+ , empirical dominates in the latter. There can be nos-doubt that thelneans-ends
'lode is carried forward V the assumption that the complex pheriomena within

;\ he curriculum field can be rationally managed. The development of programmed
instruction may in no small measure be said to have had such effects. Here the
aiths..and objectives are clearly formulated+eforehand, here one can choose bet-
ween alternative means, .here the programme can be sold as a whole with the label .

"guaranteed leamine. As long as it is about learning of simple skills and acqui-
sition of limited information, the guarantee can be said to have a high degree of
validity. The assumption that it is possible to achieve a rational view of, and .)
control over the educational process should thus be confifmed.
The question, is, however, whether this assumption can be confirmed when it comes
le more complex curriculum projects and when learning stretches over a longer
period of time. If the means-ends model is applied in these Cases, a self-contra-
dictory element in the model clearly appears: the model includes predictions about

6 the future. Aims arrd objectives are not rooted in the present. They belong to the
future and as such they do net say anything about realities. Strictly s a ing, they .' ..lc
only say something about hypothetical possilkilities. 'The further away i time the
goal is and the more complicated the situations are, the more clear becomes the
element of uncertainty -which is always tiedp with the future. The paradoxical

. thing is, in other words, that the curriculutAnodel which is motivated by the
wish for rational educational planning, itself contains a clear irrational element.
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It is surprising that 'so many overlook this. Does that mean that pne regards the
educational phenomena, without being fully conscious on this point, as natural
phenomena in a limited and closed system where one can control alI the variables
and where time does not play any decisive role? If this is the case, then the urge
for rational clarity must have lost contact with experience. '
If we keep ourselyes,strictly to the realities 9f the educational situation, the
encounter model lends itself almbst naturally. Any ediicational situation has two
poles, the pupil and the contrived edue .tional environment. Any educational pro-
cess can.be regarded as a dynamic proc As, as a continuous interaction hetween
these poles. And the result of any educa 'onal programme is marked by both the
individuality of the pupil and the eleme s of the educational environment. The
pupil and the educational environment a, realities we are faced with here and
now. none of these lie in a distant and unknown future. None of them are abstrac-
tions. They lie before us in very concrete forms.. We can nearly feel and touch
them. On the one hand the pupil with all the traits characteristic of his age, with
his individuality, with his spontaneous activity, and with his engagement. Op the
other hand the contrived educationa' environment. That is to say, aspects of our
natural world, of our history, of our social life, of our culture and technique, of
our common social forms; a carefoll .rranged selection of man's knociedge and
style'of life.
This polarity - the pupil and the r ....ational environment - can rtithtly be called
the original phenomenon of the s, ,tool.
It may seem that the teacher doe not fit in here at all. But the contrary is rather

A the case. The essential task of to teacher - to be both the advatateof the pupil
Ft and the representative of mat. nnwledge and style of life - is More Atrongly

emphasited.
When what is empirically giver F"ns the starting point, both,the predictable and
the unpredictable elements are Limn care of. The encounter model thus describes
in a clear andsoncrete way the beginning of the educational process, but it does
not dare to state the ending beforehand. The outcome of the educational situation
is not a fact until the process has finished. Until then the outcome is something
unpredictable. It must ix admitted that some followers of the encounter model
stress the situational and the ur predictable elements to such a degree that methods
and goal directedness in the instructional situation, which the model quite defini-
tely implies, is overlooked. This has particularly been the case in Germany. Here
the term "Begegnung" of ^13 L.tes on an existentialistic meaning. The educational
process is then split up in.o a series of single situations, most of them trivial, and
only a few containing worthwhile elements. (29) If such a' limited interpretation of
the teim "encounter" is .sed t a starting point, 'fits hardly very useful in an
educational connection. The reason for this is that the solving,of the many tasks
in school demands goal ien4d and systemeic activity.' In the work of E:Weniger
and H. Roth the term "Bgegni. ig" has therefore a much wider meaning. (30) And
this is undoubtedly also e case with the American writers mentioned earlier.
The encounter model i :ludes systematic and conscious activity because the point
of departure is not accio .ntal but arranged. This is seen very clearly, if we fix
our glance, not at the nil, but at the other pole ,of the educational situation:
the content and the en.i nm at. At all times the content and the environment
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have been, more or legs, arranged4n advance. This applies even in those cases
when, the essential, thing has been to take, care of the pupil's snhjtctive feeling
of developing freely and spontaneously; I am thinking of Rousseau's educational
theory and some of the teaching-firogammes which have been launch,ed with the
label."--Loarning by discovery". (31) M

The encounter model includes a statement of alms - if the term is taken to mean
direetion rather than a terminal point. The direction is decided by the starting
conditions. The lessons in. mathematics lead the pupils in a different direction than
thoiessons in fgreign languages; those in history in a different ditectiott than those
in the social sciences. The body of knowledge which the4upil acquires and the
way of thought to which he, is introduced, is above all dependent on what kind -of
educational content he meets. The aim or objective is, in other words, a rerilky38,
of an interaction process between the pupil and the contrived educational situa-

'ition. It must be admittecrthat under circumstances such as these, the goal will
very often be verbilized'in a rather loose fashion, and the terms used if seen in
isolation may seem .rather meaningless. One should not forget, however, that

,,,,apparentlyempty statements Of goals may rest on very concrete and firm empirical
.

grounds: pupils of a certain age with:approximately ,will defined capacity on the
one hand, and educational content of some kind or other on the other hand. One

c. should also remernber that in this case the content and methods used are n de-
.;

duced, from aims or objeCtives.- The contrary is rather the case: the ims o
tives'are inferred inductiVely. Thus they are only a reflection of a co ated

4. and concrete reality. Aims and objectives, then. have a different function ikthe
encounter model than in the means-ends model. Much criticism has been produced
because one could not make this distinction. (32)

4. New curricula in science - which model?

It has been said of the new curricula in science, i i mathematics, in social sciences,
and in the ,arts that "these projects are important not only in their own right, but
also because they provide the necessary conditions for building the empirical foun-
dations of the field of curriculum ". (33) We will now turn to these projects and ask:
Which curriculum model do they use? Has the development of a new curriculum
followed the means-ends model, ha% the new curriculum been formed according
to l. Tyler's rationale or according to B.S.Bloom's tRxonOmy? Or has the develop-
ment of a new curriculum - consciously or unconscioasly followed assumptions
sinfila to those which we find in the encounter model?
On this occasion it is proper for me to limit myself to projects in natural sciences.
But allow me to mention just briefly M.Beberman's proJect in mathematics first.
Not Only because it was a pioneer project, but because it illustrates in an egceptio-
nally",slear way the problem with which we are dealing here. The project origina-
ted, 4 we know, because there was a common dissatisfaction with the state of
affairs;c'in this case with the teaching of mathematics t high school level. The
tritrnbe.is of the project were at the beginning much more aware of what`Innd of

4)mathernatics teaching they did not want than what kin of teaching they were
going t work out in the,project. GracIally, however, 'e new efforts got direc- ,
tion, and finally two main principles crystallized. To with they functioned
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. on a nonverbal level; but werethen identified as 1) clear rnathernatical language .
and 2j learning by discovery. (34) these,two train principles .deal as4we see with- ' °

Subject-matter and pupil activity. . t

If we look at the science projects generally,. wetwill fairly,Soori)ee that in most of
the projects something similar is the".eale.- The projects have be developed atollg
lines implying that the pupils in, n active ari'd.engaging way sh ultlbe introduced
to tttei;Ody of knowledge and the scientific ,way of.thought, (35 In most.of the pro-
Jects it_does not look as if one has stalled with a list of behaviciural objectives and -
then ., by way of deducing -.has found guitabfe subject-mattl 014 suitable forms

,
of activity. There are; however, -as far as I can see, tWo-ribt ble exceptionC,The
first is "Stridence - A Process .Apprqach" and ilie second is "IPN Curriculnin_ -,.
Physik", (36) .

Let us litave a closer look at the latter project. HOW has the project group behind
IPN Curriculum Physik worked? To.whaeextent hasithl group succeeded in adhering
to the means-ends model which at a first glance' seeinst to oonstitute_the projecl;%, .'
way of attacICNAdmittedly queitions such as these are rather difficult for an out - -,

. sider to answer. /A's-regards this project, we are fortunate enoughto have fairly
extensive statements from the project grotip. The reform work, one of the project-
Members says, ran through different stages, one planning stage and several -trial
stages. The planning stage ended with the project group agreeing on quite a few
general principles which the ,work was to follow (3 "Grupdatze" and 16 "Lett- -

satze"), These principles concerned the selection of the subject-matter, teaching
methods and evaluation. We notice that this initial ;planning stage, which lasted

hfor well over a year, did not result in a list of specifie e,havioural objectiVes.,
Such specified behavioural objectives did not form th, basis of the first trial of -

instructional units in schools either. And this was doe on purpose, because during
' the first trial 'relevant educational objectives wereite be, discovered.

"Zur ersten Erprobung (Vcirerprobung).liegen melst nur grob foxmulierte Plane
vol.., die ein Grobziel und einige mogliche Aktivitaten, - insbesonclere Expert-
rnenie - enthaltertz Es werden also wahrenydq Planungtirbeit bewussf noch".
keine-operationalisierten Ziele und keine Arbeitsbogen and sonstige, den,Unter-
,..richt genauer fixierende Materialien er eitet. Die Hauptaufgabe dieser ersten
Erprobung ist die Entdeckung relevant Ziele imAinterricht. "(37)

It is very characteristic that the specir ation of educational objectives in
behavioural terms did not precede, t followed the first trial stage, -and that this
specification was not applied In -a.s hoot situation before the second stage. It'seems
to me, then, that the excellent work done by the IPN group actually has followed
a' different, and in may opinion, a better procedure than their own curriculum theory
would suggest. The IPN group has been content with stating very general aims to'

'begin with. And pupil activity; 'particularly experiments - has also preceded a
detailed listing of behavioural objectives.
The result of tris reform work (IPN Curriculum Physik, Didaktische Anleitungen)
_appears at a first ,glance to be moulded in a clear meansends form. Even the single .
lesson is outward1j built according to this scheme: 1) Educational objectives ik

,-.behavioural terms. 2) Relevant 'Concepts., 3) A detailed description of the lessOnr
experiments, demonstrations;* class discussion, group work, -etc. 4) As a clear,
invitation to evaluate the instruction in relation to the stated objectives the results
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on the .pr -tests attain'ed' brthe expPrimgrital groups are indicated at the
end. (38) B it seems to 'me 'that the means -ends Scheme really is not conse
quently car ed.out in this respect either. The extensive description of the
lesson indic tes that' the subject - matter and the different kinds of pupil activity
are more mportant than the specified objective% which are set up as a heading
for every lesson.

5. Conclusion

For the 'last twenty years, tea s been no -lack of gooll suggestions as 41 ,how '
cutriculum should be consfru on the basis of the meanilends Model... Much ,,

effort, time' and Money have been invested in order to find, formulate and,
specify edueat,lohal objectives. From many nuarters it has been pointed soul
that this .procedure does, not seem to,yithl the :expected success asegards .the ,

actual woe at school. Is there, thenftnething wrong with theleachers and
the schools? Many followers of the means -ends model are apparehtly.inclined to
maintain just that. The teachers must be reeduchtect, they must learn to think in ,

taxonomic terns, ,

Things can, however, be seen from a different point of view. The means -ends'
model does-not give a frill picture of the curriculuru Phenomena. Therefore diffi-
culties arise. My the s is that the encounter model 'moreoften than,not will be a
better point of depar ure, if wewant to understand and Master

,.
curriculum problems'
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X.

Mr. BAEZ reports that he ids involved in the curriculum reform activities of PSSC.
From his experience a lot of the innovated work was done by people, who had no
idea whaf the behavioural objectives were; these ideas began to develop in the-
course of time. A pilot project of physics teaching, however which UNESCO
initiated idSouth America in 1963, actually used both therlangwage and the con-
cepts of behavioural objectives and some behavioural specialisWvitre involved.
Mr. DUIT asks for a more detailed discussion about the IPINI Physics material. The
author states that the objectives given in the .IP curriculum Material mainly are
reflections of what is going on in the lesson. jectives are predominantly
formulated theoretically. The so-called "Stun lauf""(teaching procedure of .

a certain lesson) is designed for the concrete activity; evidently it was not deduced
from the educational objectives. The author feels that this actually used method is

.better than the theoretical process of the IPN curriculum development.
Mr. T,HOMSES discusses what kind of teacher's guide will be a help for introducing
a curriduluni. He reports from his first visit of the MSC group. The teachers were
very anxious about how far they ?lad got. Nobody thought of omitting a chapter
because of unimportance. Seemingly the PSSC group learnt,in the meantime, when
one looks threttgh the teacher's guides to the IPS project; they contribute to the'
spirits of the course, and ir; addition, they-give a help to, the experiments. He feels
that the IPN physics sometimes constraints by giving too detailed teacher's guides,
which the teachers suppose to have to follow exactly.
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Walter Jung

A catalogue of aims proposed by yen Hentig and the
4,

objectives ,w)

of physics teaching

1. Reasons fbr talking about aims and objectives

My-main concern in this paper is with aims and objectives. At present there are
very good reasons to speak about this matter in this ge of ongoing reconstruction
of our school system, that may well be in phase o 1th/2-new trend of anti -
science. (1)
Inotalking about aims and whys of teaching physics one always has to keep in mind
whom oneflwants to convince. It is rather easy to convince an audience of physicists
that physics should be taught. It is more difficult to give reasons convincing
enquiring-educationalist or educational philosopher, though he may grant that it is
somehow necessary to learn some physics.
This is exactly my starting point. I do not try to find reasons per se why to teach
physics. I think it is rather unlikely that anybody may hit upon a reason unheard'
of so far. I discuss possible contributions of physics teaching within a given frame-
work of aims,.
In talking about this matter I intend (1) to introduce into discussion lines'of thought
and reasoning widespread ib this country, and (2) to plead for a dialogue between
two very different groups, the physicists on the one side, the educationalists On the
other. As far as I can see, they do not like each other very much. Physicists ave

-1 man c mplaints about educationalists, who constantly arouse public interest by
sugg ive and dangerous ideas about the process of education and the organiz tion

or-of s ool systems. We should grant that this is their business and should never
ge that they have similar complaints about scientists.

11The dialogue I have tried to begin is not wholly a literary affair. Discussions f
this tort took place in a tilay of the Ministry of Education of Nordrhein-Westf len,
that was concerned with framing guidelines for Curricular-developments in coMpre-
liensive schoqls of this state. And there was a political decision that v.Hentig'S
aims shquld be the starting of the guidelines. Thbs my discussion centers wound
the key word of "contribution". I think it is important to find out in,what fields,
physics teaching is able contribute much, and where we are weak.
FUrthermore, we should stop discussing these questions solely within our own group,
the physicists. Prof. Karplus has published a very interesting book, a collection
of articles, entitled "Physics and Man"(2). One of the papers discusses reasons for
the tui:ning of mind of the public against science. (3) We cannot opplbse these,
tendencies if we do not legit oir ivory tower, listen to other points of view,
late them and get qualified fora discussithr within a- much more comprehensive
group than physicisit and even physics teachers ar . !This may.suffice to enlighten
the background of my paper, at least to some me ure.
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The first part s meant to link the discussion of aims and objectives to-the process
of implem ation. My main point is the role of the teacher in irovation. I think
it is quite essential that the classroom teacher is convincecrabout the aims and
the philosophy of the new curriculum, and well-Informed about the links-between
this philbsophfand the objectives. And to my mind this should not be done by
subjecting him to a massive bombardment by statements purpofely'construCtecl by
the curriculum development staff. I feel a certain disparity between constructing
nationwide curricula and securing a proper share of the teachers -in shaping the
curriculum.
My tentative conclusion would be to reject-all curricula that are too tight in struc-
ture, in sequencing,and objectives. I would prefer curricula that display.opportuni-.
ties for the teacher to make creative use of materials offered. As an example in
the elementary level I should like to mentJon the English Science 5/13 Project.
Also the work-of Dr. Thomsen as reported in this conference seems to me in line
with my ideas. ,

Of course, one may raise the question of teacher qualifications. Offering perfectly
.organized and scheduled curriculum hardware and software may -ring about better
instruction in some respects, bat scarely will it improve the qualification of the

leachers. This can only be done by participating in curriculum developMent. What
girls and boys need, and have a right to be supplied- with, is qualified teachers,
and not "instructional personnel":

e
2. -Implementation and decision on aims

The last decade has seen a rising tide of curriculum development and correspon-
'clingly many processes of inst lation in schools.
Many papers describe the imple ntation process af-seen by_ the curriculum dei
velopment staff or by engaged teachers. But on the whole 'we are lacking scientific

-studies-t f,-implementation-processes- that marforni a- basis-of-a-theortrical stheicie-
to guide furthei implementation processes as a therapeutic_andAlagnostrie-device
saving time and energy.OneRetsthe_impresstarrthat every team has to meet all
the problems anew unguided by the experiences of other. teams.
G. W. Bassett (4) has given a rather detailed comparison of the different strategies
of innovation in the Unitid States and in England; with the emphasis on central
agencies in the States, and the emphasis on the local group in England. His chap-
ter "FactOrs Influencing Change" lists-many important variables. and-makes-sorne__
crucial points concerning innovation.,-One of the most vital remarks refers to the
rolof the cisis-room teacher. He saysl "Confronted with such a cloud -of witnes-
ses, there is a clangor that the teacher Will lose some confidence in his own pro
fessianal skill, and adoptnncritically-the-varlotalScherrieslplaced before-bi
The mere allowing of educational fads is a travesty of any real expertise, nd a
denial of professional freedom. It is important that this danger of a servile titude
on the, part of the teacher should actively combated ... One obvious way o do this
is to secure the,Tarticipation of teachers in their own schools , Didacti courses
which simply tell the teacher what °deli to be done are usually unsucce ful in
achieving any effective change... Without a well-understood body of nciples
to guide them they will be overwhelmed by the flood of materials and the



innovative steps presented by the production of these materials will be self-
:.defeating!" (5)

There are other signs that the role of the teacher is recognized as a vital one in
the USA, too, e. g. in a paper by R. J. Merrill and I?. P. Butts (6) and Iv may refer
also to the well-known attack of M. Atkin upon planning strategies that seems to
be borrow_ea from the industrial construction techniques for materials with pre-
designed properties.- One of Merrill and Butts' tenets seems to be in disagreement
with the spirit of Bassett's remarks. They write: "Science teachers will and should - A

become less autonomous that they typically are now in making decisions about what
to teach, when, and howl "(8) But this is only the consequence of a more careful
consideration of the network of decision-mailig piocesses which is implicit in
Bassett's approadh, too. He has a useful chapter on "The Nature of Educational
Objectives" in which he discusses sources of conflict and embarrassment on the
part of the teacher unduely mixing levels, of objectives.
I may be allowed to extend this line of reasoning toward a theory of levels of
decision - making In the innovative process. - . ,,, - '
What should be better understood is that teachers, and other people such as subject
matter oriented Institutions, parents, political bodies and so forth play different

' roles within the decisionmaking process at different levels. Thus it seems to me
to be a perversion of the democratic doctrine to hold that the individual Child
s uld decide upon the aims of education or the content of the cUrriculum, just

it would be inappropriate for the individual teacher to think mself competent
to decide upon these matters. We should carefully analyse the d fferent qualities
of participation in the decisiOn making processes in different le els and types of
objectives:- This Implies a doctrine of the defining characteristi s.of the teaching
profession besides other things.' And It may be that Merrill and. utts hold some-
what different definitions'compared with Bassett's. But both stte i the fact that the
teacher is responsible mainly,for adapting to the needs of the in ividual child and
decisions regarding the individual child. Bassett more than Merrill and Butts seems
to be aware of the active rol: of the teacher in the developme t process, in partici-
pating in the goal seeking and decision making process, thoug he has developed no
explicit theory of these diffe(ent roles in different levels and o the different quali-,
ties of participation of diverse groups. And this seems to me a desideratum of an
effective strategy of innovation and implementation. Otherwise-there is danger -

politics. But implementation is primarily not a problem pf s lling a good for cow:
that implementation is seen Rhin the categories of successf 1 business and sales ,

sumption, it is a problem of haping the future of lots of peOple in a virtually
decisive way. Just as the dev lopment strategy of production with prescribed
qualities is oversimplified, s the strategy of sales talk and advertisement is
Mistaken.
Bassett discriminates between
strategic or systems level, an
He seems to me right in his o
discussions of aims that are di
teaching. But he underestima
effective participation of tea
body else have a right to part
tical in nature.

the societal or philosophical
ending with the tactical or

servation that teachers are
ficult to relate to their da
es in this opening chapter
hers in this aimsseeking
cipate in shaping the goa
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level, followed by the
instructional level. (9)
onfused. by extensive
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he importance of an
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But so shaping the goals is not a profe
competence as citizens. Certainly the
to the formation of aims; he may be in
the "boundary conditions" in the langu
expert opinion on the possibilities of realizing aims and he may possess more power
to interprete the philosophical statements and the policy declarations of political
bodies in terms of realities.
Nevertheless, there is some danger in this expertness insofar as it relies exclusively
upon so-called expefience; and there is some truth in the saying that -twenty years'
experience, may be simply twenty years' mistakes repeated. Thus a more complex
pattern of interrelationihips emerges. The competence of deciding upon aims
resides with the political bodies. But their wisdom is derived from other groups
with special competence in goal seeking in exploring different alternatives, in
investigating the implications of different aims. And in this process teachers can
and should take an important part.

tonal ,competence with teachers, it is their
cher has something special to contribute
better position than other people to know

e of the theoretical physicist; He has an

3. Knowledge of objectives as a variable in implementation

We know from *es sources that knowledge of objectives is a variable in the imple-
mentation process. The Eastern'Regional Institution for Education (ERIE), Syracuse,
has made available reports on the installation of process-oriented curricula in
elementary, schools. (10) Some of their observations 'may be specific to the grade
level of the program. But my experienCe with the realization of new directions sin
High Schools I could gather some years ago is in rather good agreement with most
of their points.- Y pick out the question of aims because it seems to me largely
neglected in the implementation process.
The first ttiing you have to do in implementing a new prograth is to convince'
teachers that is needed. And that means you have to convince teachers of two
points, first that their present teaching does not live up to certain goals, and
second, t these goals are worthwile. Also the curriculum designer should take
the opti8rtunity to test the adequacy of his goals by carefully discussing them with
the teachers. One of the ERIE papers states: "These observations could reflect lack
of evaluation criteria, failure to examine and discuss disseminated goals or lack
of understanding of goals on the part of the teachers". (11)
And later on: "There.seems to be a tendency to accept loose, rather ambiguous
instructional goals with disfavour and to also react negatively to specific mea-
surable goals... There were. however, twice as many requests for more specific
qualitative goals... "(12). 4
One gets the impression that these teachers neither know the broad aims sufficiently
well to be able to judge class room achievement intuitively in terms of these goals,
nor did they understand the relationship between quantitative measures with the goals.
In both respects there is lack of competence in handling goals. But if we expect
more than a short lived success we should have teachers that are well versed in the
'philosophy of the curriculum, of its essential agreement with the needs of the era,
and with the relation between broad aims and specific aims to be realized in thei.
class-room work.
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At present we observe the creation of a new philosophy every decade or even every
year. Each curriculum team tries its hand in-forming a new brand of goals. May be
this is a consequence of the sales talk tactics mentfotted above. What we need is a
substantial agreement about goals to be reached by schools and a rich supply of
different approaches to realize these goals. Also the goals should be well under-
stood by the teachers. We have some partial agieements between different schools
f educational thought, but to my mind there'is lack of substantial agreement.
This state of affairs may be responsible for the obserVable weakness of teachers
and schools to yield to educational fads.
Without conviction concerning basic issues there is no educational efficiency.
And to my mind one of the dangers of the present situation is exactly this lack of
conviction 9n the part of teachers. Thus one of the essential points in implemen-
tation is goal seeking and goalformation, and supplying links between'broad aims
and special objectives and measures pertaining to the curriculum to be implemented.
The basic task of implementing a curriculum is the implementation of a philosophy
and an attitude on the, part of the teacher. Now, as Whitehead once remarked,
"mathematics must be studied - philosophy should be discussed"(13). Mytpurpose
is to contribute to this discussion. First I shall give a catalogue of aims proposed
by v. Hentig In an influential policy statement of the Deutsche Bildungsrat (14)
and thentnquire into its meaning in terms of physics teaching.

Vion Hentig 's aims4.
Conditions of living relevant for decisions on aims

14
Von Hentig's catalogue of aims is funded upon an analysis f the conditions of
living in the present day Industrial societies. What are the qu lifications essential
for an individual to cope with these conditions? Von Hentig no es the folloWing con-

,.
ditions given here with slight changes of order and point of vi
1.- We are living yithin a world of increasing pace of dhatige,.(15).
2. We are livinewithin a world of specialized competence. (16)
3. We are living in a world that is more and more dominated by science and

technology. (17)
4. We live in a world in which vocations need theory and pfactical Abilities. (18)
5. We are living adtnidst an overwhelming wealth of meanind ends. (19)
6. We are living in a democratic world requiring public virtues. (20)
7. We are living. in a secularized world. (21)
8. We Areliving in one world that is a system cit interdependent parts. (2p)
Von Hentig has made some other points that seem to me to belong to another
category, e. g. living with one's 141cly or with the 'arts. (23) These are by no means '
new conditions, though living in-the modern world may lead to new means in
coping with them. Thus this eight conditions may suffice for my purposes. To my
mind they constitute a rather adequate catalogue of factors relevant to the deyelop-
&tent of ncw science curricula. This catalogue is not to be entirely new or drama-
tic. Nevereless, it may prove to be a reasonably %afe starting ground for the pro-
cess of convincing teachers'that curricular changes are needed, and that these .
specific changes are needed. I do not mean to imply that, particular changes c'an

6
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be deduced in a straightforward fashion from these conditions. But I do not .ouch
upon this deduction problem in this papy,
I shoul4 like to offer some suggestions (24) as to the educational implicatVos
v. Hentig has noted. His aims are not meant to be behavioral objectives they are
a sort of leittnotif for curriculum construction. (25) Also I add some mildly critical
remark* to some of the aims.

Educational implication

1. From the first condition v. Hentig concludes: The student shWfd know the
processes of change characteristic of our time and get the impression that there is
a chance to influencing these processes. He stresses innovative powers of indivi-
duals and the concept of learning set.
2. From the second condition v. Hentig derives the conclusion, first, that the

'school should no longer aim at a liberal education held apart from specialization,
and second, that there should be opportunities for the specialistuto see his special
competence as an element within a more comprehensive whole. The specialist
should be able'and willing to communicate with the less specialized members of
the groupc
3. S fence and techpology do not entail by themselves freedom from superstition.
Scienti is knowledge hsed unscientifically may become a means of irrational
opinion and action". Thus, school learning should impart scientific attitudes, pro-
cesses and knowledge of t'he inherent limits of the scientific method. (26) In this
there is really nothing new. But v. Hentig also notes the need for fostering diver-
gent, and creative thinking within the scientific field.
Now, in the history of science we observe a subtle balance betwefin the conserva-
tive and the innovator. Conservatism derives from the fact that science settles
issues. And innovation copes in because new problems arise aid the settled facts
take on a new meaning within a new setting.. The obstinacy ofd the conservative
scientist is necessary in the process of evolution of scient is fact and theory. It is
necessary both for reasons of economy and survival of the i test: Without the stub-
born opposition of the'scientific orthodoxy we could never fe I the triumph of the
new. Science is not art where purely private valuations constantly cry for novelty
which is self-defeating. Thus this fashionable question of creativity is a delicate
one. and v. Hentig realizes the need for disciplining the creative impulse of the
individual within a group.
4. Here v. Hentig aims at a synthesis Of theory and practical competencies.
TheOry should not be taken as something in an for itself but as a guide to action
and reconstruction. Also the students should gain insight into different professional
fields so that he is prepared to make a rational choice and can see his profession
within the context of school learning and within the wider context of the func-
tioning of society generally.
5. Within a world that offers a wealth of means and ends the student should learn
to choose by his own and to be critical toward his aims. He has to learn the import
of utopian conceptions and also the margin of free play trithin a situation. More-
over he should gain tolerance and critical attitude alikettoward other people's
aims.
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Von'Hentig Minims that art as Apposed to science is the proper field frit. exploring
possibilities. In this opposition I have some doubt. Science by exploring what he
calls reality also explores what it possible. In fact, these are only two different
points of view of the same thihg. In the beginnings of modern science we find many
sott.ments concerning the power of science to bestow freedom and wealth upon
mats. '7) Scienie structures the space of possible actions and thus defines with
utmost -qcision what v. Hentig calls the margin of free play within a situation.
Thus we 21.. -Id notjtccept this point in our teaching of science; Science requires
the free play of the imaginatiOn just as art does, The difference must be sought
in the different rules of ueriffbation in the respective fields.
6. Students should come to ^or their own interests and find means for defendfng.
them. Von Hentig Coins the term "public curiosity" for eagerness of the citizen to
ask the expert questions, to piess him for understandable accounts of current issues.
The student should also have.shad experience in processes of group dynamics add- .

social psychology, (28)
7. Von Hentig pleads for a 'continuous transformation of magical and mythical
ways of thinking into rational forms of thought. The student should find that his
own irrationality is respected as an important fact, especially in religion.
8. Living in one world entails learning at least one foreign language and he
strongly pleads for English. The student should learn to see his own 'custom and
culture as a foreign one, ara par with so many other Alivergent styles of living
and thinking. He should hake some insight into the problele of general semantics
and acquire skills in applying these principle's to statement in the newspaper, in
broadcasts, and in televiska.

5. Contributions of physics,teaching to v. Hentig's aims

Compa,rison with modern trends Lir-Vence curriculum
development
Von Hentig's description of conditions is one thing, the aims he deduces therefrom
is another one. Generally speaking his aims are not very far from traditional
humanistic ideals. This is not meant to be a'criticism. He acknowledges the deci-
sive role of science and technology in present.d4y life and clearly ,sees the impor-
tance of practicalactivities: There is no detachment of theory from the affairs of '

daily life. Thus he tries to avoid the pitfalls of the traditional concept. On the
whole I agree with his aims, But my main concern is with physics teaching whilst
v. Hentig speaks as a general educator. Thus I am asking the question: What can
physics teaching contribute to these aims? There are those questioniag teaching
separate subjects altogether. But this is a different issue that needs separate discus-
sion. I start from the fact that physics is a well-established and important discipline
that is studied by teachers prepared to teach physics at school. In case we should ..

come to the conclusion that a subject like physics cannot effectively contribute to
these broad aims, then we have to go a step further and enquire into other forms
of organizing school learning around science. But this is not my point in this

"paper.
Broad aims like v. Hentig's stress the need for new principles of subject matter
choice and for new ways of treatment. The "alphabetic" curricula in USA

a
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exemplify this point. There is a s ift from content t &process, and another shift
from details to conceptual scher e t. Of course, this is not unprecedented in this
country. Shortly after World,Wai I we observed in Germany a strong movement
of reform in science teaching that aimed exactly at what later on became known
as the 'structure of the discipline . Especially in physics teaching M. Wagenschein
developed his 'principle of parad 'matte teaching' meant to solve the problem set
by therapidly growfng subject ma er knowledge by selecting a few paradigmata
of physics and working them out very thoroughly. (29) Somewhat paradoxically we
could speak of a "case history method without history". By a thorough study of .

paradigmatic cases the student was to learn the methods of physics and science
generally. Also he should learn to see these methods as a specill and limited way
to interact with nature.
Today these tenets are commonplace with most curriculum advertising...specialists;
once they arose bitter controversies in this country. To my mind it can now be

-~seen that this controversy resulted from Wagenschein's underlying romantic philo-
sophy more than from the overtly stated principles of 'paradigmatic teaching'. t.

There are two essential differences bbtween Wagenschein's approach and that 'of
the new curricula. First, scientific-method has been analysed into a v,ery detailed
and ramified system of skills ("prSceiser,) that are trained rather form3llysaifd
partly alio rathet detached from subjecOmatter content, "t procedure of which I
do not approVe.,(301And second, though the paradigmatic character of..conteht is
stressed now, the level has been shifted from cases to conceptual schMes. (61),
This latter difference is important. TraditionaLphYsics teachers always critized
Wagenschein's failurto do justice to theSystems character of physics. ConcePtual
'schemes are unifying theoretVal elements and thus physics teachers may be better
prepared to accept this approach as a synthesis of the principle of paradigmatic
teaching with' the systems aspect of physics.
Finding out reasons for ogpositiop to curricular changes is one task of implemen-
tation planning. We have to take account of two very different classes of teachers.
the one subject matter brfrited, the other oriented toward broad aims. It is the first
class that is to be expected to oppoiing changes like those Wagenschein or v. Henti.g
propose. They feel that physics teaching serves broad aims anyway and they fear a
gradual decline of the standards of subject matter teaching. Their first point seems
to be mistaken, and a ditcussion of broad aims along the line of v. Hentig's is very
important to them, because they have to be convinced of the need to change their
stylei and aims in physics teaching. Thus I should. like to offer ortie hints as to
the contribution of physics teaching to these broad aims preparing discussion with
thiS group of teachers, and partly deriving from such' discussions.

Discussion of specific points

Ad 1. The student should acquire the ability to adapt to scientific change.That
implies teaching in an undogmatic way. I cannot see much difference between
teaching facts dogmatically and teaching conceptual schemes dogmatidally. On
the contrary, historyseen-q to show that it is much more difficult to abandon a
scheme than a sUpposed-frEt. There seems to e only one wayoirt of the.diffi-
culty: Incorporating the history of physics vet strongly, Knowing that schemes,,
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deve1013, and according to Th. S. Kuhn not at all in an algorithmic fashion, the
student should be prepared fog changes in conceptual schemes, too, Also he should

, have opportunity to speculate upon t e way the schemes may change lnthe
future. (33), :...,-; ' .
One example is atornOM... Since the r vival of Greek atomism in the 1,6th century
wilmote a remarkablelransformation of the scheme still going on. It takes on new
aspects, in elementarx:partfele physics. On the one side we observe res arch that
hopes to find out still rrapie elementary" particles building up the pre ently known ..
ones such as the proton or neutron. On the other hand we can disce quite
another scheme, that of di rent farms of a substrate reminding of An toteles or
even Plat* Timaioi; Also a particle such as a photon is no longer a p rticle lb
the sense ofoclassicat mechanics. . . ,

This is, of course, Common knowledge with the Curriculum inventors: nly, I can
see no meaning in teaching the latest development without teaching th ability to
follow up further changes. At least, the student should be aware of the act that
he did not learn a fi)ial truth. Nobody wants to teach conceptual schem s as final
truth, .1 suspect. But'Ahis is not my point: What is the "meta- lessons (34 students
take away? That may be quite another story. As-fRr as I can see there I only the,
Harvard Project PhySlcs that meets these requirements. Of .c rse, ther are, diffi-
culties in thus relatiliiizing the subject matter taught, especia ly with t e very
young child.- But whatever the difficulties, in coping with the ncreasin pace of
change we have to adapt the student to the pace, but we also ave to Ve him
knowledge of continiijty amid change. This, too, can be done y an hi#otical
approach. , ,., .
Ad 2. Modern science is a paradigma of specialization, of its virtues and vices.
Thus there should be"tio difficulty for physics teaching to contribute to the aims
in this category. Modern physics teaching should foster indiVidual Interests, par*.
cipatton in projects, and discussions of participants with each other and within
more comprehensive groups such as a class, giving opportunity for the specialist
in a field to express himself, and giving opportunity for the nonspecialist to
questioning the specialist.
Ad As far as physiOs teaching is concerned this point merges with the first one.
Science and technolod are among other forces responsible for the grosTng pace of
change not only of knoPledge but of the conditions of living. By studying physics
under this aspect the sttident'may become acquainted with science as a model for
rational coping with change. (35) This model has three aspects. First, scientific
knowledge gives foresight and power to planning. Second, scientific method is a
way to deal rationally with data. Third, scientific research is a method of con-
trolling changes within science. Out teaching shduld point to the model character
and ask for possible transfer.
But we should also disctiss the limits of this model. E. g, there may be human affairs
that must not be treatedscientifically.
At least this is the poine:of view of the more sensible part of mankind,'Verifying
scientifically that one's.'husband is faithful may mean the destruction of just that
faithfulness and confidence. This sort of happening is now wholly alien to the
thilking of modern physics. The- measuring process interacts with what is under
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observation. Thus, imparting uncritical. 'faith in some omnipotency of science may
well help in transforming this world.to more inhumane conditions: Of course, thil,
'is a value judgement. But, after all, the exercise of judgement was exactly the
thing to be expected from an educated human being.

P.Id 4. In physics the interaction of theory and particle is manifest. But this is not
always true of physics teaching. Moreover, seeing the interaction -of theory with
action in physics is quite another matter than s eing physics as a guide to solving
problems for a4 individual student: Most of his- real problems are no phyleal science
problems. It i unknown what proportion of tile population puts physics to use.
have no sotsohj1on to this difficulty.
Physics tea ing should aim at imparting a realistic picture of a physicist. The
time is rapidly vanishing that saw in the physicist a sort of modern hero or priest;
We always should try to resist the swing of-the pendulum thus increasing damping '
factors. We .should show students that physics cannot be equated with the great
discovery. Science is a piecemeal affair, and the daily routine of a physicist may
be rather unattractiVe$o young people. They should know. the -difference between

f. big science fkrid,little.science parallel to the difference between handicraft and mass
production. A modern instittite.of physics is a sort of faCtary for knowledge with
exacting plans for production. On the other haridwe'should oppose tendenojesto
despise science as the orie agent responsible for all evils'of the day. -
A competent reviewer noted the following concerning vocational education:'In
view orpossible revisions of curricula, . it is felt by the author that educators at
vocational-technical institutions should think primar4 of providing generalized --
basic courses rather than specialized subjects with currently fashionable names .and
content. Teaching more courses in mathematics and physical science for instance
will haveto serve the need of technological changes... More than 9010 of the
respondents expresseditheir strong feeling that technical education - including the
training of highly specialized technicians - should focus on establishing a broad
intellectual foundation... "(36) Thus he advocates teaching basic structures in
physics, not_for specialized needs, but for the best way to be prepared for changing
needs. The point is that the pupil should know that physics mayprepare him to face
change intelligently. Because the nature of the changes is inforseeable this cannot
be done directly. To my mind it can best be done by casesshowing the interaction
between scientific and historical changes.
Ad 5. As I-see it physics teaching cannot do much'to further these aimg. Of course.
students should have opportunities to developdand follow up their own interest. (37)
They should learn to see that the most refined equipment does not give always the
best insight. So we can do something to sharpen their wits in a sort of consumer
criticism. But it is unknown how, effectively such strategiesknever tried out, will
transfer to daily life. Also we may discuss with students standards tif>precision and 4
standards of quality generally, But the same objection can be raised as before.

'14 6. In teaching physics students should learn to ask questions. Traditionally
physics teaching has had largely the effect of Wending the. questioning impulse of
the majority of students. (38) I can only speculate upon the reason for this pheno-
menon. Pirst, we have to take account of the impressing cfphysics as an over-
powering construct that no one an hope to manage. Second, questions that arise
by studying physics are often rather difficult to answer; even if and especially '
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if they 'refer to ordinary 'events. Thus, why the sky is blue, oriwh glgss is
transparent, and iron a ferromagnetic substance? A very high lave pf subject
matter sdphistication is necessary to Undsrstand the answers phyiks can give to
thesP,,questions. Thus the -student gets the irripressfon'that the-really interesting,
cntations are beyond him anyway.- Third, by 'forming hypotheses in ariswering,a
problem the student experiences failure, most cases. One answer, one-idea, one
plin is,r W the others are'wninZ and in. any case the tgacher knew the answer
beforehand. MY theie points constifutv4 rathec effective couteroonditioning of

,, asking question:vand taking-one's stand igainst others or authority..
Thus teachers shdidd take-the burden ipsonvince students that a mistaken hypo-
thesis, a false idea, are not failures; they mean 4 contribution to exploring the
limits of possible solutions: Students .shouId'be prepared to insist Upon their cony

lcceptionatilltheissUe issettled, and they should definitely knots', thaft Ose opposing
the 'true.'co9eption and;krci,pgthe other party to kstify arid expose t eir own ideas
in an understandable and,copvinohig fashion play 4n essential part in the process
of scientific progress. We glory. those who have succeeded, and forget or even
despise thole-who have lost:the-Jr case. This preposterous paradiima or writing the
history of science should be abandoned. .

, .
On the other side, 4n mathematics and s'cienoe teanhingstudents experience isgues

., that cannot be decided by 'majority votes. There is a, wide rirgin for doriVentions,
in mathematics -as in physins._But sooner or leer in these fields we meet with our
own conventions aglimitations; 'and Moreover; in physic's we meet nature as a
limieto conventions. As a result 'of physics teaching the student shauld have formed
a clear distinction between qUestions of 'Value; questions of conventional defini-
tions, and questions of fact, 'and, he should be prepared to react to each'category
in the _proper fashion. .. ,

Ad 7. Concerning this point I should like to draw attentioncto the fact-that even
science has its creed. The,moment we enter the theory of science we ar

ra
lacedt

with a host of uncertainties. What is a w of nature? Is it just a regulari ,. a
Protocol? How do-we justify inaUctive generalizations? No question, of this tip is,
sufficiently ,vell answered. Moreover, 'there is considerable evidence from .

Th. S-. Kuhn's writing that paradigma shifts cannot he described as awholly ratio-
nal Affair. Thus, physics teachers should avoid dverstating their case...Physics is
a great instrument within narrow-bounds of applicability. But it is no substittite
for that energy that makes life and even physics itself run.

.Ad 8. The contribution of science to uniting people ofall.countries, of all reli-
gious and political faiths, is manifest. Consciousness of the one world is conscious-
ness of science and technology gs essentially the same all over the world. Also
these aretlie main unifying powers supplying means of communication and shared

'experiences. This fact should be stressed in,physics teaching, Moreover, I cannot
see why it seems impossible to develop forms of cooperation between physics and
lahguage teaching. Irrthis country students enter university to. study physics that
took courses of English for eight or nine years, and yet they are appalled by the
suggestion to look into an article in English. The language teacher tries to impart
a sense for the foreign culture, for its peculiarities' But he forgets to show that
the scientific culture is independent of language. Reading and discussing short

e 4. 41P..0
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parag4phs from English written scientific articles in the science lesson might
prove a way out Of the difficulty.
I should like to add a concluding remark. Implementation of modern physics
curricula fra difficult and complex task.
I am perfectly aware of the fact that my problem of convincing teachers of the
aims is only a small facet of the problem. There are many others I cannot deal
with here. One of the most irniiortant seems to me the need, to supply links bet-
ween broad aims and objectives. Most curricula discuss- goals but faillo'pOint out
why this special material or procedure is apt to serve these goals. But that is ,

another question.
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Discussion

s
Mrs. WOOD asks for some additional comm nts to v.Hentig's conclusion no. 2
(specialized competence). Mr. JUNG answe thatdthe term specialization is used
here in two different meanings. He did not t ink of the question of teaching inte-
grated science or nonintegrated science. Rather he thinks of a class, in which a
student develops a special competency in so)tie patch of work and will then com-
municate with his less specialized. fellows. 1

Mr. BAEZ proposes to teach physics in a forei n language, e. g. English, or - as a
task of less difficulty - to reinforce concepts n physics in English language.
Mr. JUNG takes it to be a good idea, which s, however, preferably manageable
at the university level. - Mrs. WOOD points o the difference between reading a/
novel and reading a science textbook. Often n the schools the students are brought

. to rapid reading for just getting the general i ea. On the contrary science requires
denser reading and writing. She suggests to gi e,2 paragraphs to the,students, from
which one is a story and the other one scienc .'..Then the studpnts would belasked to
to express the contents of each paragraph as few words 4-possible; they will
then start' to realize the difference. Mr. G feels that this would be Very
profitable. But at first students ought to learn the science language of their
mother tongue. ..
It is discussed, if the history of physics were to be included in the course. Some
people argue that the danger of dogmatically eaching facts and schemes could be
decreased by historical considerations and re ctions. The inclusion of historical
material would integrate the reflections abo t methods. The history of physics,
however, must not be an aim for its own sak at sphool. -

The advantages and disadvantages of a prefa fated curriculum are considered.
Mr. JUNG states that the demand of some te hers for a prefabricated curriculum
means a demand for a cookery book. This is symptom of sickness, and one ought
not to be glad about it. He feels;14waprefa cated, well constructed curriculum,
which is open for teachers to eh° fll be aluable. He warns of too great a
rigidity of a curriculum. If a curriculum is m de for one, two, or more years, it
will be difficult for the teacher to take in ex aneous

.
material that is not contained

in the, curriculum. Another procedure would e_profitahle to_offet topics to the
teacher, from which he can choose, and whe e he can arrange and even rearrange
the sequence and can take in additional mat' rial. - Mr. ROGERS also emphasizes
that the teacher must be able to choose. A hew curriculum must not include too
much new apparatus. .. '

Mr. WESTPHAL reports that the tPachers often modify the IPN curriculum. He will
gladly agree, if the teachers only use it 'as a possible framework for constructing
their own curriculum. But he feels that for the first trial of working with the curri-
culum, it might be favourable to teach it in its original mode in order to find out,
how it works:
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Pout Thomsen

The development of a new physics curriculum for the
secondary schools in Denmark

1, Preconference n te

1.1 Plans for a ne physics curriculum

In 1972 the Danish Parlia ent will probably pass a law defining the main features
of a new structure for the ish "folk school" (the public school for students of age
7-17). According to the plans the

of
implementati of the school reform will be

effected from the autumn 1973. The prepara on started 2 112 years ago when a
curriculum committee started its work. As us 1, the members were important
people having lost all connection with practical teaching several years ago: admini
strators from the Ministry of Education, school directors from different parts of the
country, and high-ranking members of the teachers' union, who work full time for
the union. In due time subcommittees for the different subjects or grolips of subjects.
taught in school were formed. Physics and chemistry were grouped with arithmetic
and mathematics, the members of the subcommittee mainly being interested in
arithmetic and mathematics.
Considering the fact that radical changes in the physics curriculum usually take
place only in connection with school reforms of the above-mentioned kind, you
might feel discouraged and get the impression that, whatever you do, very little
progress will be achieved this way. And if you analyse the changes in the physics
curricula of most countries in the past, anyway up to around 1960, you easily get
support for this depressing impression. On the.other hand, important steps towards
better physics teaching may be caused by a minor reform, as the reform itself may
act as innovator for progressive pedagogical activities, for inst. development of
new textbooks, laboratory guides and laboratory equipment, but unfortunately it
will usually be too easy just to prbceed with the old system when some minor chan-
ges have been made,
The activities in the interval between two successive_curficul refor s are of
outstanding importance. In this period new fruitful pedagogical s may be
born, at hOrne or abroad, and if sufficient efforts are made to make these ideas
publicly known, the result may be that the curriculum committee become aware of

- the new ideas and find it natural to include these in the,new curriculum. To illu-
strate this I only need to.Doint oft the enormous influence of the PSSC-prq.ject on
the physics-curricula of many countries all over the world in the sixties.
At the physics institute at the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies we of
course feel it as our obligation to keep Danish physics teachers well-informed about
the great physics projects developed in different countries during the last years.
Therefore, we were especially interested in'the school-political game in confection
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with.the school reform to seerif our informative activities might cause significant
influence on the new cu riculum. --
Now, it turned,out that re got the chance to influence the new curriculum much
morelhan we had antic gated, as the subcommittee for arithmetic, mathematics,
physics, and chen3istry hose to invite different groups interestedin the teaching
of physics and cheinist to send fn suggestions for the new curriculum.. In this Way
two of my colliagues a I gagirectly involved in the work concemingthe new
physics curriculum toget er with representatives from other groups who had contri-
buted to the work of the mmittee, for example representatives from the physics
teachers' union.
Being engaged in this acTiVitrat-the-the-t-ime when I--was asked to deliver a lecture
at the UNESCO-Seminar on "The f Curricula in Science t guca-
tion with Special Regard to the Physics Teaching,' I found that one of the best ways
to contribute to the conference. was by giving anlaccount of our efforts to secure
reasonably. good conditions for the teaching of physics and chemistry' within the
new school structure, and by giving a survey of the ideas and plans we have worked
out so far to set up a new curriculum, which we lope wjll serve as innovator for
new improvements within the teaching of physicslin Denmark.

1.2 Historical background

You will be in a bad position to evaluate, if the new curriculum is a progressive one
or not, if you do not haveiome knowledge of the present state of physics teaching in
Denmark, and how this state has been obtained. The remaining part of this paper
therefore will give a short survey'ef the different school reform in Denmark in this
century, specifying the amount of time spent on the teaching of physics.and che-
mistry 'in each case. All this timt the two subjects have been taught together as
one subject, whiarin practice has meant a physics syllabus including a little
chemistry.i

The school reforms of 1903 and 1937

We got a school reform in 1903 which was followed by a minor reform,in 1937,
essentially extending the organization of the education in towns according to the
reform of 1903 to the whole country, Table I giies a survey of the structure, the
numbers followed by Ph indicating the number of periods per week spent on the
teaching of physics and chemistry. The number of children passing roug e
more theoretical part of the school, The "middle school", during this period
increased from 20%in.19374to about 30%in 1958.Table I gives a rough idea of the
situation in 1958. From the table can be seen how 100 students entering school at
the age of7 (grade 1) passed through the different grades of the schoolsystem.
The table shows that more than 500/0 of the population at that time left school with
the minimum of"education required by law: 7 years of education. Roughly speaking
only 31%of the population, who entered and completed the middle school, got
essentially more eddcation than these 7 years, and it can be seen that aly this
minor part 'of the population received education in physics and chemistif. To*
tempt some of the students that did not enter the middle school to stay ix school
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Table Structure of school up to 1958 3" year "gyisium
school" (- last year
of senior high +first
college years)

16-17

end of folk school

2Ph

C41-19,
"real"
exam.

22

22

15-16 2Ph 31

..1

14-15 exit 12 12 8 312Ph

2Ph13-14 ,exit 57 69 '1 31

2Ph12-13 69 31 lm

"middle
69 31 school"

11 -12 100 "

10-11 100

9-10 100

89 100

7-8 100

age . grade
100
students

oxit 7

start of folk school

The number of students leaving school at the different levels has been calCulated
from statistical information on schools for the year 1958.
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some years more, an alternative to the middle ool was Set up;.the so-Called
"free middle school" teaching toughly the same s ects as the middle school but
ih a more free way not requiring an examination at e end. This effort turnedfout
to be an enormous fiasco, so I have not even consider it worthwhile to include
this possibility in the table. -

The topics taught in physics and chemistry in the folk sch during the period from
1903 to 1958 were only slightly' changed during the whole p od. The general
opinion seems to have been that the brains of the studeflts at t age were of a
capacity enabling them to understanOsthe topics of the curriculu from 1903 and
not much more. And yet a very important improvement' ofthe teY, fang of yhysics
took place in these years. An active group of physics teachers in Co nhaAen
formed an association in 1919, and in the following years this associa) >in became
anexponent for the idea that physics should be taught lila more practi, way,.
based on teacher's demonstrations and students' experiments instead of be ec-
tured by means of Chalk on the blackboard. To a certain degree they suCce ed
in making physics an experimental subject of the Danish folk school.
Unfortunately, the students' experiments,up to 1958 were not too exciting. Us
the students spent most of their time in the lab investigating whether their exper
mental results were in accordance with a well-known theoretical law, or they spe
a lot of time trying Jo find for example the density or the heat capacity of a lbt
of different materials. The °demonstration experiments were generally better, culti-
vated as they were by many enthusiastic physics teachers, but as a whole the edu-
cation was veil/old-fashioned' in many respects, and sometimes'the experiments
were experiments for the experiments' own sake and not a logical part of a well-
planned course.

The School reform of 1958

One of the aims of the scheol_reform of 1958 was to build up a school structureof
appeal to the big amount 'of students who until thenhad left school at the age of 14.

'However, there was considerable opposition in Parliament against a general raising \
of the school- leaving age as a solution of this-problem. To get more than 7 years'
of education in school should be an offer to thestucients., not an obligation. Table II
shows the main structure of the school accordingto the 1958 reform.
The school- reform was well received, and the number of students dropping out of
schoolsafter grade '7 gradually dropped down to near zero during the last 16 years.

----Now-nearlrall-stndents-stay-i-n-sclrool-for-at-least-9-yead-an-fnereasing-nu
ber of students also take a tenth school year. -
A comparison between table II and table I clearly shows that the importance of
physics and chemistry as school subjects was generally accepted. All students
should now study these subjects for at least 2 years, and all the students of the
"real-line" should go on studying physics and chemistry as a compulsory subject.
The number 6Ph in parenthesis indicates the students' possibility to get 6 periods
of physics and chemistry a week by preferiing a technical "real 3" to a normal
"real 3".
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Table II; Structure of School from 1958 until now

end of folk school

exIt.18

18 10 (5PH)

7

4=1

15-16

14-15

3(5)Ph

2(5)Ph

0

,q7

3 year "gyMnasium
school" (- last year
of senior high + first
college years)

DAL2Ji r
7

"real"
exam.

2(6)P14 35

3PH 46

8

2Ph 4 ri

4

13.14 I 9 2Ph 100

12-13 2Ph 100 6

8
11.42 100 5

10-11 100

'9-10 100 3

100 2

7/7P 100 1

100
students

start of folk school

The number of students leaving school at the different levels has been calculated
from statistical information on schools for the year 1970.
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In the other line physics and chemistry should be optional, and it turned out that
physics and chemistry were chosen by a fair amount of studeilts. The number 5Ph
in parenthesis refers to the possibility that the students can choose a special technical
education in grades 8,9 and 10, where the teaching is mainly concentrated on the
topics: mathematics, physics and chemistry. The idea of the big number of periods
per week was to make-it possible for the students to reach the same level as the
students ofthe "real-line", but in a more pratical and therefore more time-con-
suming way. In practice this idea proved very valuable. According to the teachers,
the technical studentsoften got a better understanding of physics than the students
in the "real-line".
The teaching of physic's in the technical real 3 with 6 periods a week wag not a
success. Only few schools made use of this potility to offer technical real 3 as

rnan alternative to the normal real 3, and 3 ye s ago the technical real 3 was
removed bylaw.
The Subcommittee responsible for the physics curriculum in 1958, did understand
that the syllabus needed a radical change. A lot of new topics were introduced and
it was stated that, whenever possible, the teaching should be based on the concept
of ptoms and molecules. One of the most important renewals was that Newtonian
dynamics was,Lncluded in the syllabus and that energy was made the fundamental
topic to be studied in "real 3".
To support an experimental treatment of a large part of thelopics it was required
that the examination in physics and chemistry at the end of "real 3" should include
a discussion of an experiment done by the examinee.
It was much harder for the committee tolet rid of old-falioned topics than to
introduce new ones.-To the great dismay of many older physics teachers the steam
engine should not be taught any more, but other topics, just as old-fashioned, as
for instance different kinds of pump, not much in use any more, are still included .
in the syllabus.
The teachers were not prepared for all the changes, and during the first years there
was a heavy opposition against the new physics curriculum, but when new teaching
materials had been developed it was realized that these topics cou4iPbe treated very
well in an experimental way, and the opposition gradually faded. Today, the tea-
chers mainly critizise the curriculum because, in their opinion, some of the grades
seem to allow too little time for the teaching of the many different topics.

1.3 The reputation of physics in 1958 and now

The main reason for the improved position of_physics and chemistry in the curri-
culum from 1958 was partly that physics andf7chemistry at this time were very
esteemed subjects. Nearly all people in Denmark knew the name of Niels Bohr and
were a little proud bf Denmark's ability to create world famous physicists. Further-
more, Denmark at this time was short of technicians, and the politicians were much
coheerned about it.. The prime minister appointed a committee to suggest whatto
do to increase young people's' interest in technics, and in 1958 this committee
declared that one of the best things to do was to increase and improve the teaching
of physics, chemistry and mathematics in the folk school. Furthermore, the corn-
mittee recommended that it should be required of all schools in Denmark that a
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good physics laboratory and. ay modern collection of physics teaching apparatus
should be available. In some periods of the sixties Denmark's financial standing
was good, for once, and the demands were satisfied to ather a high degree, so
now the situation is that the facilities for physies teachi in the Danish Schools
are very good.
It is difficult to say, to which degree the improvements of the tea' ning of physics,
chemistry, and mathernatids has been respOnsible for the increase in technicians
during the following ydars, but in faCt we avoided th threatenin, shortage of
technicians, and today we have, on the contrary, a s rplus of the.i.
Unfdrtunately, the attitude towards physics haS cleang also, not o much the
attitude of the children in theifolk school, who are,oft n looking f -rare to the
startof physics teaching but the general attitude from society and of ials.lt can
be seen from the factthakthe teaching of physics in grade 6 was cance din 1969,
when school's amount of periolls per week was reduced to make it pc. .1ile to go
from a 6-day-week to 5-day-school-week without the school do t -oming too
long. Also, the above - mentioned cancellation for technical real 3 w. an indica-
tion of a new official course towards physics and chemistry.
In view of this situation I am not quite sure that the title a my lecturt t this con-
fergnce should be the announced one. Perhaps the title: "The Fight-for , ysics and
Chemistry in a New Danish School Structure" would be more covering. °

2. Conference notes

In my lecture I describe our efforts to secure .a reasonable position for physics and
chemistry itithe new curriculum forthe Danish folk school, and I present some of '

our basic ideas conceming the new physics curriculum.
I express, it as my experience, that - whenever a schoolleform is being prepared -
it is worthwhile to analyze how the teaching of physics can contribute to the general
aims of the school. Physibs has indeed much to offer, no matter the contents of
the aims. But tqe must work hard to convince the officials responsible for the reform

of this fact.
As documentation I refer to the fact that it seems that we in this way have pre-
vented a severe reductio'n of physics and chemistry in the new Danish curriculum.
Table III indicates the genetal school structure according to the planned reform,
a e . . r-of-week44,-Perieds-of-Ph at

the different grades. The general'aims of the folk school accoriding to a preli-
minary Raper by the curriculum committee, are shown in table V.

In acco0afice with general aim no. 1 one of the aims of the compulsory teaching
of physictin grades 7 and 8 will be to make the studats.familiar with fundamental
physical did chemical concepts. Ili accordance with general aim no. 2 a natural
purpose seems to be to mike the nude:its familiar with the scientific method used
in physics and chemistry.
To fulfill.the last aim the students must have ample time for experiments in the
lah, but lab- centered teaching is very time-consuming which meant that there
'will only be -.00m for a limited number of topics in the syllabbs. Therefore, it is-
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of vital importance to find out which concepts will be of special value, for example
from the point of view that fomiliariti with these concepts is a necessary condition
for Y reasonably good understanding of the information presented in newspapers,

,TV-broadcasts, and other sources of informiltion.
As a first-, incomplete investigation of this question a group of physics teachers
attending my comes'."Metho.ds and Ways in the Elementary Teaching Of Physics"
went through a volRme of a Danish newspaper (from October, 1970 to October:1971)
and noted how often physical and chemical concepts, were mentioned. Etch concept
wai'dounted only once in each article, andspecial columns as for exam le "Motor.
and Traffic" and "Photo" weie omitted. Two of my students, mr, Axel Johannisson
and mr. Bent Ba lle Petersen, analyzed the material and prepared the statistibal sur-
veys Shown in tabtes VI, VI/, VIII, and IX.
These tables mere taken into account together with other important,aspects (for
example concepts'eonsidered especially valuable by physicists) at a meeting with
the subcommittee responsible for the physics curriculum. There, it was decided
that the syllabus for the coinpulsory,teaching of physics in grades 7 and 8 shOuld
include the following themes;
- An elementary treatment of Newtonian dynamics.
- TemperatUre an Pressure.

Chemistry,
-. Electricity and magnetism.
- Atomic structure, radioactivity.

A qValitative treatment of energy.
Some 'ideas for the syllabus for grades 9 and1 0 were also suggested. in grade 9:
an extended, course-in electricity.including electric oscillations and an extended
course in atomic and nuclear physics. In grade 10: optics, waves, the nature or,
light, statistical phenomena, an extended course in Newtonian dynamics, and a'
more quantitativetreaiment of energy.
At the Physics Institute of the Royal Danish School of Educational Studies we have
discussed these possibilities, and we have fouhd it very difficult to give an extended
course in atomic and nuclear physics when the students have not yet studied the
topics suggested for grade 10. .

At the next meeting we will therefore suggest that an extended course in Newtonian
dynamics, energy and energy-conservation is to be given in grade 9 together with
a reduced course in electricity and magnetism. In return, electrical oscillations
should be treated in grade 10 together with waves.

subjects mentioned in the general school curriculum It is also
possible that other subjects can be taught, if a competent teacher is available and
enough students want to study thesubject. Of subjects related to physics we think
that electronics and astronomy might be taught in this way in some schools.
Our intentions concerning the new physics curriculum are just as much to inspire
the physics teachers to concentrate more on active teaching methods where stu-
dents' laboratory work plays an important role, 'as it is to introduce new topi s.
In.fad, the situation is the one that we are considering how much we can tillike
traditional topics to allow room for the tirne-:constrming lab activities.
InspiratiOn to change teaching methods does not come all by itself from a list of
topics in the syllabus. Therefore, the physics syllabus is to be published in a booklet.,



ca lly discuss a the aims of phys es teaching in tht light of tlie.genetakalms ,

of the hool. F rthermare; this bo klet will include a disCussion of a-variety,of
teaching'ineth s,' and their advan ages and diiadVantages illustrated by a number
of examples. n this way we intend to exeise,a,,mild pressure towards more lab-
centered methods. .

We hopethat the physiCs teacher
books in phiiica.will be inspired
the teaching of physics in Den rk.,

and the different teams of authors writing text-,
y this booklet and find new and fruitful ides

Therefore, we do not want the isf of topics in the syllabus to be.too detailed, On
the other hand, we would like to make it impossible to gb on using the old text-
books and laboratoiy guides, unless these undergo radical changes. At the P.kysici
Institute we are working on these problems just now. .

My own Plei's of new materials for the physics teaching according to the new curri-
culum go in the direction of -a textbook integrating the laboratory activities in a
way-similtr to the IPS and PS II courses, and suggesting more open activities where
this method is considered:useful (inspiration. from the Nuffield Project).
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Table IV:

16-17 4PH
optional (2 leveis)

10

915-k6, 2PH ,+ 2 Chemistry

14-15 8 3PH (Chemistry
included) compulsory

713-14 2PH

1,2-13 6

11-12

10-11 4

9-10 3

8-9 2

7 -L 1

kindergarten

. age *grade

1

_Table V: , Gefer "ims of the foIk,school
.

1. That each student gets the of acquiring skill, knowledge
and insight. _ .....

2. that each student geti-the opportunity of independent and social
development of. personality. ,.

In trying to fulfill these aims it is important
that the stude t gets the opportunity of experiencing and evaluating
own possibilit and limits.
that each said can train own abilitiesof evaluation and independent
choice,
that the, student's self-activity is encouraged,
that the student's imagination and creative abilities are stimulated,
that each student gets personal responsibility And influence on
Joint decisiohs, °

that understanding of other person's capabilities is furthered in
each student., . ,
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Table VIII: Physics

f.uidamental concepts
states of matter

4 1 changes of volume-
21 heat transfer

energy conversion 10

23

X magnetism 13

221

fundamental concepts
Fn effect/energy

power supply 151
electrolysis 71

31 static electricity
lelectrotechnic.s

danger 8 1

d
Or

0z0

;I 0
cn

E

fundamental concepts 12 1
propagation 101
sound intensity 151

fundamental concepts 121
propagation - 101
units 41

61 instruments
technical concepts A.:, 15

251
261

fundamental concepts 11 -

nuclear energy
radioactivity 211,

4 1nuclar reactions
8 /nuclear-physical instruments

radioactive elements 131

t" fund. conc. '8

4. Ipropagntiort
frequency dependency 191

'geometrical optics - 10

74

34
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H.P.'Hooymayers

The set-up of a Dutch curriculum innovation project, for physics -

1. Introduction
4

During the past decade considerable attention has been paid to curriculum study
and reorganisation in many nations.
Until about 10-15 years ago curriculum innovation was only minor - when it did
take place - and in most cases meant no more than adding a new section to a
syllabus or replacing some physics topics by more up-to-date physics. Generally
ad-hoc committees of subject specialists made some modifications. Since these
modifications were mostly small, teachers found no diffthUlty in applying them,
at least they did not require any fu/Ocher training.
In the past decade, however, it was generally felt that minor modifications were
no longer sufficient to keep science education at the secondary school level-on a
satisfactory basis. Curriculum redrganisationllad to include a lot more.
Consequently the more recent curriculum changes in UK and USA were often so
fundamental that most teachers felt uncomfortablecyithout further training, im-
plying that the dissemination of such courses must go hand intend with training
of the tealiers,
Such a training should not only concern itself with the subject matter of the course
(for instance physics) but, and I believe with increasing emphasis, with the be-
haviour and the function of the science teacher in the Various elements of the
teaching process. Curriculum innovation in this manner needs study, research,
and last but not least a lot of money and creative people. .

When we wonder why curriculum innovation can no, longer follow the simpler way
of the past, it is appropriate to think of a paper of B.S. Bloom published in Educa-
tional Sciences (Febr. 1966) entitled:
"The role of the eduFational sciences in curriculum development".
Here Bloom states thht curriculum change is required not only because of the rapid
growth of new knowledge, thechanging conception of the subject itself and its
relation to other subject; or the political and economic changes in the social system,
but also because the students in the present schools are different in many ways from
the students before World War II.
For instance there is less and less motivation available to do a task without know-
ing why. Blind obedience to authority is much less common among pupils than it
was 20-30 years ago.
Furthermore curriculum changes-are resulting from new knowledge about the
learning process. The theories of learning and the methods of educational research
give us the means of investigating the effects of particular methods of teaching
and particular curricula.
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On the basis of such considerations and also with a view to the considerable changes
that have taken plaCe in the Hutch school system in recent years, we are convinCed
that in'the Netherlands the only way which will lead to a justified curriculum change
is the expensive way. This way requires a team consisting of experts from different
educational sciences and subject specialists. We believe that only such a team
working in close cooperation with a large number of trial schools can answer ade-
quately questionras
1. For which ages and for which levels of education can physics contribute in a

relevant way to the education of the individual and to the more' general objec-
tives of education?

2. Which essential principles, ideas, structures and organizing concepts of physics
as a science should.be included in the curriculum in any case?

3. How far has one to go with-the mutual tun1ng of physics and the related disci-
plines 1th a yiew to the selection and sequence of the developed materials
(combined science course, separate physics courses or something in betiveen)?

4. To what extent should the course material embrace theoretical and mathe-
matical treatment of physics, labwork, technological applications, historical
considerations, biographical background data and philosophical issues?

5. What are the special weaknesses in the present curriculum in the light of the
major changes in the conceptions of leading physicists concerning essential
principles and ideas of the subject field, its Methods of investigation and its
relevance for contemporary problems?

To find answers to such questions in order to improve the present physics courses
on secondary schools, we shall start a curriculum innovation project for physics.in
the Netherlands in August of 1972. -

2. Shape of the project

The schedule for the development of the new course embraces four phases.
1. The orientatiorvand planning phase.
2. The construction phase. ,

3. The experimental dissemination and revision phase.
4. The conducted dissemination phase.

3. The goals of the successive phases

The main goal of the first phase is to gather, analyse and interpret the data
required to arrive at a justified set-up of the following phases. The activities of
this phase can be distinguished in some main components.
A. The formulation of instructional objectives for the new curriculum after a
critical study of the goals, that are pursued by existing national and foreign courses
and a stock taking in this field of thoughts and ideas of leading physicists, physics
teachers and educational specialists.. These objectives should lie in the domain of
jrnewledge, understanding, attitudes and skills, and shbuld embrace furthermore
the essential elements of the structure of physics as a science, such as facts, prin-
ciplesf underlying concepts, methods of investigation etc.
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B. A critical study of the instructional- procedures of eXisting courses and a rough
selection of the subject matter. In the stock taking of the instructional procedures
we can distinguish
1. Learning activities/ teaching technique's
2. organisation of the components of the teaching process
8. Subject matter
4. teaching aids;- such,as

a) skills of the teacher that are necessary Tor the use of different teaching
techniques
b) audio- visual aids (hard ware and soft ware) lab equipment for student
work and demonstration purposes.

C. A Critical study of the aids and techniques that can be used for evaluation and
feedback.
In this field we can distinguish:

tests and observations used to determine holy well the studefft has achieved the
instructional objectives

2. questionnaires for students and teachers to determine the effectiveness, and the
motivating valtie of the learning activities

3. the subsequent organisation of the total feedback system.
D. The organisational and financial planning of the following phases. -
The information produced by these activities should give us at the end of the first
phase the answers 011 the following questions:
a) what student attitudes and student skills should be pursued by means of the

physics course for the various kinds of secondary school education;
b) to what depth. and breadth should students know and understand the essential

elements of the structure of Physiei as a science;
c) which subject matter is required as a consequence of the choice of some a \ter-

native endpoints of the course;
d) which learning activities and teaching techniques are useful in physics educa

tion and to what extent are physics teachers already familiar with aspe a.:
educational psychology and sociology such as motivation of students, teacher-
student relationship, the effects of tests, group dynamics, processes of percep-
tion and reasoning involved in scientific procedures;

e)...which teaching aids can be used in physics education and which materials are
already available,at home and abroad;

f) which evaluation techniques are most effective to test whether the formulated
Objectives are achieved and to what extent the teachers are familiar with the
evaluation of the comparati)/e effectiveness of tests, laB-work, teaching tech-
niques etc.

The detailed plans for the second and following phases will be made in the first
phase. For that reason it is only possible to give a rough outline of these phases.
In the construction phase the, total set of learning materials should be designed.
These materials ca-n inblude (see for instance Project Physics) student texts, latora-
tOry guides and equipment, teachers guides, tests, programmed instruction, single
concept films, overhead transparancies, readeri(i. e. books of selected readings)
etc. A great-variety of course materials creates the possibility, for the teacher to
shape the course to fit the diverse needs and interests of the pupils. With course
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Materials that allow varied approaches, it is, possible to teach groups of pupils with
mixed abilities and interests. Of course for a correct use of such materials you-
should have a clear notion of their practical possibilities. For that reason the
materials must be designed by a team of curriculum developers working in close
cooperation with a number of trial schools. In this phase special attention should
be given to the construction of the teachers guides to prevent that these contain
only information about alternative content and problems for teaching and nothing
on how science is learned, in other words nothing about teaching strategies. Further
more in the second phase special training programs for teachers should be worked
out for a conducted introduction of the course materials in a second-group of schools
which did not take part in the construction of the materials.
Then in the third phase, called.the experimental dissemination phase, these training
programs must be verified for their usefulness and validity. During this period the
feed back should be intensive, because this is the first time that the materials are
used in the second group of trial schools. This experimental dissemination phase is
planned to prevent that the introduction of the new course into schools is largely
mis-directed. ln this phase the teachers are not upgraded in course content only,
but are also informed about the underlying educational framework and modes of
instruction to successfully teach the new course. Once experience is obtained with
the planned and if necessary improved methdds of dissemination, the dissemination
on a large scale can start.
At that moment we are at the beginning of the fourth phase of the project, the
dissemination phase. This is the most expensive and most important phase. At this
moment,however,too few, data are available, so that it is not very appropriate
now to try to say something relevant about this lass phase.

A more detailed working-out of the activities and ideas
of the first phase. Formulation of instructional objectives
It is well -known that the formulation of useful statements of instructional objectives
is a very difficult task.
However, at this moment there is much literature about the methods and techniques
to formulate explicit objectives in terms of terminal performance.
Of course, whe'n doing this one should take into consideration the total number of
hours available for physics in the secondary school program. Moreover it is neces-
sary to know the entering behaviour of the pupils, i.e. you should know what they
have learned previously, their Intellectual ability and their motivational state
before instruction begins. In our school system we have a reasonable idea of the
entering behaviour of the pupils because of the results of the. entrance examinations---T
psychological tests and advices from the teachers of the primarytschools.
To illustrate the complexity of setting objectives, it is perhaps useful to give a
more detailed account of the variety of goals as given in some wellknownlnnova-
tion projects for separate physics and applied science courses, such as P. S.S.C. ,
E.C.C. P. (Engineering concepts curriculum project), Project Physics, the Nuffield
Project and others. Concerning the P. S. S. C. course, much has been done by Trow-
bridge (1965) who compiled a list of objectives which were tfnique for this course
(see L. W. Trowbridge, Science Education 49, 112 -22.).
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Hit also listed 39 objectives which were common to both the P.S.S. C. and the
traditional Phyiics courses, The list of the. unique P.S. S.C. objectives is given
here ts an example.
A. Broad objective

1. To emphasize the continuity and unity of Physics.
R. Development of student attitudes

2. To emphasize that physicists are typical people f academic life
with typical human aspirations.

3. To develop a view of contemporary physics that is onsistent with that of
the professional physicist.

C. Relatedness to experience (association, application)
4. To emphasize the major concepts and principles of phy ics from the stand-

point of their contributions to physics as pure science.
D. Scope and sequence

5. To emphasize the study of a few major topics at cons erable depth.
E. Teaching aids and techniques (textbooks, tests)

6. To employ tests as a means of determining the ability f students to reason
to logical conclusions when working with unfamiliar dat

F. Teaching aids and techniques (laboratory)
7. To emphasize the use of simple apparatus and inexpensiv materials where

educationally feasible in the laboratory.
8. To emphasize the method of laboratory investigation fdr learning.

9. To emphasize the use of equipment and instruments whose working parts
are clearly visible.

10. To make the laboratory central in the learning process by designing it as
a process of inquiry on natural physical problems.

G. Teaching aids and techniques (visual aids)
11. To emphasize an integrated film program for helping to teach the principles

AP'
of physics.

H. Skill and concept development
12. To show the importance of scaling and its role in physics. -

13. To emphasize development of the ability to organize and display data in
useful forms for effective analysis of it.

14. To emphasize the understanding and use of physical approximations and
models in helping to explain theoretical concepts.

15. To emphasize the meter-kilogram-second system of units.
I. Content objectives

16. To study electricity predominantly from the standpoint of fundamental
charge units. their nature, measurement, and behaviour.

Next to the P. S.S.C. course are the more recent Physics and science courses for
secondary schools such as Nuffield, Project Physics, the E. C. C. P. project called
"The Man-Made World". Some of these projects have formulated objectives dif-
fering in many aspects froth the P.S.S.C. ones. For instance the applied science
project E.C. C. P. claims to bring a systematic approach to problems as pollution,

'traffic control, waste disposal, health care, urban housing etc.
In this way they try to make their course attractive to non-specialists, because
they are convinced that students feel involved in solving todays problems.
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Some other statements orthe E. C. C. R. group are:
A. Students develop the skills to relate technology to community problems
B. Man-machine interaction is made clear
C. Environ ental problems are emphasized to give students realistic insight into

potential
I'D. Students learn bout the use and operation of computers.
Perhaps it is interesting to know some decisions made by the E. C. C. P. group about
the character of the course-such as:
A. it should bd a cultural course with technical and scientific content
B. ft should not be a vocational course em detailed technology and,

engineering skills
it should not replace biology, = mistry or physics in high school, but provide
an alternative course, an

D. it should bowritten to interest the seventy per cent of high school graduates
rho do not take physics. -

Project Physics, do the other hand, appears to put less emphasis on this type of
aims but states that-the course materials were designed to achieve the following
goals: ,

A. To help students to increase their knowledge to the physical world by Concen-
trating on the ideas that characterize physics as a science at its best (for
example, the conservation laws), rather than concentrating on isolated bits
of information (such as the lens formula).

B. To help students see physics as the manysided human activity that it really is.
This means presenting the subject in histbrical Cultural perspective and showing
that the ideas of physics have not only-a tradition, but methods of adaptation
and change.

C. To increase the 41%ortunity for each student, to have immediate rewarding eX-
perience in science while, gaining knowledge and skill that will be useful
throughout life.

D. To recognize the Importance of the teacher in the educational process, and
the large spectrum of teaching situations that prevail.

E. To make it possible for teachers, to adapt the physics course on the wide range
of interests and abilities among their students.

All these objectives and the corresponding Course materials should be carefully
analysed in the first phase. However, next to the analyses of the foreign courses
it is extremely important to find out the needs and wishes of the national physics
teachers, research physicists and specialists of education.
Interviewing the physics teachers is not only important because,they knowictheir
schoolsystem and the needs and wishes of their students better than anyone else, but
they can also value the usefulness and validity of deVeloped ideas and materials
from their own experience. All the work done to the formulation of explicit state-
ments is necessary to achieve that the goals are not."615scure in their meaning so-
that they can be reflected in the textbooks and related instructional materials.
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The content and shape of the teaching process and
the choice of the s,ubJect matter
Once.baving formulated the objectives the teaching process must be described,
I. e. the set of learning situations in which pupils, teachers and materials interact
to produce the desired changes in pupils' behaviour.
In the first place we have to analyse the instructional procedures and learning
materials developed in the curriculum innovation projects from abroad just as the
selected subject matter.,
The main problem that arises in the selection of subject matter is to find the balance
between the depth and breadth of its treatment. In this'respect, it is always good
to consider the endpoints of the course first. So, the treatment of high energy physics
as endpoint of the, course will require, at least in some important aspects, another
basic knowledge than the treatment of solid state physics. When the choSen end-
points do not need the treatment of a special topic, for instance hydrostatics it is
possible to leave it out of the program. For such a topic, that is not strictly needed
to reabh the endpoint of the course ycilf should require that one reason is almost
never enough to put it in the course. There should be at least 4 or 5 reasons.
For the determination of the depth and breadth of treatment ofikhe subject matter
Bloom's taxonomra educational objectives can be perhaps of great help. Bloom
and cooperators have arranged different classes of behaviour in hierarchical order
from the simple, i. e. from the recall of specific facts, conventions,' trends and
sequences to the complex, i.e. the judgerhent of the value of materials in terms
of internal evidence and external criteria.
For example, you can require that pupils only recall the law of conservation of
momentum but you dan also ask them to apply this law in concrete situations,
which is a more difficult task. Much more difficult, however, is to require, as
terminal performance, the ability of Judging a written text about conservation
laws in terms of logical accuracy and consistency. Using this classification scheme
it seems possible to give the depth and breadth considerations a more quantitative
background.
When the developed curriculum is thought of as a set of learning experiences to
produce changes in the pupils I am convinced that these changes should not lie in
the field of passive imitation but in the field of creative thinking and acting. We
should not force the pupils to thifik along lines we have in mind, but we should
appreciate and stimulate them to give their own solutions to the problems we offer,
even'when these solutions are not the best we know. It means that the teacher
should not act like the teacher in the following anecdote, who asked a pupil to
explain how the heigljt of a building. can be measured with a barometer.
The first answer'of the pupil was: take the barometer to the roof of the building,5
tie it with a rope and sink the barometer till it touches the ground and measure
the length of the rope afterwards.
The teacher says: you are right but can't yOu give a solution that shows more under-
standing of physics.
Pupil: Make a pendulum from the barometer and a piece of rope. Let the barol
meter swing on the groundfloor and on the roof of the blinding.
Measure in each case the frequency of the swinging pendulum and calculate the
height of the building from the ratio of these frequencies and the earth-radius.
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Teacher: Again you are right but the answer is not very accurate and I Want a
more accurate result.
Pupil: Go Upstairs and measure the height of., the building using the length of the
barometer ai unit of length.
Teacher: Is it also possible to Measure the heighli1Of the building-with two measur
mentsonly..
Pupil: Of course, place the.barometer on V(e. ground and measure the tenth of the
shadow of the.building and the barometer.1/4-Erorn the ratio of the shadow lengths and
the length of the barometer follows.the height of the building.
Teacher: Try to give a solution without the use of the arbitrary unit of the baro-
Meter length.
Ptipil: Bring the baronieter and'a stopw atch to the roof of the building. Drop the
baicimeter from the roof and measure the itime that the falling barometer needs
to reach the ground,
From this time and the acceleration due to the gravitational field the height of
the.building can be found.
Teacher: Do you really not understand' what 1 mean?
Pupil: dyes,

to
we know both already the answer that you igankto hear but .why

am I.obligedlo think along the lines' you have inmind?
Ofsourse this is a rather exaggerated example,_but it shoyl'a teachihg activity
that I do not endorse.-
The key to understand physics is Thinking about physics. The emphasis owthinking
demands flexibility of the teacher, because only then it is possible for the pupilt
to follow their own routes wheri,solving a problem. I believe that it is now widely
agreed that creative thinking and acting can be best achieved by activities where
pupils are gradually allowed to work rather independently. °

-Aids and tech,nioues for evaluatiod and feed back

As already has been said a new curriculum may be seen as the planning of learning
pertences and instructional materials to achieve a Set of goals.

ther the teaching process has attained these goals or not is a matter for evalua-
On.

'The,evaluation should be,used to determine where in the teacher and student
, activities and the learning materials can be Improved,and whether the new curri-

rulum\i.orks well for some students but not for others.

. In the niore recent projects a growing emphasis tsbeing placed on evaluation,
because this information should be on hand when decisions are'made about the
adoption of new.conrses in schools,! .
For instance the "Engineering Concepts Curriculum Project" and especially Project`

.Physicsshave built into their development work a scientific evaluationof their
m erials; and 9f the attitudes and interests of both students and teachers: This is

ant, I believe' becallse the curriculum developers should know, whether or
noY pupils find the course enjoyable, and whether or not they have gained some
and tSfanding of,physics out of the course.0.
The research methods, instrum nts and statistics of the evaluation of a-physid
project can be found in the re rt,....!.*A-case'sfudy in curriculum evaluation:
Harvard Project Physics".
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As-se example I would like to draw your attention to an citiCe ational experiment'
described in one of the Teacher Resource books of Project Physics. A random selec-
tion'of fifty-three teachers was Made frorn.alist of 46. 000 high school teachers in
tfieU.S. during the school7year 1968/69. Thirty-four teachers were assigned to
...attend a summer institute and then to teach Project physid. The remaining nine-

. ,teen teachers were requested to continue teaching what they bad been teaching..
At the end of the course's satisfaction score was deduced from questionnaire
responses.
16 these questionnaires the student was diked to indicate as to how far he.was
likely-to agree wijt state;nents-as.
a) I think this physics course, is designed in such a way that even those who have

little background in mathematics can gain much from the course
b) The book was really enjoyable to read
.c) I think lganiing about men and women who made physics grow ,,helped to make

.. the course More interesting-
d) /Physics is one of the most difficult courses I have taken in high school
e) No matter,:hqw you-look at it, physics-has to be a difficult course. f

The teachers groups in this evaluation, were randomly assigned from- a Panomly
selected pool; sothat the results of the satisfaction score can be legitimately
generalized to the national population of high school teachers, this in contra-
dicticin to the results obtained with volunteer groups as Used in most cases;
I belleyethat,in every new - project more and more self-evaluation should be built,
bectause love to realise that most of the ideas and statements about curriculum
innOvittorr-are_na more_thaii_bypothezres which shOuld be empirically tested in trial
schooltoon a icaleos.large as posiible.
-Again we_may say, that quite ,a lot of eiperience about research methods etc. is
stored in the documents of the most recent U.S. and U.K. projects.
This implies/hat the nuking of ttnVentory will be one of the main tasks in the
first 'phase of,cureprojeci.

: 0- , 4%

4. 'The organization 9f the, first phase

Responsibility for the,p,roject

The responsibility for the total prbject rests with a commission (23 members) which
is established to modernize the Dutch physics curricula for secondary schools. This
-commission of national stature exists about six years and is appointed by the Ministry
of Education. The membership of this commission includes university phYsicists,
physioS teachers, teacher trainers and inspectors of education.
In fact this commission has delegated its responsibility for the-project to a subcom-
mission (9 members). This subcommission, enlarged with some specialists in social
pedagogical research, is the adyisory board for the projectgroup.

The advtiory board

This board consisis of ,phYsicssteachers (to represent the prime users), physicists (to
guarantee the. up-to-dateness and accuracy of.the course materials), teacher trainers

8,4
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(to disOuss with the project group the ways in the teachers'can be helped to
use the materials developed),a psychologist ( sist in the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the course materials) and educational specialists with experience
in curriculum. innovation (to assist in the set-up of the second and third phases of
the project).

The project group

For the first phase a project group will be formed consisting of
1) three'full -time curriculum developers (selected'frorn the most able physics

teachers available).
2)' one part-time psychologist or sociologist with methodology as specialism.
3) one secretary.
The project group will be housed in the Physics Laboratory of the State University
of Utrecht and will work in,clos,e cooperation with its department for training of
physics teachers and educational research.

Costs and duration of the first phase

,
The fits phae will start in Apgust-1972 and will last about one year. The costs
of this phake are about U400000, - (or app 125000 dollars), including the salaries
of the curriculum developers. Financial support will be given by 'a national foun-
dation for educational research, (S. V. 0.)
The costs of the s cond and third phase will be at least twice as much per annum,43,

because then the project group will be enlarged with teachers of trial schools with
reduced teaching commitment. o

4

Tasks of the members of the project group ttmt,

, 'The tasks of the members of the project group follow from the activities in the
first phase as described already. For each of the full-time physicists a working
scheme has been designed,in which the activities that are expected from him, are
given from week to week. Of course, this scheme is only a rough outline, but the
designing of such a scheme forces the advisory board to consider in d a 1 the
realizability of every sub phase in the first year. Moreover this sche e is very
useful during the forrna,tion of the project group," because every appl cant can read
'beforehand what is expected from him during the first phase. The pa L-time /
psychologist is mainly concerned with the evaluation of the effective ess of the
course mterials. Furthermore he has to prepare the documentation on educational
psychology and sociology in oder to supply the other members of the group with
relevant data Concerning the effects of tests and evaluationi, group dynamics,
learning processes, the formulation of explicit objectives and so on.

Task of the university group

The university group of the Physics Laboratory of Utrecht will provide the project
group with advice, help and guidance during the execution of the successive phases.
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The leader of the university group is a member of the advisory board and he is
chargaiwith the special task to closely supervise the project group.
In order to give some insight in the know-how ofthe members of the university
group it is perhaps useful t ntion some of their daily activities.
They are physicists and responsible the educational part of the training of thd
physics teachers graduating from the Utrec t university. Furthermore they deverop
demonstration experiments and experime s for student labrwork on secondary
school and university level. They also try to stimulate didactic renovations of the
physics education at these levels:
This group has built up good relations with secondary school physics teachers by
organizing regularly different types of in--service training such as: conferences
about didactics of physics, local meetings of physics teachers, subject matter
courses and so on. L. c---

Moreover they provide the teachers with all sorts of advice'on new apparatus for
demonstration experiments, student-lab-work, equipment of student labora-,
tortes etc.
This know-how, rather unique in the Netherlands, is at the service of the-project
group.. It should be noted that the time spent on project activities by the university
group will be compensated by an expansion of staff paid by the project funds.

Responsibilities and t,asks for the advisory board ,

The advisory, board is charged with
1) the quality control of the project results if
2) the financial control
3) the responsibility for the execution of the plans according to scheme and the

reporting of the results in good time
4

4) the personnel management of the project group. .. .

From .these responsibilities it follows that the advisory board has to select the
curriculum developers and it isclear that the choice of the developers it one of

.

the key tasks in the whole project, .

'Phis, because experience teaches that the success of a project is determined in the
first place by the quality of the curriculum developers and only in the second place. -
by the approach 'of the project and the efficiency of the organisation scheme.
The dvisory board Must also make a decision, considering the funds available how
to 1 volve teachers in the p et.
Fo instance you can spend uch money, time and effort to involve a large number
of physics teachers in the project right from the beginning. In that ease, however,
you can only afford to give these teachers small reductions of their teaching com-
mitments as compensation for their time spent on project activities.
On" the other hand you can spend the major partof your money and effort on a
small number of carefully selected teachers. In that case you can give them far-
going facilities concerning their teaching commitments so that they become, in
fact, part-time members of the project group. .

in our project this is still under discussion. Anyhow, the major part of the advisory
board is convinced of the importance of the involvement of physics teachers on a
scale as.large as possibles.in all phases, to ensure the 4tiality of the 'feedback and
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to stimulate the interest of the teachers in the project results. This st dpoint is
for instance supported by the Nuffield group. They experienced that ne ideas
were quite as much due to the teachers as to the members of the' project
group.
One of the possibilities to ensure the influence and interest of a large number of
teachers is the forming of local groups of physics teachers which will meet regu-
larly to discuss the progress of the project. The leader of such a local group should
be a -successful teacher who should be given reduced teaching commitments.
Teachers journals or perhaps a bulletin issued by the project group should report
the discussion resultsof the local groups, so that- every,teacher can follow the
project closely.
The local groups should be spread over the whole country so that they can act as
point sources (according to Huygens' principle) from which the waves of curriculum
reform emerge.
Of course the final examinations of our secondary schools will be modified to
match the new curriculurri, first in the trial schools only and later on in all other
schools adopting this curriculum.
This impl s has been said before, that the project activities should include
research to find the tests to verify whether the project materials have Accomplished
the exp cted results.

4
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Dikussibn

(Because of the thematic connections between the papers of Mr. HOOYMAYERS
and of Mr. THOMSEN, the two discussions were combined. a

Mr. THOMSEk,has shown statistics about the frequency of physical concepts in a
newspaper (table VI of his paper). It is commented bX Mr. ROGERS that the physical
concepts listed there are not independent of each othet.
Mr. THOMSEN answers that these statistics are to be regarded as a first,trial. Never-,
theless, the dominance of the concepts 'energy" and "radioactivity" is evident. He
feels that a, moresysternatic investigation would be important. - As his basic idea
the author expressed_that the teaching of physics in school should enable the stu-
deOs to adjust themselves tel modern society and make it possible for them later
in their lives to keep themselves informed of new progress in scielice and teniir41.1T'
through modern sources of information, such as newspapers, radio and.TV. It is
objected, however, that students of this age do not read newspapers very oftentand
that therefore the possibility of causing a strong motivation of the students should
not be overestimated. It is proposed to include that literature into the investigation,
which the children actually read in this age. Then it,is discussed to Which amount
those concepts, which are relevant for the everyday-life of adults, are to be taught
to children. Mr: LORIA feels that the investigation should be extended over a
longer period of time; -otherwise the momentary fashion (which also exists for
scientific topics the public is interested in) would cause a wrong selection of
subjects.,
It is asked, whether astronomy could be included In the syllabus. Mr. THOMSEN
answers that astronomy is not included in the.compulsory course, but in the future
it might be offered as a voluntary subject. Mr. ROGERS warns that one must not
include the superabundance of nice and wonderful subjects which too many kind
people want to press into a project. but to restrict a project to Subjects of general
importance.
Mr. SVANTESSON remarks to both the papers of Mr. HOOYMAYERS and
Mr. THOMSEN that at first attention shoUld be given to the problein of implemen-
tation. There were many curriculum reforins, and nothing happened in the class-
room. The knowledge of what has to be put into a reform is already very high. At
Goteborg they could not afford to make a great curriculum, and therefore they -
adapted and implemented the SCIS program. He emphasizes that the process of
implementation must not end with the distribution of the material; the reaction
of the teachers and of the parents must be considered, a continuous touch to the
teachers' and a continuous revision of the material are necessary.
Mr. HOOYMAYERS is asked, how it could be enabled ttiat many teachers will
contribute to the new curriculum and will therefore have a reduced commitment
in teaching: the shortage of teachers is said to be great. He responds that in the

(Netherlands they will put With this disadvantage in order to get a ,good curriculum.
Besides tit is hod that after two years no shortage of teachers will exist any longer.
- He also feels that the problems of the implementation must be strongly considered.
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Much information from the beginning of the project is intended. They are rea-
§oning to train a group of teachers and then to inrea-cl-theni alla over the country.
I-le hopes that the teachers will have the idea that the pace, of the project is
effected by themselves and that they so will have a strong stimulation; he does
hope thaf a planned change of the ideas about physics teaching will occur. How-
ever.it Willnot be possible to establish direct contact to all the physics teachers

Xof the country.
tv Mr. HOOYMAYERS is asked about the new aims and contents of the Dutch curri-

culum. He answers that the first phase of the project starting in August 1972-is
provided for the formulation of explicit objectives, the selection ofthe subject
matter, the teaching techniques, and the teaching prodEdure: Provisional courses
already exist. - The question for the general aims of the Dutch project is repeated.

`Here Mr. ROGERS and Mr. BAEZ remark that itis difficult to produce a curricu-
lum in such a manrier that the aims of the start are actually realized. They
remind of the example of PSSC. Its staff announced that they wanted something
and then they achieved something different.
Mrs. WOOD, who was involved in the PSNS project, reports that it was decided
there to have precisely described aims. The whole story of the production of this
course from the beginning to its completion is written in the final report of the
PSNS project: what was aimed, what actually happened and what the steps were.
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Emilia Constantinescu

The basic ideas of physics in the elementary schools

1. The theoretical condition of research

Research hypothesis

A

At the Institute of Pedagogical Sciences, Bucharest, Romania. researches with a
view to improving the teaching of physics in school were based on the following
hypothesis:

one of the princip-al modalities to solve the contradiction between the huge
amount of information constantly accumulated by-science and ale capacity -
relatively steady - of pupils to assimilate this information is by emphasizing the
formative function of.learning.

This would imply:
- development of the pupils' ability to acquire'knowledge and development of their

creative capacity;
- assimilation of the basic concepts and procedures of scientific investigation;

'acquiring of the habit of independently stOringrup new information and elabora-
ting new modalities of action.

On these lines, a modern course in physics should provide the pupils with:'
- the system of concepts required for understanding and interpreting the physical

reality;
- the methodology of this science., i.e. the system of its methods of knoWledge

based on the very. system of the most general laws and fundamentals of physics.
Application of this work hypothesis to curricula and textbooks would require:
- securing of a logical structure of information which should reflect the unity of

this Ecience by avoiding excessive sectioning, repetitions and contradictions.
The organic and normal blending of classical and modern physics into one single
organized system - physics - by reconsidering all notions from the viewpoint
of new scientific developments.
Assimilation in the contents of school physics of the methodology specific to the
present level of scientific, progress. The process of learning should be stampid
with operativeness, that is one ,should first get acquainted with some working
methods liable to being steadily improved and restructured in terms of the
requirements of science;

-. explicit presentation of both the structure of the system of knowledge and its
methodology so that the pupils could use the notions of physics in a conscious

. manner;
-- tenthing of notions throughout school by successive approximations so that these

notions be perpetually completed and enlarged without being essentially replaced

4
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Curricula sho,..id 'pc structured in such a way as to assure continuity of learning
at all levels of teaching physics so that each grade should benefit to the utmost
by the knowledge and abilities formerly acquired pointing to analogies and
facilitating transfers between the various fields approached.

The basic concepts of physics

Applications of these views to the experimental curricula and textbooks raised the
problem, of the selection criteria of information. As a matter of fact the main
criterion was the extent to which the respective information cap contribute to
achieving the goals. aimed at.
In this way, we included in our curricula the basic notibns i, e, the notions indispen-
sable for a course in physics to have a unitary structure. We eliminated the "closed"
notions e. the notions which are not necessary prerequisites for the understanding
of further information (and are usually taught merely to increase the volume of
knowledge).
We assumed that the understanding of present-day physics is based on the following
notions which should be taught from the very first lessons of physics: matter with
its two structural aspects, the substance and the field; motlon;,energy; physical
system - the idea of structure and interaction included; physical phenomenon;
physical magnitude (scalar, vectorial; of state, of process); physical law; observa-
tion; experiment, measurement; modelling (similar, analogous), etc. "-

The great methodological value of these categories lies in their applicability to
almost all the realms of science thus facilitating the transfer of information from
physics - whose study begins much earlier - to other subjects so that one may deve-
lop some systems of knowledge integration both along intradisciplinary and inter-
disciplinary lines.
Evidently, in thOrelection of physical information,stress was laid on the basic .

notions specific to physics so that these notions should be, as much as possible,
integrated into the fundamentals mentioned earlier,i
Viewed from this point it was sometimes necessary to make concessions in point
of unity of structure to assure the accessibility of information,

Elements of physics.

Methodology

The pupils' approach to the study of physics by simultaneously performing a succes-
sion of experiments from the main chapters of this discipline was'viewed as a means
of putting them in touch right frpm the very beginning with the work specific to a
physics laboratory, to familiarize them with the basic aspects of investigation in
this field and to enable them to get those representations required by an accurate
.understanding of the meaning of such notions as: observation.' experiment, measure-
ment', phenomenon, physical magnitude, physical law, etc. Experiments could
consist in the the surement of lengths with the ruler, of volumes with a graduated
measuring glass. elease and observation of some phenomena like boiling and'mel-
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ting. Amage formation in plane mirrors, electrization of bodies, behaviour of
bodies sunk in liquids (water, oil), etc.
The method of work during these first lessons when the pupils' practical activity
replaces the teacher's demonstratigns, becomes subsequently an ordinary way of
learning (obviously only if the subject studied would permit it). The pupils per-
forming some experiments, as a starting point in acquiring infotmation and not
simply as the application of knqwledge already acquired, stimulate the active
character of the prooesrof learning; in this way each lesson becomes an` experi-
mental lesson, affording actual learning through discovery. The construction of
lessons, as shown above, is a first step toward the formation of prerequisites that
would allow pupils in some future stage to develop an experimental activity much
more diversified.

2. Structuring of experitnental curriculum according to our hypothesis

On the view of the ideas previously discussed, experimental curricula in physics in
the trades 6-8 (11714 year old pupils) have the following structure:
- grade 6: 1) Pupils' approach to theistudy of physics by simple experiments;

the object and methods of physics; 2) Notions of the structure of substance;
3) Elements of mechanics.

- grade 7: I) Mechanics of solid bodies; 2)'Fluid mechanics; 3) Thermal proper-
ties of the substance.

- grade 8: I) Oscillations and mechanical waves; 2) Electricity; 3) Notions of
geometricaltics (Experimental curricula for grades 6-8 are shown in the
appendix).

Furthermore, by a detailed exposition of the contents of these curricula we shall
try to point to the way in which our views have been applied.
Sixth-graders' approach to physics is made, as already reported, by a series of
experiments from the main chapters of this discipline so as to familiarize them
with the elements of 'physics methodology.
On the ground of the.experiments made during the first lesson, some basic notions
such as observation, experiment, phenomenon, magnitude, law, etc. (already
discussed above) are explained in respect to the assimilation capacity of the sixth
graders. Further, the object of physics is defined and the structure of the course in
physics as a whole is being outlined.

The notion of structure

Substance. The next chapter entitled "Structuial Notion of the Substance" is highly
important as it is the first step to the understanding of the notion of matter. The
pupils become familiar with the structure of substance and the notion of particle,
the lessons being taught at the level of their understanding capacity i. e. that of
11-12 year-old children. Thus the atom is discussed on the analogy of the solar
system pattern (known by the pgils from the study of geography in the sixth form).
The presence of the various types of atoms (over one hundred) is explained by
their peculiar structure, the very great number of substances resulting from the
different grouping of atoms into molecules, molecular interadions (cohesion and
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repelling) explain also the grouping of molecules, and the occurence. of inter-
molecular spaces; with the phenomenon of diffusion the pupils come tolnow the
natural notion of molecules. In this way, from this early stage in the study of
Physics, the pupils start getting familiar with the notions di' structure, interaction,
and the substantial aspect of matter. In this way they can realize that motion is a -
natural attribute of substance manifesting itself in the very essence of the latter.
Field. It is obvious, however, that a, definite outline of the notion of matter is
highly necessary for the knowledge of its othey structural aspect, namely field.
We assumed (and this is a deviation from-the "perfect" structure of the curricu-
lum) that because of the difficulty of understanding this notion it would be better
to introduce it when studying some phenomena in whiCh the field - as a basis for
Interactions - could be better demonstrated, the pupils imagining its existence as
a necessary hypothesis for the explanation of phenomena. In our curriculum this
element appears when dealing with gravitation,(the chapter on "Force") when
instead of outdated theories (e. g. action at a distance) it is admitted that there
should exist a form of matter as the basis of this interaction. The "gravitational
field" pattern thus built will be further used in approaching potential - conser-
vative - fields (e.g. in a study on the analogy of the electric potential). The
notion of field as employed in the teaching of physics in all grades will, by stfcces-
sive approximations, acquire all the attributes that determine it (scalar, vectorial,
uniform, stationary field; the field-particle unity; transformation of field into \
substance and the reverse process so that it will finally be full outlined and undif
stood.
Motion. Let us go back again to the progress of the experimental curriculum. The
notion of motion is expounded upon in the section on "Mechanics". In the intro-
ductory chapter; the viewpoints from which mechanic motion in kinematics,
dynamics, and statics should be approached, are set forth.
In dealing'with kinematics after-specifying the elements characteristic of mecha-
nical motion (path, relationship between space and time), motions are classified
in terms of these elements. Further, each type of motion is detailed out.
Scalar magnitudes.
Vedtor magnitudes.
The study of velocity inthe uniform rectilinear movement is the right moment
for discussing vector magnitude, stress being laid on the fact that knowledge of
the velocity of a mobile is conditioned not only by its numerical value but also
its orientation in space (direction and sense). Finally, the graphic model of the
vector is presented. t
On these premisses, after the necessary mathematical rules will be gradually
learned in higher 'grades, The analytical representation and the mathematical
model of the vector will be taught as well.
For sixth-graders the understanding of the notion of vector is an efficient tool in
acquiring further knowledge. A study of the changes occurring in the state of
motion of the mobile (a varied rectilinear motion) leads to the notion of velocity
variation and acceleration of the, directional magnitude. In this way the basis is
laid for the understanding of the curvilinear movement and later on of the depen-
dencies between force - as a directional magnitude - and velocity variation, also
as a directional magnitude (the chapter on "Dynamics"). Generally speaking, .
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a real understanding of vector treating as such froth the very"
first they are being dealt with (and not as scalar magnitudes as it is still customarily
done in the eightgrade school).
Energy. The next chapter deals he notion that underlines all knowledge in

ergy, a magni-
, e lefty, optics),

gnitude because sixth-
echanical work and

cture the elements of
matics prepares them
r and velocity variation,
e and its effect;

xperiments. Byt
rtia, mass, y"
d.
ion of force, mechani-
anical work enables
namely mechanical
gy in any section
Ives elucidation of

any conclusive examp-
be formulated for

this chapter. Although the basic, primitive notion is mec
tude that bridges the way to the other realms of physics
it is not possible yet to circumscribe information to this
graders lack the notions that can precisely delimit it i.e.
force. For these pupils (sixth-graders) it is necessary to st
dynamics on the notion of force, since the chapter on k
to understand it by resorting to the notion of velocity ect
The notion of force has also the advantage of being tuiti
dynamic and static - can be easily demonstrated by simple
study of foite pupils can get.acquainted with other notions: i
mass (density), and as mentioned earlier, the gravitational fie
In the seventh form, magnitudes are.discussed based on the no
cal work and strength. A careful analysis of the,notion of mec
one to pas§on to the most important magnitude in mechanics.
energy and furthermore, through transfer, to the notion of ene
of physics. An outline of the notion of mechanical energy inv
what mechanical system means. Only in this'way (giving as
es as possible), a correct definition of potential energy

processes in which field interaction prevails - as be g the energy of a system due
to the possible motion of its constituent parts.
Knowledge of mechanical energy is best applied in t cha covering a "Ther-
mal properties of the substance". "Heat" is shown as a mode.of energy trans
An approach to this chapter is made by discussing the notion of internal energy,
According to it. bodies contain nothing, mysterious called "heat"but only internal;
energy; they may receive or transmitAhergy through' thermal motion.
On these lines, temperature is not discussed as "the state of heating" of a body, but
as a magnitude of the average kin tic energy of the molecules which are subject
to random motion.
In the eight form, the meaning o many notions previously approached is being
elucidated, completed and more horoughly dealt with. In the,elra-pr on "Oscil-
lations- and mechanic waves; acoustics" stress is laid on the continuous -ondulating
aspect of matter. Upder "Electricity" the e16-tric field and the magnetic field are
discussed as well as the relationship between electric arid magnetic phenomena.
Pupils may go-deeper into the notion of field so that the unity between the two
aspects of matter, substance-field, can be emphasized. In the chapter regarding
the "Electrokinetics", the study of electromagnetic phenomena - as interactions
of the magnetic field with electric conductors - points to the fact that in case of
these phenomena the magnetic field, has no influence on the-electric current
(which is a process) but only on the conductors in an electrokinetic state. The'
notion of energy is better understood by studying the electric potential on the
analogy of mechanical potential energy. '

The notions of optics, which conclude the eight-grade curriculum, resort to the
information stored in the chapters on "Oscillations and Waves" and "Electricity"
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affording a etter understanding, in a first approximation, of the electromagnetic
notion of 1 ght waves. .c.,. .

The few xamples given so far were aimed at illustrating-the *way in which our
views the teaching of the basic notions of physics in the eight-grade schoo
have een applied to our curricula. The results obtained by testing these curri-
cul with the help of some textbooks also worked out by the Institute of Pedagogi
cal Sciences allot* us to state that outwork hypothesis was checked, by practical
act' vity. ,. .

c ...c

Draft curriculum in iihysics for the elementary schools

Pupils' approach to the study of physics by simple experiments
Experiments performed simultaneously by the whole class. Phys'ical pheno-s.
mena, measuring, physical law. Physics as a science or nature, ResearCh
methods in Physics. The importance of physics in the knowledge of natural
phenomena and.technology:

2. Structural elements of the substance
2.T Notions of the structure of substance
2.1'. 1' Introduction : ,
2.1.2 The atom; the structure of the atom. The molecule. Simple and complelt,

substances.
2.1. 3 Molecular interactions

Molecular attraction (cohesion).- Molecular repellence. Interhiolecular
spaces. Molecular movement. .

2. 1. 4 Body, object.
Special properties of the bodies. General: properties of thebodies
(Divisibility, expansion, impenetrability, slate of aggregation and inertia).

2.1. 5"-The states of aggregation explained with the help of knowledge of-the
structure of substance .

3. Elements of mechanics
3.1 Introduction

The object of mechanics. Mechanieil motion.
Relativity of motion and rest.

, The chapters of mechanics.
3.2 Some notions of kinematics.
34.1 Elements of motion. Measuring of space and time as physicaknagnitudes.

to.Cla9ification,of motions by path and the space/time ratio.
3. 2.2 Uniform rectilipear motion. Velocity of uniform rectilinear motion.

Velocity measuring units. The 'velocity/space and the time ratio.
3. 2. 3 Velocity. As vetor..'magnitude.

Characteristic elements efa vector. Graphic representation of a vector.
Comparing vectors.

3.2.4 Varied rectilinear motion. Velocity variation.
Accelerated-and deceletated motion.
Mean velocity.

At

3. 2. 5 Circular motion.
Uniform circular motion.
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3. 2. 6 Oscillating motion; pertodic,Inotion'.**'
. 3, 3 Some notions of dynamics.

S. 3. 1 'Force as body interaction.
, 34.2 Law of inertia. Mass. Measuring of mass.

Mass measuring unit., Density.
Body tiensit experimentally determined.

3, 3: 3 Force as vectpr magnitude.
3.9.4 Effects of force: a) static - body deformation; b) dynamic - velocity

vector variation. Force/velocity vector variation ratio.
Measuring force.
Force measuring units.

3.3. 5 Gravitational force (grayity). Gravitational field.
Pressure. Pressure measuring units.

3.3. 6. Friction force.
-3.3.7 Centripetal force and centrifugal force.

Applications.
3. 3..6 Elementary notions of rigid body m tab.

Translation and rotation. '
4. Mechanics of solid bodies
4. 1 Energy and mechanical work
4.1.1 Mechgnical work. Measuring units of mechanical work.. .

4.1. 2 Mectianical force. Ecirce measuring units. Mean ,force.
Effici6ncy of machines.

4.1.3 Mec ical energy: Mechanical system. Kinetic and potential energy.
Law of energy transfqrmation and conservation in mechanical,processes.

4.2 St ics.
4.2.1 Ce treof grvity. Theoreticgl and experimental determination of the

cen e of gravity.-Significance of knowledge,of the centre of gravity of
the oft. .

4_2.2 Equi ibrium of suspended and supported bodies. Stability of supported
bodi .

4.2.3 Si e machines. Levers. Sheaves. Inclined plane. Wedge and 'screw,.
Efficiency of simple machines. .

5. Fluid mechanics
5.1 Statics of fluids (Hydrostatics)
5.1.1 General properties of fluids
5. T. 2 Hydrostatic pressure

3 Transmission of pressure through fluids. Pascal's law.
_Communication vessels. Practical applications of the principle of
communication' vessels (level gauge, artesian wells,sluices, hydraulic press,

Presftire orces acting on a solid body sunk in a liquid.
Archim es' law. Testing of Archimedes' law. Floating of bodies.
Applications of Archimedes' law.

4.2 Statics of gases (Aerostatics)
5.2.1 Air pressure. Determination of air pressure value. Barometer.
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$.2.2 Compressed and air-free Nes. Compression pumps and suction pumps.
Measuring instruments for gas pressure (manometers).
Pumps for liquids. Suction pump and suction repelling pump.

5. 2. 3 Afchirnedes' law,applied to gases. lArchimedes' law experimentally
.chec Bdroscope. Practical importance of Archimedes' law: aerostats,
regt tering ballons, dirigibles.

6. Iniemal energy
6.1 introduction. Internal energy. Heat as a form of energy transmission

'from one body to the other,
On temperature and the quantity of heat. Measuring the quantity of heat;
calorimeter; Law of ener ,transformation and conservation in mechanical
and thermal processes.

6.2 Transi-nission of theima ene Sources of-thermal energy. Thermal
Conductivity, convects and diation.

6.3 Expansion of solids, fluid and ga s

Measufing of temperature. Thermometers.
6.4 Alteration of the statef aggregation.

Melting and solidiffoatien. .

Vaporization addevaporation.
Condensation and distillation.

7. Oscillations and mechanical waves, Accoustics
7. 1 Oscillating motion.
7,10.1 Specific magnitudes of oscillating motion.

Diagram of oscillating motion. *.

7.1,g Free dscillatidns; damped oscillations.
T. 1.3 Forced oscillations; mechanics }'resonance.
7. 1. 4 The pendulum. -Applications.
7.2 Propagation of oscillations in an elastic medium.

Transversal and longitudinal waves.
7. 3' A ccouitics.
7.3.1 Sound production Alnd propagation.
7.3.2 Properties of sound.
7.3.3 Sound reflection. ti

7. 3.4 Accoustic resonance; applications.
8. Electricity
8. 1 Electroaccoustics.
8. 1. 1 Introduction
8. 1. 2 Electrizatfon of bodies. Interaction of electrized bodies. Electrostatic

field. Conductive and non-conductive bodies. Electronic interpretation

of body electrization.
8.1.3 Electric potential', 'potential differences.
8.1.4 Electrostatic devices (Van de Graff). CC,

8. 2 Electrokinetics, _

8.2.1 Electric current production. Electric generators..
Electric circuit; sense of current. Electronic interpretation of the electric
current. Effect of electric current.
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8.2. 2 Current intensity, Current intensity mea,suVing unit; A mper (SI).
Constant of non-branched current intensity resulting ,from the conservation
of the quantityoof electricity, ,

8.2. 3 Electric tension between two points of the circuit.
Resistance orconductors. Resistande'unit Ohm..Ohm's law for a portion
of the circuit. Series and parallel arrangements.

8. 2.4 Electric energy. The energy de/eloped in a circuit through which an
electric current is passed. Elpdric energy unit; Joule (watt sec).
Electric power. .Power unit: the watt. Multiples used in practice.
Kilaratt f for:power), kilowatt-hour .(for energy). Electrocaloric effect.
Joule's law; applications.

8. 2.5 Chemical effect of electric current. Electrolysis and its technical
applications (in short).

8. 3 ElectrOrnatmetism. /".N.
8.'3.1 Magnets, inteiktion of magnets. Magnetic field. Tht?magnetic field

of the Earth. The. compass.
8.3.2 Magnetic field induced by an electric current. Electromignets; technical

applications..
8.3.3 Effect of a magnetic field on a conductor through which an electric

currentals pasied. Electromagnetic force-. FtrKlarnentals of the electromotor.
9.. Notioffs of optics.
9:1 . The nature of light.
9. 2 Propagation of light.

Sources oflight. Rectilinear propagation of light. Velocity of light.
Shade and half-shade.

9. 3 Reflection of light.
Reflection laws. Plane mirrors. 17/nes in plane mirrors,
Spherical mirrors. Images in spherical mirrors. Application of plane
mirrors and sphertcal mirrors.

9.4. Refradtion of light.
Refraition laws: Prism. Converging and diverging lenses. Images' in lenses.

9. 5 Optical instruments and apparatus.
The Camera. The eye as-an optic device. Projector. Cinema.
Magnifying glass. Microscope., (-
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E. Balasubramaniam and I.M. Brazier

Problems of teaching physics concepts tp New Guinea students
c .

.

(Paper read by,E. Balasubramaniam)

In the continuing study of saence two important areas of knowledge and under-
standing have been uncovered; the one to do with materials; the other td`clo with
man. Ever since civilized communities begin there have been intfmkte relation-
ships between men and the material fabric of their existence. For instance, the 1.P

effectiveness of the boomeranNs deterMined not only by its physical characteristics
- shaje, weight, angle of twist, *type of wood and so forth, -put also by the physical
and mental attributes of the thrower - motor skills, attitudes controlling the use of
the boomerang and knowledge of the situation in Which the weapon is to be'
used.
Similarly, the development of-these man-machine systems may be traced to pre-
sent day. This the boomerang has been replaced by intercontinental missiles with
hydrogen war heads and a sophisticated agression detection and control analysis ^

system for Aiding man in his decision making process, whether or not to strike, to
kill or be killed: But what ever the degree of complexity, man still makes a simple
final yei/no decision. 1p the one case the Aborigine has obtained his supper; in the
other many will be denied their last supper.
It is the understanding of the basic Ilws of the Universe and the understanding of
behaviour and the social sciences that permit us not to be slaves to a machine.
Our present attainments have been reached largelrolthe basis of an,undgrstanding
of the natural laws and the application of these laws'fb devising improved and more
efficient machines that can produce increasingly more goods 'or services for lower
and lower costs, for we have not until relatively recently'begun to seriously con-

. sider making machines as man's slave.
It is hoped therefore that students not only acquire the motor skill:to build roads,.
power stations, factories and cities, but also achieve an understanding of the basic
sciences governing the laws oftthese materials as well as ttie social sciences; thus
they hill indeed be working sloNtly but steadily toward satisfying the deeper needs
of life.
Our immediate problem is to devise a teaching-learniqg environment which will
meet the needs of those who are influenced by it until well into the twenty-first
century,. The problem is similar to that of trying to predict from a picture of-life
a generation ago the nature of life today.

.Although education has traditionally charged and evolved with time, there are a
number of inditations that the next twenty years will witness changes which are
different and more revolutionary than those in-the east. The causes are on-the one
hand, the technological revolution whictfis forcing society and commercial and
educational enterprises into dynamic formi,of behaviour and, on the-other, the
emergence of higher education as a major competitive and economic ferce.
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These trends will chi' ge both the form and the context of education and training.
The central problem .f education Is to anticipate the new situations and to train
technologists capabl of coping with them. As a consequence, educators are con-
fronted with severa key problems. They are summarised below:
A. They must be a le to foresee and prepare for The changing relationship

between the tr ined technologist and his environment.
B. They must,tin erstand and interpret the changing nature of educatidn and

training.
C.,They must b

/ changihg so
D. They must
E. They mus

learning.
A formal hi

School
At both interfaces there are complex problems caused by dif erent expectations
and sys4 s of values. But one thing is certain, the more successful,of the-graduates
of a hig er learning environment are those,whose motivational characteristics re
such as o drive them to cqptinue their own education. They have learned
learn thout the continuing aid of they teachers or tutors.
In a r idly changing society such arapua/New Guinea, the knowledge, skills
and i i sights which are accentable by 'graduates' at the time of graduation tend to
deca unless they are continuously utili. ed and replaced.
The Papua and New Guinea institute of Technology realizing its responsihilities
as e only institution that trains professional engineers, surveyots and architects
in the territory, hopes to give -students,an understanding of the fundamental con-
c pts of Science as well as training them Towards self learning In order to be highly
elevant to the particular so &ety in which they will praittise their professions..
,apua New Guinea has an even shorter'histay of science education than most

developing countries in the world. It was only in the 1930's that the inhabitants
of the highlands of New Guinea were discovered and only recently has law and
order been established in some areas:
Considering the country's short history, education has been quickly established
and secondary schools were started in 1957. It was not 'however until 1960 that
Science was introduced td the high school syllabus. Because of Papua New Guinea's
close ties with Australia, the science syllabuses since then have been strongly
influenced by Australian secondary school science courses, especially those of

/developed

Smith Wales. An independent science syllabus is however gradually being
/developed as experience and manpower become available..

A number of studies have been made of the development of the scientific concepts
among Papua New Guinea 'students, Generally these have tended to be based on
Piaget's work and have shown that concepts of conservation tend to be grasped by
a student some years later than expected in a western society. Such results raise
problems for advanced tertiary science teaching.
Students enter engineering courses at the Papua and New Guinea Institute of
Technology after a minimuncof six years primary education followed by four

active in developing the edu ational technology needed by aiety
rain and educate for a largel: unknown Tutilre:
provide graduates with skills and opportunities for career long

";
her learning environment may be characterized by t o interfaces

d Higher Learning Institution and Society:
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years secondary education. Tills is gradually being extended to six years secondary -
edFcation. There was one such Senior High School in the Territory in 19'11 and-N.
another opened at the commencement of this year.
This Physics Department has been using tests developed by the Australian Council
for EiiticationarResearch (A!t.E.R.) to determine student? readiness for further
studies' of physics. These tests are designed to test fundamental generalizations
upon Which further concepts can be developed.
Results indicate that students at entry to the Institute have a background of science
concepts similar to that of an equivalent Australian student about one year earlier
in his education. Teaching. at the 'Institute tends to reduce this gap noticeably in
the first two years.
No obvious,cultural differences have been observed in background.knowledge of
scientific generalizations. As practically all science education is by expatriate
European staff using only English as tile medium of instruction, this lack of cultural
variations may be the result of the education process, showing that only-those
students who hf,d adapted to the western style scientific education have been select-
ed for enginedring courses at the Institute. Some cultural differences may be dis-
cernible if testin&were performed on the much wider population of all high school
students in Papua'New Guinea.
Although students selected for the Institute are from the upper ability group their
knowledge of scientific generalizations is well below that expected.of a tertiary
student in'a developed country. As a result much of the instruction during the first
two years at the Institute is closer to that expected during secondary education in
a western culture.
As mechanics forms a major part of the early physics cours here is a strong ten-
dency to follow tfie P. S. S. C. approach, particularly int atiriS experinfents with
formal lectures and less formal tutorial work.
-Because of the generally mountainous terrain in New Guinea the basic concepts
involved in uniform motion on plane surfaces need careful development. Firstly '
plane surfaces are uncommon in the Villages and motion of objects normally ob-
served (e. g. rocks rolling over th ground) is far from being uniform. It is a big
steplrom natural phenoinena to the idealized world of rectilinear propagation.
Similar large conceptual steps ill be found to be necessary for many areas of
physics. For example electric ty is unknown in most villages and the only ex-
periences students have had f its existence are through Their formal high school
teaching. It is hoped,however,after three years at the Institute, that students can
appreciate mobility of holes and electrons in a semiconductor material. At this

f vealistic
stage itis.wellrtoh while mentioning tin

to you. He'was teaching about tension. To make Itn

experience one of our lecturers had
which may be
he said, "Imagine you have a lift full of people and it goes down orha wire cable,
Find out what the tension is in the wire." He went through the example very care-
fully and slowly and gave them some problems to do. When the problems came .

back, it was quite obvious that the students had no idea of what he had been
talking abolit; it was C'brnpletely hopeless, so obvfoutly something had gone, wrong.
So he went over the topic again as clearly as possible pleading, "If there is any. '
point here that you do not understand, please let me know what it is". One student
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'rather hurriedly asked, "What ds a 1 ft?" Thi yas t o whOle preiBlem then; the
students had no concept of,what a 1 ft was.
It was thought by staff that stuceits n Papua New Goinea would have particular
difficulty with the concepts of elec lefty. Although it has beewfOulid that this is
a problem area for students, it wou appear that they are haviifg no more difficulty
with it than their Australian counte parts. k

Despite the fact 'that there are inhe nt difficulties with the use of water analogies
for the teaching of current blectricit , the terrain of New Guinea with Its nqmerous
rOers,flowinglrom Highlands to coa ds naturally to the use of such analogies.
All students familiar with the flo one area tanother and then on to a
further area and hence can visualize se urrents. Similarly they have observed
branching of the stream to go'around. bstacles and tlign.rejoining as one
stream as in parallelicuiretts.
Gravitational potential changes are'readil bservablb with many streams and
hence the, additive nature of potential chan s in a series system can be deduced.
Parallel stream ,flaw with equivalent potentia 'changes can also be observed despite
dissimilar flow around various branches. Trans rs to equivalent situations in the
laboratory are generally satisfactory provided a .teitiplicity of meters are used so
that students can monitor everything without the lack magic" of pulling a cir-
cuit to pieces to re-locate a meter in some other b nch. Fo'r example it is 9nly
after a number of practical cases of series resistors th current measurements
before and after each resistor, that a student is convi ced of conservation of cur.-
rent and will be content with only one ammeter in a o anch of a circuit.
leis from this basis of conservation of current that a ncept of current flow is
developed and henCe a "life cycle" of a charge mov ng in a circuit can be deve-
loped. The maxim of "from the known to the unkn wn" is therefor" used in this
and many other areas of concept development.
Development of concepts is aimed at by vane of measures and a wide range of

'integrated teaching procedures is used. In optic's for exa ple; movie films, over-
head projectuals, single concept film loops, progra tdn texts, ripple tank experi-
ments, optical disk demonstrations, experimental ray tracing etc. are used in con-
junction with formal class instruction. The student, through his dire& involvement
in these activities and via assignments and tutorial exercises is able to obtain feed-
back and determine, how he has grasped sonteirarticular step.
Consider for example cassette recorders and Instruction Booklets which have been
used for three main- purposes.
Firstly, toleach the students to use laboratory equipment e. g. Micrometer, slide
rule, desk calculators and cathode ray oscilloscopes (this supplements instructions
for the class as a whole).
Secondly to teach the students the art of solving problems. Many students Jaye
difficulties in actually working out what the problem is about and hence they must
be taught howto go about solving a problem and how to set out a solution.
Thirdly, to revise tht basic physical theories in a Seaton of the course.
In problem solving the following procedure is used.
Eadh student individually Works through the following questions:

\fI) What is the questioi asking.
iII) What is given in the question.
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(III) Which part (or parts) of the course is.the qaestion associated with.
(IV) Revise those parts of the course.
(V) What are the relevant equations.
(VI) What.is the first step.
(VII) Solve through to the answer, one step e.
In a world where there is so much to learn And know, concepts- provide an intellec-

' tual economy in helping to organize large amounts of information; this is the way
concepts serve scientists, and it is also the way concepts can improve learning.
There is too much to be known, to expect it can be learned by rote and as isolated
facts. But a large amount of information can ed organized into a few concepts.
Systems of related concepts can then be built to form principles or rules whereby
students ,are able to interpret and explain new obseDvations and experiences.

x
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lap Willis

\ A product of their country

(Paper read by E. Balasubramaniam)

' The tangled h ory and geographical complexity of pua New Guinea are nowhere
more apparent than among the students now crowding nto that country's Institute
of Technology n the town of Lai.
'The students ar drawn from all but one of the major a ministrative disfricts. Some
are from remote highland valley§ where the most common tool is still the digging
stick and bthers are from urbanized families that have be ri speaking English for
generations. Some are from the great inland rivers and s amps, others frordthe
coral atolls and still others from the welling savannah Ian s. 'In class their faces
betraik the great diveriity, of 'their country's racial composi on; out of class, when
official pressure to speak English is absent, the vernaculars hey break into among -

their closest friends are a fair sample of their country's seve hundred Or more
linguistic and "tribal" divisions.
The only common denominator amidst this variety is the fact that tall are under-
taking courses in western technology, which they will one day be expected to gear
fo the peculiar demands of Papua New Guinea.. To' generalise Papua New Guinea
is therefore hazardous; £rid in doing sb one will invariably do it people an injustice
by perpetuating the well worn cliChes of the tourist guide books.
Outsiders with little knoWledge of Papua New Guinea usually hay one mistaken
impresSibn of the wortg's second lafgest (after Greenland) island, perhaps because
the international news media stilrperpetuate the myth that Papua ew Guinea is a
wild and.inaccessible: jungle clad land, peopled by ferocious cannbals or head- --N

r hunters and plagued with malaria; a country where Australians, Japa ese and
Americans briefly fought during World War II but were only too anxi us to leave.
The myth.af course ,'has elementsbf truth,but takes no account of th fact that
today at Papua New Guinea is being propelled towards, independence ith dizzying
speed and as modern social, politital, commercial and industrial inst tutions are
being built up, the country is changing. Papua New Guinea is in a tran itional stage
and thus shares many of the features of other developing nations. As I d scuss the
special problem's of our students, this fact should become obvious.
The students at the Institute are taking a wide range of courses at both the diploma
and degree levels., that is, they follow four and five year programs after having
completed at least four years of secondary eclpcation. The courses currently offered
are Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Surveying, Architecture, Buil-
ding Science, Accountancy and Business Studies. It is hoped that eventually
courses in Industrial Geology, Mining Engineering, Chemical Technology and
Pharmacy, Agricultural Economics and Agricultural Engineering and Science and
Technical Education will be added.
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The student body reflects Papua Newluinea's varied cultural background, though
it does so unevenly. In 1971 the Institute drew nearly all of its intake of 163 new
students frop all but one of the eighteen administrati.ve district of Papua New
Guineas though a small number (7) were returning from education in Australia.
Two students came from the British Solomon Islands and one from. Nauru. Only
two were Europeans and there were several "mixediace"; the rest were Papua New
Guineans. Of the 153 Papua New Guinean students, 114 came from thirty Govern -
ment high schools and junior technical Colleges while 39 came from fifteen high
schq6ls run by the Christian missions. Most (129) entered firs year Institute courses
aftlr having completed the four years of the Papua New GuineA secondary school
program, while the other 34 entered second year courses directly after additional
studies, either overseas or at Papua New Guinea's one senior high school.
The trenrolment at the Institute in 1971 was 308; and, once more, although
all di Jets but the remote Southern Highlands (where seconclary education is still

itt infancy) were represented in this figure, tome districts were disproportionately
represented, For example, the Central District (the area around Port Moresby, the
country's capital) sent us 22%of total enrolments, the East New Biitain District
(the area for which Rabaul, the pre-war capital of New Guinea, is headquarters',
provided 14%,. while Manus Island (the smallest district by population but for long
an area of almost universal primary edtfcation) accounted for 10%. Yet these

`districts combined amount to only 10%of the country's population (Central, 5.1%;
East New Britain, 3.9%; and Manus, 1%).
On the other hand, the populous but, until recently, neglected highlands districts
sent very few students to the Institute. The figures for the four highlands districts
were: Eastern Highlands, 3%of Institute enrolments; Western Highlands, 3%; the

"Chimbu, 2%; and Southern Highlands, 0%*. The Institute enrolled its first two
students from the Southern 1972., The four highlands districts
however, account for four fifths (39. of the country's total population (Eastern
Highlands, 9. 8%; Western Highlands, 13. 8%; Southern Highfands, 8.4 %; the
Chimbu, 7. 8%). We thus have a situation where 40% of the country's population
provides us with 8% of our students whereas 10% of the population provides us with
46% of enrolments.
Such a great imbalance reflects both the country's history an& its present politca:
The highlands were the last explored of P. N. Q.'s"last unknown". It was not Un it
the mid-1930s that European explorers broke ihto the populous valleys of the
central cordillera and serious developmental -works only began there in the early
1960s. The coastal district and in particular the areasaround the big coastal towns,
Port Moresby, Lae, Rabaul and Madang, have had European settlement and western
education since well bef6re World War I. The peoples of these towns are the most
sophisticated in the ways of the west, supply the leadership of the progressive and
radical political parties and fill the more senior positions in the public service.

' Before World War II the Australian government administered Papua and
New Guinea as separate colonies. Legal union as Papua New Guinea came
only several years after the war,
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It is is group that is the vanguard of a growing movement for independence from
the PlAtropolitan nalion, Australia. The highlanders, on the other hand, are con-
scious of both their lack' of development and of their numerical strength, which
they have thrown behind the main conservative party, a grouping dominated by
white planters and traders who have obvious reason for resisting independence,
The highlanders are vehemently for delayed indgitndente because they want a
continued Australfan isresence. They see that as The best guarantee that they will
obtain sufficient education to share equitably in the leadership of government, the .

public-service, commerce .and industry. They arehighly suspicious of the educated
coastal elite, which in turn scorns them for their "primitiveness" but rs hem for
their natural agressiveness and numerical strength,
The divisions within Papua New Guinea and the tensions these generate can easily
be seen among the Institute's students.' The students, coming as they do from all
ends of the country, have been herded together with students from other districts
of Papua New Guinea, perhaps for the first time in their lives. Living in a western
style of institution with each other, speaking English and meeting westerners, they
are under considerable pressure to lead a life that is, in the terms of their own back-
ground, unnatural. They are inevitably torn away from the life style of their own
people. The personal cost of this in maladjustement and alienatthn is high and is,
perhaps, reflected in the high wastage rates at the Institute, ,and indee all other
tertiary educational institutipns in Papua New Guinea.
The way in which the divisions and tensions of their country affect the students
perhaps may best be illustrated by the case of N, an Institute student Whpm most
staff members would describe as "average" or "typical"1 N is a final (5th) year,
diploma student in Civil Engineering. He was drafted into the diploma stream
fifteen months ago when his exam results showed that he was not coping adequately
with the more advanced work of the degree course. Before reaching the Institute
he had spent four years as a boarder at the governmeht high school near Wewak on
the far north coast and prior to that had had severalyears at the school on a govern-
ment station inland from Wewak.,He had begun his school career as a five year old,

-"Prep." in the local village school run by the Christian mission. He showed that
he was bright from the very start, soon 'outstripping the other "Preps.: many of
whorri were as much as nine years older than him. N is npw nearly twenty, so that
he is rather young to have reached the level he has.
N's father is arAlliterate subsistence farmer with five living children. The oldest
child is a. deaf mute who sits ih the village all day doing little because he is regar-
ded as longlopg (mad) by the other village's. The second son was highly intelligent,
and was studying at P.N. G.'s only senior agricultural college when he died six years
ago. iIc was a victim of a spell cast against him by a sorcerer from his on tribe
who had been working as a plantatiOn labourer near the agricultural college. When
he discovered he had been made the object of'a magic spell, the youth fell into
a state of deep depression and simply wasted away: he died in a government hospi-
tal about a month later.. Neither the efforts of his father and missionary, who had
flown to Rabaul to be with him, nor the European.doctors could save him. The r

sorcerer's motive was apparently jealousy of the boy's success.
N's family live in a village of about five hundred people in the Yangoru area
seventy.miles across the coastal range from Wewak. It is alegion that was first
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opened up in the late.1920s by labour recruiters, gold proipectors and missionaries
and the government 'officers who followed them. Yangoru is an overpopulated
area -where the turallainforest was Fong ago destroyed by continual slash and
burn agriculture. Most of the people are subsistence farmers practising shifting
agriculture, width they supplement by hunting wild pigs, small marsupials and
rodents, fruit,bats and'small birds. Each year the coarse kunai (alang alang) gals
that -has replaced the rainforest is .fired for new gardens and for smoking out the
game hiding there. The staple foods are sweet potato and sago, though yam, taro
and manioc are also grown.
It was hardly suprising that in 1971 the Yangoru area became the scene of one of
P. N. G:s biggest post-war "cargo cults".- The "cargo cult", a phenomenon of the
Melanesian islands, is a millenarian movement brought about by the people's
frustition in their poverty and inability to achieve the,high material standard of
living of westerners. Cultists believe that the manufactuted goods of westerners
are not man made llUt have divine origin. Such movements often indicate proto-
nationalism and have a strong undercurrent of anti-foreign sentiment. The usual
feature is that one or several visionaries believe they have discovered the "key"
to'the "cargo" (western manufactured goods), the Secret of which white men have
selfishly been withholding from the indigenous people. The visionaries instruct
the people in the procedures they should follow for "unlocking" the "cargo",
which is then expected to some flowing in via cargo boats or transport planes.
The inevitable failure of the cult is usually rationalised away.
The Yangoru cult centred on the tallest mountain in the area, Mt. Turu, on the
top of which an American survey team erected a concrete trigonometrical marker
about ten years ago. The cult broke out after a former. Catholic mission teacher
had a vision which told him he was to be a second Christ. If he wag to be sacri-
ficed on top of Mt. Turu and his blood allowed to flow onto the concrete marker,
his people'could remcae the marker and discover the "cargo". The marker, he
maintained, had been placed there by the government to conceal the 'cargo"
froin the people. Eventually the visionary was not sacrificed, though that marker
was dug out amidst great ceremony in the presence of several thousand villagers,
carried downhill and deposited outside the government office at Yangoru. The
"cargo" did not appear, but the removal of the marker served as.a lesture of the
people's discontent. The cult embarrassed N and the harMdfpl of other Yangoru
students at both the Institute and the University of P.N. G T ey became the butt
of many jokes from other students who were convinced t th r oWn people
would never do anything so foolish.
N was in his third year of high school when his older brother died from sorcery.
He was badly shaken by his brother's death, but as third son he now became the
focus of the family's aspiration. Ke'did well,enough in his final high school year
to gain a government scholarship to enter the Institute. He thus became one of
the select monirity of secondary sehool graduates who receive higher (Institute or
University) education. Qnly about 40/o of the children of P. N; G. receive primary
education and of these about 150/o drop out before reaching the final, year of primary,
Standard Six. Of those who zomplete Standard Six only about 33% go on to secondary
educaticin. Only about Flo of those entering the, secondary schools go on tohigher

--tertiary education, so that the ones eventually reaching the tertiary institutions
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represent about.5650 of those who were originally'eligible for enrolment in the
primary schools. The pressure on students to conform, to discipline themselves
ancito succeed at regular examinations is therefore intense. It is riot a system
designed to cater for the needs of the slow learner, the nonJconformist or the
lethargic. N and his colleagues at the Institute are therefore a highly select elite,
the end result of a rigerous selection program aimed at weeding out all but the-
most diligent and most capable.
Once they are in the tertiary institutions the pressure to succeed continues as there
are few places and the wastage is high.. The Institute. for example, has an annual
wastage rate of between 2050 and 2550 and this is probably typical of the other
inkitutions. The personal cost of all this to students is high because anxiety over
studies becomes a constant fact of their existence. The student who drops out feels
keenly that he has failed and that his failure has sent crashing the aspirations of
both his family and hivvillage. The greatest disappointment of N' s career so far
has been the fact that at the end of third year at the Institute he was channelled
into the diploma rather than the degree stream. Pertaps that is Why he screws up his
eyes and guffaws when he is nervous; it may-also4be the reason for his extreme
politen9s and deference in the presence of strangers, particularly Europeans; and
it may also e.xplain why he cracks his knuckles absent mirldedly when he is think-
ing deeply.

Aespite its tensions and anxieties, however, life at the Institute has been a liberat-
ing experience for N, At high school he was alway's the smokiest boy in the class
and was thus the object of considerable bullying. He has now matured physically
and has become a respected member of both the hockey and soccer teams. He has
an ebullient outgoing personality and is very popular wit both-his colleagues and
his (mainly European) lecturers. His main sociardiCle ns apart from sport are
drinking in one of Lae's taverns on a Friday or Satur ay night after pay-day (after
completing seconcj year at the Institute he took up a scholarship, offered by an
oil company. which gives him an allowance of $ Soy-Month on top of his foes,
books aad living expenses) and attending films and dances at the Institute or'in
Lae, sif 'miles away. He is a relatively affluent student by,local standards -
students on government scholarships receive an allowance of $8 a month only and
the urban cash award in Law is $7 for a 40-hotir week. He can thus afford luxuries
such as a radio and a record player and smart clothes that are the envy of his vil-'
la ge folks
N is very religious. The Yangoru area is famed for its haus tambarans (spirit houses),
lofty spire shaped constructions containing the regalia, wood carvings and bark
paintings associated with the male cult of the traditional religion. Nowadays the
Yangoru are at least nominally Christian though much of the outer form ofthe ti

traditional religion is mainta ned. There'is a bitter rivalry between the Catholic
(Society of the Divi e Word) nd ptotestant (Assemblies of God) missionaries for
the allegiance of th an u and western religion re ains one of the decisive
issues in each village ough a number of his educated young wantoks (tribesmen)
in becoming westernised have also been secularised, N has retained his Christianity,
which still has a meaningful message for him. He atOnds the Student Christian
Movement meetinas at the Institute and worships regUlarly on Sundays, rising early
to make the bus trip into Lae.
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N, who on -his arrival at high school inoWewak ei-gliryeais ago Was a manabus
(rimitive fellow from-the bush), is now westeinised and sophisticated. He recently'
spent six months in Melbourne, Australia, gaining practical experience with the
oilfirrn that sponsors him; as part of his course of study. It wasihis first trip to
Australia; an excursion regarded by many of his countrymen asihe ultimate sophis
tication. While_ he was there, he enjoyed his life as a young executive..Hebought
expensive, fatiionable clothes, dived at chic restaurants, attended the theatre and
parties and dated Australian girls. He was nevertheless glad to gpt back to his.vil-
lage toeet pis,parelits, prat ers and sisters and other relations and to eat sweet
potato and sago be more. s ties with the home village are weakening however,
and like many young Papua New Guineans lie becomes restless after several days at

Iforhe, preferring to spend. his, vadlationsdoing holiday jobs in town. 6

Wis-not a materiaVt or heciOniEt. He has always been aware of the needs of his
- people and country. He has progressive political views and resentsthe vestiges of ,

- coldnialism that are still evident in Papua New Guinea. Last year, For instadce,
be was deeply hurt vd angered wheri he went to meet his formet high school head- P

master, who was sing overnight in Lae. He found theheadmaster at one of the ",
"whites only." clots,' but was not allowed in to talk with him; he had to meet him
outside in the cat park Instead. He is convinced that his country needs earlier rather
than later independaee from Australia, althoiighhe supports noarticulat political
party. His visit to Australia has made him more conservative, however, for he. now

*ealises that economic development and nalionhoOd by western standards is going r-
to be a lengthy, tortuous process which his country will not achieve overnight, He

'is being groomed by his sponsor for a managerial position inwhich he will one day
have to direct large teams of semi- and-unskilled Papua New' Guineans, so that it
is quite likely his political and social views may become more conservative. He .

possibly clod not -realise the ambivalence of hit-position' that he is a product of
the Australian government's deliberate policy of creating a Papua New Guinean
educated elite, and that as such'he will help-to perpetuate the mast6rservant
relationship with his o*n countrymen that is now operated by Europeans and
Chinese.
At thl INstitute N.scicisest friendsare all from the same airninistrative district as
himself: the Sepik. The Sepiks (who are themselyes divided, into a multiplicity' or #

"tribes ") account for only about 4% of the Institute's enrolment, although theirs is
the second largest district (after the Western Highlands) by population: the Sepiks
are thus very much a minority group at the institute. The only non - Sepiks he has
much to do with are the students in the hockey and-soccer teams 'ancf.the-four or
five other students in the sarne year and stream of Civil Engineering as himself.
While he does not dislike any particular tribal group within the Institute, he prefers
New Guineans (the northern half of his island) to Papuans (the southern half). The
reason for this is that the former speakMelanesian Pio,in as a lingua franca where-ft
as the latter speak Motu; he thus has more in common with those 1rom his own-
side of the island.
N will most probably become a very effective engineer '(he has had an offer fkm
one of Melbourne's larger consulting engineering firms of a Job on graduation) (-

and a competent business executive. To have achieved this will hive meant a
great struggle for him. He spoke only his plestok (local v acular) and Melan*ian
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Pidgin before entering school and still has problems with English. Part of his diffi-
culty here is that he. lacks the elperiential and conceptual background to tqe
ranguage which native speakers enjoy. For example, in Melbdurne he fou it
necessary to keep a notebook in which, he jotted new words and expressiOns. Some
of his entries were "knickers" (he was offended by that at first, because he thought
he had heard "niggers"), "express? (there are-no trains in Papua New ,uinea),
"subway", "Niaddct" and "freeway' (Papua New Guinea has mainly dirt tracks)
and "ferry" 'there are no wide rivers near Yangoru and little regular local sea
transport in Wewak and Lae). Hit pronunciation and non-English speec,h rhythms
also cause him trtuble. In Australia, for example, he had great difficulty in
getting to see a "wit filled" and "tileff fish-on" until someone ascertained he had
never seen a wheat field or television.
He has similarAifficulties with the abstract concepts and reasoning on which
engineering, mathematics 4pd physics rely. ,Sis village still consists of,subsistence
farmers who employ few mechanical aids, anci whose rather elementary calculations
are always related to visible, physical phenomeda, such as bubchcs of bananas,
b.ask&s of taro -ad the number of paces or hand lengths across son* space, such
as a'garden plot or atvillage house. He has thus grown up without the mechanical
utensils and tools and the vocabulary of number and quantity that westerners, from
their earliest years, take for granted. The western child has always been driven in
his fathers car and has often played with screwdrivers, spanners, kitchen Measures
and calibrated marking gauges; the child in Papua New Ghinea walks everywhere
and his father owns a bushknife and axe. Far more than the western student,. teen,
Ns training has ha. d to be practical and related to concrete examples.
Although I have suggested that generafising_about Papua NevtGuinea and itsmany
peoples is unwise, I would nevertheless claim that N is as typical of the Institute

g ,students as it is,possible to be. He is very much a product of his sqciety.ksociety.
which is being forced to change and "modernise" as quickly as poSsible. The ambi-
valences and tensions that are apparent in him are the features of his emergent
nation. That his own exuberant personality stil bubbleE up from the fissures in hit,
western sophistication is, hapefully, a' good o en for the futtlie of Oapua New
Guinea..
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Robert Karp Ws

Structure in the Science Curriculum Improvement Study prdprarn.

0
The research and deJelopment work carried mt, as part of the,Science Curriculum
Improvement Study (SCIS) included many hours of classroom teaching and observa-
tiori that led naturally.to a few generalizations,about teaching and learning. These, .'
were then used to Construct curriculum materials with less trial-and-error than might
otherwise have been 'needed. The principles to be described were valuable but also
quite limited, so that actual classroorn trials - and the surprises they revealed ,-*
were an essential part of development Work.thloughout the Study's'effort. The '
findings of J. Piaget were extremely suggestive at all steps in helping to project
staff members interpret their observation's.
It is important to note that the SCIS did not begin its task with well-formulated
objectives. Rather, the participants shared the goal of collemunrcating scientific
literacy, which was vaguely defined, as a corrttination ofloasic knowledge con-
ceming the natural environment, investigative ability ?including the Erikking and
testing of hypotheses concerning natural phenomena), and curiosity. C1,4,rly, a
great deal of, latitudenremained as`far as the activities in the prograimwere co-
cemed. Definitive,behavioral objectives were formulated oqly after the program
had been developed.
Further, these were stated on a general level (e. g. , "Identifysystems of Objects
1,4Wt interact-at-a-distance") to avoid having a curriculum detail, such as the
names of substances that interact magnetically, become an end of instruction.
If the "details" of activities 'were not important for their own sake, what was im-
portant? I shall try to answer this question in several complementary ways. Con-
tent, process, and attitudes were considered, not separately, but in combination.
In the SCIS program, therefore, children are introduced to'scientifie Content through
direct experiences with diverse physical and biological materials. In the course of
their investigations, 'they engage in observation, measurement, interpretation,
prediction, evaluation, and other processes. By exploring the phenomena in accor-
dance with their own preconceptions, theiy also learn to cope confidently with new
and unexpected findings by sifting evidence and forming conclusidhs.
Conceptual structure. The grand outline of the SCIS curriculum is determined by-
the concepts that are central to modern science. Most important of ttfese is that
changes take place when objects interact in reproducible ways under similar con-
ditions. Changes do not occur because they are preordained or because a "spirit"
or other power within objects influences them capriciously. By interaction I refer
to the relation among objects or organisms that do something to one another, thereby
bringing about a change. For instance, when a magnet picks up a steel pin, we say
that the magnet and the pin interact. The observed change itself, the pin jumping '
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toward the magnet, is evidence of interaction. Children can easily observe and
use such evhience. As they advance from a dependence on concrete experiences
to the ability to think abstractly, children ide ify the conditions under which

etnteraction occurs and predict its outcome. -

Within the interaction framework, the four .maj scientific concepts of matter. "
energy, organism and vosystem are used'to exte the children's experiences and ;
investigations in the physical and life sciences. Ma erial objectsvnd their proper- -

ties, 'organisms and their life cycles, are introduced early in the program (age five
to seven), to help the young students describe aird analyze their environment.
Energy and ecosystem are introduced near the end of the program (age ten to twelve),
to help the older 'students interpret their data concerning interaction in physical and
biological systems.
The childrenIs intellectual develipment - their ability to apply logical-operations
to evaluate and intqrpreistheir perceptions - is furthered by the introduction of font ' .

process-oriented concepts: Property, system, referFnce frame, and model. Proper-
ties of objects and organisms (or of abstract entities such as sets or relationships) are
at the heart orclassificatio& Furtha, 'the measurement and correlation of "variable
properties"; .or variables, leads to the quantification of observations and the formu-
lation of mathematical models (this latter not in the elementary school years). The
systems concept furnishes the basis of conservation logic, in that a system retains
_its identity as long as nothing is added or removed, though the parts may be re-
arranged on the macro or atomic scale. Reference frames provide the student with
multiple viewpoints, so that he can recognize his own perceptions as being only
one of a set of possible observations. Finally, the scientific model, a mental image
of a real'system, helps to crystallize hypotheses about the mechanisms or explana-
tions for obseVed functioning of a system.
Scientific and process-oriented concepts are w en together in an overall scheme
that allows their mutual extension and applicat on. Thus, properties are introduced
for classification of objects, but are-later r considered as variables describing
systems of interacting objects, or variables describing energy transfer. Interacting
objects are grouped into1ystems, organisms into populations and communities, and
observed changes in the properties of the system are interpreted as evidence of
interaction. The ecosystem is'the most complex application-of this idea. The
artificial observer'Mr. 0 serves as concrete representation :3-f a reference frame
relative to which children describe poiition and motion of other objects or
systems.
Concepts and experience. The concern with conceptual structure should not make
you lose sight of the in which iliechildren are involved throughout the
science program. The following two aspects of the teaching program had tolhe
distinguished from one another:- the experiential (student experience with a wide
variety of phenomena, including their acting on the materials involved) and the
conceptual (introduction of the student to the approach which modern scientikts., .:
find useful in thinking about the phenomena they study). A key problem in
ning instruction was how to relate these two aspects to one another, a matter to
which I shall return toter.
Let me list a few examples of what was done to give the students concrete ex-
perience: The observation of magnetized or. electrically charged oliltets inter-
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acting without physical cohtact, of chameleons eating crickets in a terrailum, of
trajectories that can be controlled through the launching conditio9s, and of seeds
germinating under certain conditions were useful in helping to,form a picture of
the broad range of physical and biological phenomena. Also necessarpvtere mate
elementary experiences with'the chang,g in appearance of a liquid sample as it is
transferred among differently shaped cofttainers, with the "feel" of specimens' of
high and _low. density, -with the "disappearance" of solids when they dissolve in
liquids, and with the details of surface structure that become visible when a wood
or mineral specimen is examined wik a magnifying glass. In all these areas it was
essential that students have direct experience, and that they have an opportunity to
act on the materials and thereby control or influence what happens, '

Supplementing ekperience are concepts that relate phenomena to one ti nother.
Being a physicist, I began my educational activities twelve years ago with the
notion that force was the fundamental explanatory concept, since force is the cause
of motion. and motion is a part of all change, Now I believe that this approach,
which is also taken by most physics texts, is not valid. The reason 19 that obser-'

, vale motion accompanies only a small friction of phenomena. Malty thermal,
. chemical, electrical, optical, and acoustic phenomena do not involve observable

motion, hence the force concept is not of direct value in dealing-with then. In-
stead, the broader concept of interaction does,apply to all these areas and this con-
cept therefore was selected to play the central role in the SCIS program, as des-

.Jciibed earlier.
Learhing theories, Major theories of intellectual development and learning were
drawn. upon in curriculum construction, even though they appear,to be in conflicts
with one another. I now find it useful to distinguish three major types of theories.
The "leaming-by-conditioning" theory,views the learner's behavic9r as a response
to a well-planned stimulus. With repetition, praCtice, and suitable reinforcement,
the learner will exhibit the desired behavior. Note that in this theory there, is'no
room for spontaneous or creative expressions by the student. Everything of edtica-
tionatvalue reflects the inputs accumulated during the teaching program.
The "learning-by-discovery" theory claims that everything of which an individual
is capable is latent within him. The `educational program must give him opportuni-
ties to express these latent tendencies, but should not provide any input that might
inhibit or redirect hismatur aI inclinations. Given a sufficiently rich environment,
the learner will, according to this theory, discover the properties of objects, con-
ditions under which phenomena take place, and general principles relating the
isolated incidents and observations'in his experiments and investigations,
The "learning-by-equilibration" theory, associated with rPiaget, views the
individual as capable of mental operatic:ins which function in a self-sustaining feed-
back Ioop (equilibrium) as he acts on his environment and receives stimuli in return.
When the Wedback loop is .disturbed by events that don't fit the schdrrie"(disequili-
brium), changes in the mental operations ultimately lead to more powerful mental

.. operations that can cope successfully with a larger class of events (equilibration).
. Input and autonomy: pedagogical structure. If children's operational schemes are

to be modified and generalized by their experiences, the students must be able to
test-their own ideas, intuitions, and expectations in self-directed activities; I shall
call this autonomy,' At the same time, children need suggestions, new ideas, new
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and new experiences to reconsider their preconceptions' and/or reach
operatibnal equilibrium at a more sophisticated level; I shall call this input. A
sound edudational progxam must provide for autonomy and for input.
Most ingeniously, experiential input can be provided ai feedback in the children's
autonomous activities, if the experimental_materials are carefully chosen. This
feedback reinforces a child's investigative activity and also challenges his expecta- '
tions or preconceptions. A light bulb that lights when placed in a closed circuit
with a battery furnishes an excellent example, of such feedback.. Another example
of such feedback is provided by a RAper Airplane whose wings can be bent so as
to extend or reduce its flight time.
Conceptual input, such as entroduction of the system or reference frame concepts,
is not easily provided in the form of feedback. The SCIS instructional program is
therefore built out of a sequence-tf learning cycles that allow for conceptual input*,
in the context of appropriately related autonomous activities. Each learning cycle
has three phases: exploration, referring to autonomous investigation; invention,
referring to the introduction of a new integrating concept by teacher or by learner;
and discovery,-referring to applications of the same new concept in a variety of
situations, partly autonomous, partly guided. (Each SCIS teacher's guide describes

how the, learning cycle relates to the activities of a unit.)
.Nate that the learner is active during the exploration and discovery phaeses, which'

Occupy most of the teaching time. Experiential input is provided during these
phases. He is 'exit' active during the invention phise, which should occupy only
a brief interval between the other two. Conceptual input may be provided by the
teacher during this phase.
Note also how this strategy for teaching.uteizes the three learning theories.
Exploration is in accord with "learning-by-discovery" and "learning-by-equilibra-
tion. " It allows the-ledmer to impose his ideas and preconceptions on the subject .
matter to be investigated. 'If he comes upritlt a successful new idea, more power
to him. If, as is often the case, his precoWptions lead to confusion, the teacher
learns about these diffiCulties. Atthesame time, the exploration may create some
disequilibrium, since not all students can cope with the rrfaterials with equal suc-
cess.
Invention is'in accord with the %earning-by-equilibration" theory, as the new
idea introduced at that time suggests a way for the learner to resolve his
disequilibrium.
Discovery, finally, isid accord with "learning-by-equilibration," and also with
"learning?by-condifioning" view that repetition and practice are necessary for
learning, It is essential, however, that the repaittion and practice occur largely
thrOgh self-directed Activities by the learner, so that he will actually resolve his
disequilibrium by interacting with the experimental materials and by establiihing
a new feedback pattern for his actions and 'observations. At this time, the same
concepts are applied repeatedly in a wide Variety of activities.
Developmental structure. The conceptual and pedagogical structure described
above still allows wide latitude itilhe choice of learning activities. What other
guides are there? The specific activities have great practical importance, because'
they carry the science program from day to day by stimulating the children's

'interest, challenging their reasoning, arousing their curiosity, answering some of
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their questions, and satisfying their need to control their environment. i4 choosing
specific materials, the children's reasoning; manipulative ability., preconceptions,
and ural interests were taken into account, at well as questions 'of safety, cost,
and quipment reliability. Evers though the latter three were frequently decisive,

I sh linot discuss the as they are 'outside the scope of this symposium, and I shall

con ntrile on intefl ctual 'aspect;
One f,the very impo t considerations has been the fad that children of any
chronological age represent a broad mixture of developmental stages. In the first
grade, for example, most children may be in the transition from preoperational
to concrete operational reasoning; still, substantial groups will not yet have begun
the change, while others have substantially completed it with respect to many
simple tasks. So it is also in the sixth grade, where ranny'children may have begun
the transition to formal thought, while others are preoperational or at the concrete
level,Q and a few are capable of exercising foirnal thought under many circum-
stances. To be acceptable, any activity in the science program should have interest
and yield satisfaction for all pupils, regardless of their developmental stage. One

d example is ,'Grandma's Button Box" in the Material Objects unit (Level One). Pre-
operational children enjoy the varieties of color, texture, and shape, the sounds
made by tumbling buttons over one another, and the designs in which the, buttons
91,an be arranged. Children who have mastered classification reasoning, however,
On be challenged to groupthe buttond into two or more kinds, to develop mutually
qtclusive cat gorid by selecting criterion properties, or to transform one classifica-
tion system in another.
A second example are the electric circuits in the Models: Electric and Magnetic
Interactions unit/ (Level Six). Here the preoperational pupils can derive satisfaction
from lighting a bulb through a trial and error procedure. A child at the level of
concrete operations can idetify the battery and bulb connections that yield a
particularly bright or dim bulb,, A student who is transitional to formal thought can '
wonder about the energy transfer from battery to bulb through the wires and lormu-
late a model involving electricity or electric Current flowing through t'he wire and .
obeying certain rules.
I shall cite two reasons why it was so important to provide activities that appeal
to such a wide range of children. First, it was.clearly'desirable to secure the
interest and participation of all pupils in an activity, even though not all can
pursue it at the same level of sophistication. Second, the children at an earlier
developmental level see examples of more advanced reasoning in their classmates,
whose logic they may not understand completely, but whose ideas upset their opera-
tional equilibrium and thereby hasten equilibration at a higher level.
Conclusion. In this article; I have described some principles of conceptual struc-

' ture, pedagogical stn tyre, and developmental structure that have been used in
preparing the SCIS program. It would not be honest for me to leave you with the
impression that the program is "perfect". Many o'f the activities and the overall
plan certainly reflect the considerations that I described. There are also parts of the
program that are not ideal for various reasons - difficulties in Creating economical
equipment, problems with the survival of living organisms in'the classroom, exces-
sive preparation or care required to obtain reliable data, and s'6 on.' On balance,
haweVer, I believe that these p'roblems are minor and that the SCIS curriculum
Inaterials,can be of great educational service to many children and their teachers.
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IV. 'Methods of the implementation and of the instruction on specific
subject matters
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Erwin Baurmann

On some principles often neglected in the teaching of physics._

. "When we teach physics we should bear in mind that we. mostly teach to later non-
. physicists. This is particularly true for physics instruction on lower level. For us

the motivation of our doing so is the fact that we like teaching and that we like
. 4, physics. For them this is not necessarily the case. We have good reasons for

teaching physics, because physicists exist and what they do plays an important part
fn the life w are preparing out pupils for.
So one motivation for the pupils might be that they need to learn physics and what
physicists do. This form of a motivatiorr appeals perhaps to the curiosity of our

.,. pupils, but in ayery superficial way. It does not Justify that physicists rightly exist,
and what finally they are doing when doing physics. It does neither link their doing

with the activities of rren, does it distinguish their doing among other
activities.

. 0 If we bear tTris in mind, we find a much stronger and much more reliable motivation
for our pupils to learn physics: we can base ourselves on the fact that we all have
an inquiring and a creative mind. This is the elementary characteristic of man.
This mind produces its being in innumerle activities among which science in
general and physics in particular.
Certainly, we cannot erect a building in the theory of knowledge and thus Justify .
the existeAce of physics, vind mots ate our pupils tq learn physics. But we can
teach physkics in a way that creates a reflective attitude among the pupils, an
attitude tat asks questions like: why do physicists exists?, what is physics? -"`
other thanphysics is what physicists do.
If you look at school bee s o. watch what finally is taught, then you will find thatl

in most cases just the abo basic puestionss are not answered. The potn s to be
made are those which ma e physics an enterprise of the inquiring min (E. Rogers):
knowledge in physia is gained by method, this method is restricted to ational
thought, the method of rational thought is limited, physics is man made and not
god given, the language of models, the rationalizing attempt of description by wr.,

analogy, the interaction of the inductive and the deductive method, the principle
. of mathematization in physics, and alike.

The following is an attempt to prove by examples chosen from introductory elec-
tricity that the goal that I have indicated earlier may be achieved even in teaching
elementary physics.
As I said, that we do physics, needs to be Justified.' It must come out that physics
is one among many modes of comprehending the world around us. Furthermore it
must come out that this particularity of physics to make the world understood'is man

t made and not god given, that in physics the wanted arbitrariness of a wanted one-
-
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sidedness prevails and that its method is limited, in short: because of a permanent.
misunderstanding we must bring about exactly that point of view the layman will
not expect to be told about science. We are obliged to do so; otherwise we our-
selves would draw a one-sided picture and thus miss our commission in
education.
We may not excuse ourselves by stating that such a pretentiOn cannot be achieved
in the elementary teaching of physics`. The contrary is true: that the purely ratio-
nal way of thinking is an intentionally wanted restricticr in method, that the
physicist thinks in models, that he uses the formalism of mathematics, that he
Uses formal conclusions to Interpret his observation, that by heuristic reasons he
strives for analogies, that'he attempts a synoptical description of as many pheno-
mena as possible and in doing so that he plays the alternating game of induction
and deduction, all this must be, in away, the red thread which leads through ,the
whole enterprise, a red thread that can be made visible also in the elementary
teaching of physics.
Knowledge in physics is knowledge gained by ,ethod. Iinowledge gained by me-

, ,thod means planned knowledge. In its introdudtion to his "Critique of Pure Reason"
the philosopher Immanuel Kant explains what is meant ai follows: "With its prin-
ciple according to which corresponding phenomena may be considered as laws, ih
one hand, and with the experiment conceived according to those principles, in
theother hand, reason must meet nature with the intention to be taught, this, how-

%ever, not in the quality of a pupil who accepts what the teacher says, but in the
quality of a" n instIllediudge whcompels the witnesses to answer those questions
which he puts before them" (end of quotation)..Kant hence binds scientific know-
ledge .to a plan, to a design of reason.
(90 pupil will miss the fact that physics is planned, that it proceeds in a mathe-
matical way. We may reinforce this observation when we make clearly visible
the systematic procedure of physics, especially when doing experiments or inter-
preting experimental evidence. Furthermore the pupil will notice that evidence
in physics is not so conclusive as it is in mathematics. He will notice that there
is some sort of uncertainty s soon as we base ourselves on observation ajd experi-
ment, i. e. on experience, and that we are completely certain as soon as a mathe-
matical deduction of our results is possible,
Example: We measure the force on a charge in the electric field. Result:
a) the force exerted on the charge is proportional to the magnitude of this charge

for any given pot ial difference V between the charges producing the
field: F.Q;

b) the force exert d on the charge in the field is proportional to the potential
difference between the charges producing the elctric field: F

Conclusion: the force exerted on the charge in the electric field is proportional
to the product "charge times potential difference" (as defined above): F--,Q V:
Depending On the quality of the experiment this result is more or less uncertain.
It is undoubtedly certain, however; as soon as we are able to conclude: from
v. .6 and W F s f011Ows F, s Q ,V,,/,
The pupils will also notice that physics is not dealing with humanities, with man,
his art, his language, his history ete: He will notice that physics is limited to that
domain that may be described exclusively by the methods of rational thought and
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. . . .
conclusion, and that there remains a wide field which cannot be described by the
methodi of physics.
Up to this point, on introductory level it may be satisfying, if we do not. hide and
bury things, for instance in presenting physics as an exact science bebause it is so
precise) Beyond this point we have to explain clearly what Kant means when
talking of man in his role of a Judge: We must show the subjectivity of any of our
decisions which are guided by reason and suggested by nature, but to which we are
not compelled to.
1st example: Our experiments in electricity suggest two models:
1. There are positive and negative, electrical charges. Equal quantities of positive

and negative charge neutralize one another;
,2. There are only negative charges, the smallest quantity of which is the elemen-

tary charge of the electron. What appears to be a positive charge is nothing but-
a lacking amoun f he corresponding'quantity ofMegative charge.

The second model c rr ponds better to our picture of a current which we do not.
depict as two flows f di rent par-tides in opposite directions. The first model is
always suggested wh e pdlariVrof the charges plays a role. Both models are
equally correct because neither o is contradictory in itself. Hence the decision
on the model by which we want to describe the phenomenk of electricity depends
only on the experirhent we conduct. ..
2nd example: The experiments on magnetism suggest the following interpretation:
in any,rtiaterial that can be magnetiied there exist elementary magnets, magnetic
domains. These domains are not ordered and hence compensate one another in
their action (effects), If we order and align the elementary magilets - for instance
by sweeping with another magnet - neighbored north and With polep will still
compensate, but on the end faces there will be poles now ,which are not com-
pensated. If we cut such a magnet normally to its direction of magnetization,
uncompensated poles are free at once on the new end faces, and the two separated
parts of thb original magnet are as completely magnetic as the original one
was.
At this point we must lead our pupils to the conclusion that our model explains
the mechanism of magnetizatiop, but it does not explain yet what magnetism
really is. Magnetism cannot be explained. It is a concept as much as force is a
concept. .
On such an occasion we should also define hat a model is in physics, i.e. an
intuitive picture by means of which We can escribe and interpret natural
phenomena.
3rd example: In magnetism we see that magnets act with forces upon each other
at distances through space. We describe the space in which such forces can be
detected as the field of the magnet. Again, this is a model. Field means the
set of all possible ordered effects of the same kind in space. In particular, a
magnetic field is the set of all possible ordered magnetic forces in that space.

Physies is an exact science because all its statements can, in principle, be
deduce ; but its statements are certain only to that extent to which the pre-

Jnisel are, certain which, in physics, are bised on. experience.
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Proceeding in this and alike ways on4hing gets clear: physips is man made and
not god given. It is man who observes, and it is man, too, who invents the
concepts, .

Sin e we restrict ourselves in physics to the domain of purely rational thought the
sta ements of physics can be expressed in terms of mathematics., '

h example: We define the electric current as charge per unit time and write this
statement in the form of a m thematical equation: I -I-.
This equation may be trans ed; for instance into Q - I t., This trans-
formation has nothing to do w th physics, it is pure logic in action, and still:
this new statement has a relevance also in physics: Q - I t measures the
quantity of electric charge.
2nd example: In order to illustrat electricity we are looking for analogies of a
water current and an alectric circ t. Th correspondance may be pushed up
to the definitions of current intens potential difference'. The place of
action in a circuit is the point at w grk is exerted. This suggests to sxpress
both the pressure of a water pump and the potential difference by the work done.
To this end we need only extend formally, i. e. mathematically, the fraction 1

defining the pressure . force by the height ta.which the force is lifting the
area

water. Thus we get a suggestion for an analogous definition of the electric,
potential difference. This formal act of logic is-one of the many examples
which demonstrate how we arrive, by applying mathematics, i. e. pure logic,
at useful hints for the description of nature:

pressure = force = force height = work
area t. area ' height volume

Water

volume
time

P
work
volume

- current intensity

= pressure

Electricity

charge
time

work
charge

current intensity

= potential difference.

3rd example: Later in the course we take the opportunity of demonstrating the
internal closeness of the physical picture of the world with help of the possibility
to thorough mathematization:
a) The motion of electric charges'appears to be an electric current. The work done

by the current is proportional to the amount of charge displaced:
W.VIt-VQ4W--Q.

b) The Jause of this current is a potential difference V which originates from the
work W necessary to separate charges of opposite sign. This potential difference
is defined as. V - W - V Q, as above. Step by step we draw a pichire
of electric phenomena the closeness of which is expressed by a network of



contradiction-free mathematical formulations. We shall try to describe as many
phenomena of electricity' s possible in one single picture or model. The better we
are able to achieve this, the greater is the value of our model, the fewer laws,
rules and formulae do we need.
Furthermore we have to show the tendency to analogous descriptions wherever this
is possible, even in rather separate fields of physics. This tendency is the expres-
sion of a general principle, which,has nothing to do with our object physics,,but with
the economy of thinking. The analogy, mentioned earlier, of a water circuit and
the electric circuit is one 1st simple example of it.
A more'refined 2nd example is the concept of a fteld" We will define it as general

, as, possible, and then insert particular fields into this get eyal concept in using
analogue formulations or wordings when defining the particular fields: in the first
instance fields are named following their geometric properties. A field whinh
shows the same effects at any-point of its space, both in magnitude and in direc-
tion, is called a homogenous field; if this is not the case the field is spoken of as
inhomogenous. If in particular the field is symmetrical with respect to one point
it is called a radially symmetrical field. - In our course work a practical example
may suggest the invention of the concept "field"; let. it be the behavJour of iron
filings in a magnetic field. Then we generalize the picture-and will find it easy
ncato stress analogous formulations at any given occasir; magnetic fiel,d,' electric
field, gravitational field; or corresponding examples of1omogenous fields: homo-
genous electrical field, homogenous magnetic field, homogenous section of the
grIvitational field; radially symmetrical fields: one pole of a magnet, point charge,
gravitatitmal field of the earth; electric potential, gravitational potential etc.
3rd example: A problem set for the gifted pupil, at thirstage of the course - vie are
talking of introductory electricity! -: a plate capacitor with a plate separation of 1 cm
is charged to a potential difference of 500 volts. Then the supply is out off and the
plates are separated to a distance of 6 filiiWhat is now the potential difference of
the field producing charges ors. ,the plates? (result 30OTrvolts).

Then we'may.go on as follows: the work done is We 4 Q V (not 1 Q V
asis the case for a free probe charge in the electric field!). '0 is the charge on the
plates of the capacitor and V the voltage difference of 2500 "volts. The potential
difference increases in a linear progression from 500 to 3000 volts when pulling the
plates apart, whilst the charge on the plates remains unchan ed. Explain the
relationship We = Q V and compare with the work W= F s done when
pulling a perfectly elastic coilqd spring. Sketch a diagramof f vs s and the
analogous diagram of V vs Q.
Already on introductory level the pupils must know and meet the continued inter-
action of induction and deduction at the characterizing methods of an exact science.
As alst example we have already mentioned the experimental determination of
the force exerted on a charge in an electric field: F-s Q V.

" A field is the totality of all possible ordered effects of one single kind in space.
A magnetic field is the ,totality of all possible ordered magnetic effects in space.
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This result is more or less convincing depending on the accuracy of our experiment.
The probability of a correct result, the trustworthiness of the result increases with
the number of experiments yielding the same results within fixed bosfilerlines of dis-
crepancy. This is an example of the inductive method. The result is conclusively
certain, however, when we are able to deduce: P i s - Q V.
This last step is an example of the deductive method in physics.
2nd example for the interaction of the inductive and the deductive method, chosen
from the course work in introductory electricity: we may find Kirchhoff's second
law for the current Intensities of parallel circuits by experiment; we may also de-
duCe it from known premises (Ohm's taw or more general the principle of energy
conservption).
3rd example; We charge a plate capacitor, disconnect from the supply and then

..pull the pl4tes'apart, Obiervation: the potential of the plates is directly
proportional to the plate separation: V This resnl was obtained byeXperi-
ment, hence by.applying the inductive method. The sae result may be deduced
mathematically in considering the work dpne when pulling the plates apart:
W- F s- Q V F g -E 's, where E is the constant field

strength of this charged capacitor during the operation: V s.

I hope that t Was able to demonstrate two things:" ',!k

1. that this somewhat philosophical way'of considering physics is often neglected;
2. that this aspect can be brought about already in the teaching on introductory

level in our particular case'introductory electricity as one among many
examples.

There is no question that the goal mentioned in the beginning may be attained
much easier in the teaching on higher level, but that is self-evident and it was .

not my intention to deal with.
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Dismission

.

The at;thor states that ite;wanted to point to the imfiOrtance of-'the presentation of
physics'and of the spirit behind the teaching of physics. He feets.that the student
ought,to recognize about physiCs"
1. Physics is man made and not god given. Knowledge in physics is gained by

method, this method it based on rational thought only, the method of rational
thought is limited, ,

2. Nat Ure citn be described by Models of different complexity and completeness.
Simple earlier modeli'do not getwrong, as soon as more refined Models will

'be crer.tcd. "A rhodel can perhapi fail in some areas, but can be very useful
and fit to a certain purpote, because it is easily managed. ,
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Albert V. Baez

Innovative experiences in physics teaching:
autolectures, seminars, micronotes, reboratory work with-several options,
films and demonstrations

Summary

Inncriative expettie<es in teaching an introdUctory college physics course for non-
specialists are described. The basic ingredient is the Auto lecture produced by the
professor. It consists of a tape recording plus abdUt ten transparencies for the over-
head .projector. Several AutolectUres are administered simultaneously in separate
classrooms by graduate student Teaching Fellows who can, in this tvay, Monitor
and expound on a well stwctured ecture with a imum of preparation and who
subsequently direct the Seminars to clarify the idea raised in the A.utolectures and *

in other parts of the ;purse. Microncites, which ar reduced printed duplicates of
all the overhead transparencies, are dist o the students to minimize note
taking. Itibas been found that Teaching ellowg can also produce good Autolec.'-
tures with benefit to the students and to their own teaching experience. Students'
can produce short Autolectures as ameans'of reporting on special laboratory'pro-

,jects and learn valuable cernmunNation skills in the process. The use of films,
loops and closed-circuit TV in the demonstration lecture are,clescribed as well as
their possible use pi the laboratpry, the Autolecture and the,Seminar. Other innova
tions include the use of a, textbook based upon a spiral 'approach to learning, mul-
tiple options for the laboratory and demonstration 4.ectures with a minimum of
theoretical exposition. (
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Maria Ferretti

Pogibilities of linking the science and physics curriculum with the
proposed curriculum for mathematics teaching

Pfeconference Paper (Summary)
00,

1.1 In the last ten years it has become more,and more evident that integration of
science courses (at least to a certain extent) is not only feasible, but highly
desirable. Up to 1970 some dozen projects were listed in the "international Clearing-
house on Science and Mathereattcs curricular developments".
1.2 The main reasons for this changing attitude of scientists and educators can be
traced back to
a) economic reasons.(saving of time and perhaps of teaching staff)
b) structural motivations (trends towards a structural unity of different dtsciplines)
c) environmental motivations (connected with the rapidity of-the diffusion of

information and the relevant mass-media processes)
1' 3'A reason of type b) worth a special mention for its greatimp,ortance can be
found in the increasingly scientific apprpach in geography, as well as in other
"boundary subjects" like environmental sciences, meteorology, even astronomy.'
With integrated courses some topic's belonging to these boundary regions can 12,e
more properly treated.
1.4 Shall we expect this trend_to go on and expand? Or"Shall we endeabur to over-
come it and re*ert to a more specialized method of teaching, which allows a
deeper insight, and to try co-ordination of specializqesubjects from the outside?
1.5 Historical and philosophical,backgrbund for the teaching of sciences as separate
subjects (Comte); and for the modern trend towards unification. Problems connected
with the Teacher's training and itedm teaching-.
1.6 Opportunity of distinguishing among: a) simple "juxtaposition" of topics coming
from different science areas;,b) "integration" proper, and c) "Co-ordination".
Syllabus patterns of the type a) are more suitable for pupils till in a pre-opera-
tional stage of thinking (according to Piaget), or at most in The stage of "concrete.
operations". Pattern b) applies when the "-Feversibility" stage is fully reached;
pattern c) can b&exploited to its maximum extent at the stage of "formal opera-
tions", i. e. the ability to perfor6 hypothetical operations. Heremodels" can -

be fully and exhaustively exploited. e

"Mixed" patterns appear more likely to be purinto.operation, and actually are:
integrated courses for physics. and chemistry and for physids and biology do exist.
However, the integration of biology with chemistry and physics raises some pro-
blems. In fact, the descriptive an'd morphological aspects of biology may be dealt
with very early, whereas the study of biological functions requires rather sophisticated
knowledge of physics and chemistry.
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1.7 Mathematics teaching is also undergoing a revolutionary change, as it evolves
more and more towards structural patterns. The increasing need of, mathematical
concepts for science teaching is unquestionable, andthe unifying polAter'of the
methods of modern mathematics may enhance thestudents' ability to. synthesize,
One has to keep in mind, however, that the value of synthesis is based solely on
the correctness of the analysis. Moreover, 'a strong criticism of present methods
of teaching mathematics emphasizes that they somehow deprive students or4the
ability to do with ease the simple calculations necessary for the understanding of
science.
T. 8 The GIREP seminar held in Lausanne in 1967 was based on the links between
mathematics and physics teaching in secondary schools. Some conclusions are
perhaps worth recalling.
1 .9 NO matter what practical way may bechosen to link scientific subjects and
mathematics in secondary school teaching, it appears important to substitute the
obsolete "science hierarchy" with a more general "synthesis of disciplines",
applying not only to scientific subjects, but-to all fields of cultural activity. On
the groundkof the structures that underlie our present knowledge in all fields, we
could think of a kind of flowing link from the logical topics (mathematics,
language structure) to the art-history topics (literature, visual arts, history, social
science) and to natural sciences (geography, biology, chemistry, physics) to come
again to mathematics. In this context, symmetries can be regarded as structural
links between mathematics and structural arts, visual arts and sciences, sciences
and mathematics.

2. Conference Paper

The present considerations are mainly eased on the origin and the mature of the
problems connected with tIkteaching of.science and matherhatics as linked
subjects, rather than on practical solutions. in effect, many problems are common
to all eXisting scho stems, but solutiOns are locally quite different, and can-
not be easily generaliz d..
In the last ten years, has become more and more evident that the integration of
science teaching (at 1 t, to a certain extent) is not only feasible, but highly
desirable. hilt up to 19 only, about thirty projects of this kind have been listed
in the "International Cle inghouse on Science and Mathematics Curricular Deve-
lopment" (1). As examples, I will recall only a few of them:
The Portland Project (2) in its first attempt to integrate PSSC physics, CHEM S'Idy
chemistry and, to sortie extent, BSCS.biology; and not in its more sophisticated,
pattern (age, 15-18 years)
The New Integrated and Co-ordinated Science Textbook Project (3) originated by
the Science roundation for Physics at the Univiersity of Sydney, N. S.W. , Australia
(integrated science. ages 12,13,14, 15; co-ordinated physics, chemistry. biology
,gnd geology, ages 16 and 17) --
The School Council Integrated Science Project (4), at the Centre for Science
Education, Chelsea College of Science and Technology, London (ages 13,14,15,
and 16)
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The Nuffield Combined Science Project (5) of the Nuffield. Foundation, Great
Britain Cages 11,12 and 13):
The Scottish Integrated Science Course Project (6), Scotland (ages 12,13,14)
The Institute for Education in Natural Sciences Project (7) at the Kiel University,
Germany (ages 1.0,11,12 and 13).
Introductoty Physical Science (8) started at the ESI, Watertown, Mass. , integrating
phySics and chemistry, sages 15 and 16.
In comparing all the existing projects, one notices that frequently the need for the
integration of subjects was initially felt most by the teachers themselves, and inte-
grated or co-ordinated projects were started on their request (as Portland Project,
School Council InteFated Science Project, Environmental Studies Program openly
admit in the forewords of their books); but still more frequently such an integrated'
approach is officiallYadopted for new school systems in developing countries (four
Such projects in Australia, one in Israel, one in Japan, Kenia, Malaysia, Nepal,
Nigeria, Ceylon; the UNESCO program for Integrated Science Teaching in Deve-
lopinrCountries, are mentioned in the already quoted "International Clearing-
house"(1). On the contrary, in countries where the school system was established
long ago - as in Central Europe, for instance - thersubdivision of individual scien-'
tific subjects still persists in most secondary schociti; particularly in the second
cycle of secondary education.
The early specialization of subjects in schools has been originated about a century

. ago, and its main roots can be traced back to the positivistic hierarchy of disci-
plines (due to the French philosopher. A.Comte) based upon the hypothesis that the
sciences roust inevitably develop in the order of decreasing generality and increa-
sing complexity. Hence they appeared in the following genetic series: matnematies,
astronomy, physics, chemistry, biology, sociology. Each of these disciplines
depended upon those which preceded Jr) the series. This position had as Ktrong in-
fluence on European teaching systems at the beginning of this century.
Now, there seems to be a reverse trend: science is seen more as .a way to reach a
coherent description of the world, and thus the starting point could be a basis of
knowledge common to all scientific subjects. But the main reasons for the changing
attitude of scientists and educators seem more likely based on economical, struc-
tuiai and environmental motivations. Of course, the word "economical" has to be
Interpreted here in the broadest possible meaning: economy of teaching staff, and
sating of "learning" time, which will not necessarily mean saving of money (more
experimental work, more audiovisual aids are likely to'be required, as well as
more reference books, and so on).
Structural motivations come ffiom -a-ifieeper insight of the modern trend towards the
structural unity of different scientific disciplines (8). According to Bruner (9), to
learn a structure is to learn how things are related. In a structural pattern, the
methods for gaining knowledge in different scientific fields (1. e, approach to the
problems, mathematical treatment of results), many basic ideas (i.e. intcract;utis,
models, microscopic Understanding of macroscopical events), and some skills and
techniques (i. e. observation, analysis, induction, testing, synthesis) have many,
common features. Moreover, considering sciences from the point of view of their
evolution, we-notice that subjects belonging to the boundary regions, like meteoro-
logy, astronomy, even geography, are Becoming more and more structured as
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sciences, with an increasing adoption of maktmrgatical and statistical techniques:
at tile other end, human geography is_being altered by the language and g of
the ecpnomists and the soctologists; leading to the birth of the " environmental
sciences".
Environmental motivations for teaching integrated sciences stem from a double
line of considerations. On one side, we have to admit thatthe school is no longer
the only source of knowledge for the educated citizen. The increasing role of the
mass-:media as a source of information, the growing possibility of coming into
contact with different kind's of human being, and the lowering cost of printed
material, are building up a sort of permanent school that has been defined "the
parallel school"(10). In this "parallel school", which cannot be ignored or under-
estimated, every subject is strongly integrated, not only on a scientific basis, but
also regarding social problems and activities. Possibly, one of.the reasons for the
unease felt in conventionalschools by students - and by teachers - comes from the
difficulty of automatically integrating subjects that have so far been 'taught with ' --
rigid separations, and that teachers. theMselves have studied separately. On the
other hand, one also has to tape into account the most recent trend to overcome

7 the purely structural considerations about the content of a course and the way the
human intellect accumulated knowledge; the "other half" of the human being,
i. e. how a,human being feels in the learning p1ocess,in addition to how he knows,
is now becoming important in the teaching process: A kind of "environmental
approach'"?to the study of sciences is now much more appealing to students: in
effect, since knowledge "per se" is no longer desired, and eyen its absolute value
is under discussion, it appears that an integrated approach to many subjects in
school can help student.; to build up self-confidence, and to lessen alienation(11).
On the basis of the preceding considerations, we could then assume that integrated
patterns for scienpe and mathematics teaching will gain favour in the near future:
but practical diffkulties to implement those kinds of curricula cannot he under-
estimated. First of all, it is imperative not to lower the quality :of teaching by
integration; and this leads to the consequent difficulties of teacher training: more
in-service courses will be needed, adequate facilities, trained instructors, and
tutorial help from the university faculties, both scientific and educational. But
there is also the difficulty arising from the individual teacher's attitude towards
other icienCes and mathematics. On the average mathematicians do not seem to
be verYlond of looking Tor starting points or applications and'examples rdOted in
natural sciences, and biologists generally dislike the special training to acquire
the skill needed to treat observations with statistical Intern-diThat are unquestionable
from the mathematician's point...of-view: Of course, this kind of difficulty increases
with the advancement of the course. At the elenyentary level, when sciences are
taught at an, they are everywhere in an integraltedfirm; but for the termit21
classes of the high school it appears almost impossi le to devise a training suitable

'- for integrated teaching.
Thus, in any integrated kind of teaching, we can /recognize the need for the
following distinctions:
a) the simple, juxtaposition of topics, which is a ropriate mostly for children in

the pre-operational stage of thinking (followirt Piaget's terminology) or at most
in the stage of the "concrete operations- whi corresponds more or less to the
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elementary level of teaching. A single teacher can do the job; but also different
teachers can co-operate, the only difficulties being connected with the time-
table scheduling. Here, the teacher's training is not a very difficult problem.

b) integration proper: such a pattern can be put into operation as soon as the
"reversibility stage" of thinking has been fully reached by the pupil. Apparently
this method becomes appropriate in the first cycle of the secondary education, .

but here the problems of the teacher training and the curriculum planning be-
come more important, as subjects must be treated with a sufficiently deep in-
sight. (One criticism to this approach is based on the consideration that an es-
sential condition for appreciating the unity of science is the ability to think at
a sufficiently high level).

c) co-ordination of subjects could be exploited to its rnaxiniurn extent when the
thinking stage of "formal Operations" (I. e. the ability to perform hypothetical
operations) is reached. As this will happen in average towards the terminal years

. of secondary education one could take advantage of the broaded intellectual
abilities of the students in order to put into operation some sort of team-teaching,
with an integrated curriculum taught by teachers with different specializations.
Here, the main difficulty lies in.ta,fair distribution of teaching time among the
teachers, and their personal time.sChedule.

mixed patterns appear more likely to be put into operation, and actually are:
integrated courses for.cphysies and chemistry do exist, and for chemistry and bio-
logy: but here one has to consider that, whilst the morphological apd descriptive
aspects of biology may be dealt with at a rather early stage (say, in the first cycle
of secondary teaching) the study of biological functions requires a rather sophistica-
ted knowledge of physics and. chemistry.
Probably the most complete attempt cin this line is the "Messel Bible" already
quoted (3): on a basis of integrated sciences (physics, chemistry, biology and geo-
logy, with some astronomy) for the junior stage, a senior' stage is built, planned
as a co-ordinated study of sciences, "with each science supporting and illumina-
ting the others". A point of view worth quoting is expressed in the "Correspondence"
section of the April Issue(12) of "Education in Science", by D. Duckworth. He
proposes to divide the whole of science teaching, up to the ordinary level, into
"physical" and "env nmental": the latter would consist merely in biology (des-
criptive) and so geography, and should be taught in the first cycle of secondary
education. Phy cal science (physics with chemistry) would come in years, 3 and 4.
Only after 0- evel could one think of a course in Integrated Science asj disci-
plined st for the ablest young scientists, through team-teaching.
Mathemat s is also undergoing a revolutionary change, as it evolves more and
more towards structural patterns. "New" mathematics is now largely in use in
secondary instruction, and one could consider to what extent this new way of
teaching mathematics is (or could be) complementary to science teaching(13).

'Surely the unifying power of the methods of modern mathematics may enhance the
students' ability to synthesize. But not all that glitters is gold; the value of synthesis
is based solely on the correctness of the analysis, and it is the long road of data
collecting and critical thinking that efiables significant (and not dogmatically
accepted) syntheses. Moreover one criticism on present metnoas of mathematics
teaching emphasizes that they somehow deprive students of the ability to do with
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ase the simple calculations needed for a first understanding of science.
In any case, we can admit that the language and some particular features of "new"
mathematics call be directly utilized in connection with the teaching of science,
even at an early stage: examples are easily found: in number bases Study, binary
system can be linked with an early study of electric circuits, and the base-ten
gives a clearer understanding of the metric system of units; sets.language and Venn
diagrams can be very useful,in building up systems of classifications, and provide
a cheek for non-ambiguous definitions. Negative quantities appear in physical
measurements (electricity; temperature; etc) and vice - versa. -some physical quanti-
ties cannot be negative; emphasis on shapes, solids and symmetry can be linked
both with arts and architecture, but also with the shapes of living things and of -

crystals; symmetry in particular is connected with the plane mirror reflection;
statistical concepts and tools can be applied to the whole field of science obterva-
tions and measurements; graphs and their interpretation can be more extensively
applied to the study of linear and nonlinear relationships, to Introduce the idea of
the rate of 'change and the rate of growth(14). So, "new" mithematIcs can be
employed very effectively in the teaching of sciences; but the reverse is also true:
"new" mathematics can find in science teaching a sound background in order to
give the subjects mote relevance to the students, and today this is a vital need for
"new" mathematics itself. New mathematics in secondary schools has been, 1p
fact, recently attacked as an instrument of class discrimination, as it appeals more,
on the average, to the children of upper classes families(15).

ikBut, even from the standpoint of traditional teaching the opportunity ofilinkili \
mathematics with sciences (via physics) has been stressed in several instances. --
I will not offer here any detailed mention of the numerous mixed or integrated
and co-ordinated projects for mathematics and science teaching already quoted

in the "International Clearinghouse"(3). But some of the conclusions of the Lausanne
meeting of the GIREP in 1967 are perhaps worth recallingt(16)'
" In every secondary school, at every level,-the teaching of physics and mathe-
matics has to be tightly co-ordinated. Syllabuses have to be planned accordingly.
Modem mathematics should, not be cona ed as something still more remote from
physics than traditional mathematics: stud s must be encouraged both to recog-
nize mathematical structures preivent in physics and to apply mathematical tools
(in particular algebraic calculatMns) to physics. The concept of "model" should
play a fundamental role both in mathematics and physics teaching. It is not always
true that advanced physics, taught at non-specialistic level needs advanced mathe-
matical treatment. On the contrary, a sophisticated mathematical treatment of a
problem could obscure its physical meaning and implications. Statistic and pro-
bability must be introduced, in appropriate ways, in the secondary school mathe-
matics curriculum. It is of fundamental importance that the language of the mathe-
matics teacher and physics teacher be unified in a common language, in order to
avoid confusion and mistakes when treating similar subjects (the case of vectors

_ has been discussed as an example; generally the physicist s vector is different from
the mathematician's one). And it could be of real value to stress interactions bet-
ween mathematics and physics in the historical development of scientific thought.
To conclude-, any effort of co-ordination in the teaching of mathematfcs and physics a
should be encouraged by school authorities, and the relevant feed-back periodically
examined in international meetings:"
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However, no matter what practical way may be chosen to develop scientific and
mathematTyl teathing In schools': it appears important to substitute the obsolete

. "science hierarchy" with a more general "synthesis of disciplines" applying not

only to scientific subjects, but to all fields of cultural activity. On the ground of
the structures that underlie our present knowledge in all fields, we could think of
a kind of flowing link from the logical disciplines (mathematics, structure of the
language) to the artistic and historical subjects (literature, visual arts, history,
social science) to the natural sciences (geography,. biology, chemistry, physics,
technology), thus linking again with mathematics. In this 'context, symmetry pro-
vides the structural link between mathematics and visual arts visual arts and
Sciences, sciences and mathematics.
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Discussion

It is stated that, of course, the connections between physics and mathematics are
close and that a good knowledge of mathematics is helpful for a physics teacher.
Beyond this he ought to know, how mathematics now Is taught to the students.
Difficulties of linking mathematics teaching and physics teaching arise, however,
by some new trends in mathematics and mathematics teaching. At present the '
mathematical education seems to be more concerned with fundamental questions
than with calculations, the knowledge of which could be profitable for physics.
Mr. THOMSEN reports that special courses of mathematics fol: use in physics are
given inevitably to overcome this difficulty. Mr. B remarks that a physicist
(and a physics teacher) ought to have knowledg o the ndation; -tpo, not only
for intellectual pleasure, but also to have profit of it. - It is regretted that physics
and mathematics partially use diffeient symbols for the same thing; the students
will then not recognize it.
Until now it was only discusseddabout the benefits which maifiematics provides for
physics. On the other hand, physics gives good examples of problems for illustra-
ting mathematics.
Mr. BATZ feels that the history Of mathematics and physics can be htlpfill to
teach integrated mathematics and physics and to show their connections, for
instance by telling how part of mathematics was invented in order to solve a,
problem of physics._
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. M. Feuchtwanger

Teaching alternating current as periodic phencrenon

1. Alternating current is a periodic phenomenon and should therefore be taught
in its natural context rather than according to the history of its discovery. Periodic
phenomena fascinate young and old alike. The "Hidden Persuaders" know this fact
well and utilize it often. They know that a shop window exhibiting a periodically
moving arrangement will attract crowds. Periodicity occurtin the submicroscopic
world as well as in astronomical events and it is obvious in easily observable objects
and processes like,hearqfats, clocks, electrical bells, "drinking ducks" and all
the oscillations dernonsiriled in school experiments. It has even been shown (1)
that under certain eircuhistances the numbers of animals of two species in a prey-
predator population will oscillate around an equilibrium state. The distinction
between processes going on in one direction only and processes which repeat them-
selves periodically is quite fundamental. Therefore some understanding of periodic
phenomena should be included in any science education. However, school syllabi
mainly deal with one-directional processes and colleen consider the periodic proces-
ses only in the special feature of ideal simple harmonic motions, since this pheno-
menon can be described by simple mathematics.
Consequently there is no time to illustrate the rich variety of periodic phenomena
and to consider their mechanism. The kinematical approach deals with the connec-
tion between SHM and circular motion with the aid of calculations or by use of
shadow projection. This approach indeed makes SHM without calculus accessible
to mathematical treatment, but it does not answer the basic question: how do perio-
dic phenomena come into existence? Even if the simultaneous shadow projection
of SHM and circular motion is really demonstrated - which is done quite seldom -
the kinematical description deals with moving points rather than with real physical
objects and is also restricted to mechanical phenomena. This line of reasoning does
not enable the student to understand electrical oscillations. Therefore other physical
aspects should be stressed more strongly. Restoring forces are easily demonstrated
and will explain to the pupil the to and fro of SHM. The appearance of additional
forces will explain damning and other phenomena, but in view of the generalisa-
tions required to understand non-mechanical phenomena the dynamical description,
also, will not suffi isently broaden the students' outlook. Especially, it will not apply
to electromagnetic rations. However we will find that energy terms are quite
suitable for describin various features of oscillations like relaxation oscillations,
free harmonic oscillations, damped oscillations, forced oscillations and maintained
oscillations.
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Systems which are capable of storing one form of energy only can perform relaxa-
tion oscillations. In an fritermittent siphon kir instance (fig. 1)

a

Fig. 1

water runs from tube (a)4nto a container. As soon as the water level raisevto h2,
tube (b) will serve as a siphon. If draining runs faster than filling, the draining
stops with the water level near 111 and the whole process starts anew. Thus gravita-
tional potential energy - and only this one sort of energy - is stored and released
in this oscillatory process.
Simple harmonic oscillations, mechanical as weir as-electromagnetic ones, arise
from periodic conversion of two sorts of energy in systems which are capable of
storing two'sorts of energy, like kinetic and, potential energy or electrostatic and
magnetic energy. Energy leakage out of the system .produces damped_oscillationi,
and in order to compensate for the energy losses Itecan drive an oscillatory system
by another one and produce forced oscillations imposing the frequency of the driver
oscillator on the slave oscillator. -Maintained or continuous oscillations will arise
when the oscillatory system is capable of triggering once in each period an appro-
priate input of energy from an external source at the right time and maintain its
eigenfrequency.
We cannot demonstrate to the regular student the similarity between mechanical
and electrical oscillations by the similarity of the coireiponding differential equa-
tions. NOKcan w4 explain to him the mathematics of damped or forced bscillations.
But as we have seen, energy considerations will enable the students to understand
the generalisations of our concepts and to classify the various sorts of oscillations.
The energy notions so far used are taught or can be easily taught in schools. we
build our reasoning around some basic simple experiments we cam - and I w ld
like to say we should - introduce students into the fascinating world of periodic
phenomena without limiting the teaching of oscillations to those phenomena -
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which can be exactly described by mathematical calculations. Naturally such a
course must start with mechanical oscillations. A second section, dealing with
electrical oscillations can thenbe built on the major phIrsical concepts introduced
previously and structured as far as possible in strong analogy to the first section,

2. The main concepts relevant for the lowest of such a program are: periodic
process, period, frequency, amplitude, energy exchanges *thin an oscillator,
energy exchanges of an oscillator with its surroundings, damping, forced oscilla-
tions, resonance. Only at'a somewhat higher level would we consider phase rela-
tions. We shall noW outline a minimum course by indicating a selection of experi-
ments representing the sequence of relevant concepts. We omit formulas, as these
depend on the-mathematical level of the class. ir-
As a first example of a periodic process the above mentioned intermittent siphon
is suggested. The °graph of height (or volume) of water versus time is a simple.
sawtooth line composed of straight segments only. Students will observe the fre-
quency which may easily be controlled py varying the water supply. Such a
mechanical relaxation oscillation is desirable for introduction purposes. The
mechanism fs simple and transparent and may be used for purposes of further illustra-
tion. The oscillating parameters (height, volume) can easily and should clearly be
identified. The device illustp.les the way automatic flushing works. It can be .

quickly assembled. from an open glass cylinder, a bent thin glass tube and a stopper
(with a hole) fitting into the cylinder.
We will now deal with the usual examples of simple harmonic motion (damped as
1Rtle as possible). The students, again, will identify the various oscillating para.-.
Veers, observe frequencies and amplitudes and the factors controlling them.
Restoring force and energy. transformations within the oscillating systems should
explain the Mechanism of oscillating.
It is not essential within the context of our approach to obtain a formula for the
displacement as ajunction of the time. Probably, the recording of an oscillation
by a sand pendulum (2) or a similar dcy,ide, if thoroughly worked out, will serve
the students of a non-physicists course, better than formal derivations. -,

The students then proceed to some selftcriticism. They more carefully examine
the former experiments and observe the inavoidable damping. In addition an experi-
ment in which the damping is gradually increased should underline these obser-
vations. A circular disc attached to a metal rod, 12-15 cm long, is attached to,
the mass of an oscillating spring. We then fill with wa er three cylindrical vessels
of various diameters, the narrowest only slightly broad r than the disc. Now we let
the disc first oscillate in air and then in the water. In air the damping is relatively
weak anchin water, the narrower the vessel the stronger the dainping. (Overdamping
-in glycerine- can be demonstrated also). All these. phenomena should be described
in terms of "frictional" forces and energy losses. It is,quite natural at this stage; to
consider ways of compensating for these losses. The time has come for a demon-
stration of forced oscillation. In a simple demonstration allowing for a wide range
of frequencies, the vibrations of a loaded saw blade are driven by a rubber band
which is moved to and fro by a stopper eccentrically fixed on the exle of an
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electromotar. The velocity of revolution, is gradually increased by changing the
voltage. The blade oscillates with the frequency of the motor, and its amplitude
of vibration first increases with increasing frequency and then decreases after pas-
sing, a clearly distinct maximum. The experiment should be peeformed with various
loads and/or various blades, and resonance frequencies should be measured in each
case as well as eigenfrequencies. Resonance should be illustrated by as many every-
day examples as possible (2,5).- In addition the film on Tacoma bridge collapse is
a beautiful aid for showing the powerful accumulation of small energy inputs resul-
ting in resonance.
Obviously each of the experiments can be replaced by an equivalent one and
additional experiments or applications may be used.to give the students increased
familiarity with the main concepts. It is possible, but not necessary to also consitn9K14%
sustained oscillations which represent another way of compensating for energy losses.
The frequency is that of the oscillator and the energy input is automatically trig-
gered by the oscillations themself. The anchor escapement of our clocks represents
this type of oscillation.
So far we have outlined a set of mechanical experiments and concepts wl ich are
desirable in order to set the stage for studying alternating current. Of cou e, the
later this parr of "mechanics" will be treated, the better. A reasonable timing
would be to consider it after having studied elctromagnetic induction.

't
3. Detailed courses of alternating current are generally offered.in progra
vocational schools or A-level classes. As a result of both ample time allotmen
and special professional or scientific aims, the topic is taught to those groups.in a
rather sophisticated manner. In schools with less specified goals, we can discern
two types of approach. In a more traditional syllabus we find, that after having
treated some electrodynamics and electromagnetic induction, the topics included
are: generators for alternating and direct current, transformers, RCL-circuits, some
technical applications of a. c. and finally electromagnetic oscillations and waves.
Often a pure R-circuit driven by an alternating current source is first considered
while capacitors and inductors appear a bit later as new elements complicating the
original simple situation. The impedance formula is sometimes taught but not
properly assimilated by the students. It Is said to be "pure mathematics" and
"hard to memorize". In the form it is usually written, it gives no physical insight

, into the process and turns out to be a meaningless ballast. Some modern syllabi
like PSSC and Harvard Project Physics have drastically cut down on the topic of
a. c. and in effect have eliminated this subject.
Apparently it-was felt that the traditionaltreatment of a. c. in schools did not
contribute very much to fundamental physics and so it was dropped. Pet:haps
Nuffield-O-level Physics is the only school syllabus which shows an awareness of
the situation. TWNuffield program (3) suggests experiments with low frequency
a. c. obtained from a ha'nd driven generator and appropriate adaptations to the
classroom situation.
Another feature of the usual instructional treatment of a. c. is its adherence tt5
the historical sequence of physical discoveries and inventions. The a. c. generator,
the commutator and the transformer were invented in the fourth decade of the last
century, Maxwells' ideas grewin the seventh and Hertz' discoveries in the nineth

.:-"
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decade. So most cburses s:at. electricity truly reflect the historical development.
Moreover, a. 0 sCsurcei,with variable frequenefwere not easily available to.,
schools until-abbut 15 or 20 years- ago and teachers were practically bound to the
frequency_ofdhe mains. So technical conditions also contributed it.li,narrOwing the
scope of a. c. teaching in the schools.
It is, not the aim of this paper to argue against omitting the Study of alternating
current circuits froth the school syllabus. The total time allotted to physics in
various school systems ranges from as low a100 periods to some 500 and new
.topics of current interest are added. So some,traditional subjects have to bedropped
and fic7,topic should be exempt from-this reevaluation. Nor do we intend th-amelio-

at

rate the situation by suggesting,new experiments since beautiful techniques and
good surveys of class experiments and lecture'de'rnonitrations.are already widely
accessible to teachers (1;2;3;4;5). la
The question we deal with is: Provided the time is available, should we drop a. c. ,
because it is peripheral to 'fundamental concepts of physics or can we find out
a set of experiments and concepts relating a. c. to basic physical notion V Hope-
fully such a presentation would serve a double purpose.: first as a complete unit in
non-specialist physics cpurses, and second as an introdnctIorrto a. in -a- -mere
sophisticated program.
In order to accomplish this aim it seems to be desirable to detach the topic from
its historic development and tettach alternating current in the general context of
oscillations. The suggested introduction into a, c. is built around five or Six experi-
ments in close analOgy to our introduction into mechanical oscillations. Hopefully,
the students have learned that oscillations are connected with energy storage and
release or with mutual conyersion.of two sorts of thiergy. We started the study of
mechanical oscillations wita glance at relaxation oscillations since these occur
in systems storing only one sort 6( energy. The same might be desirable in the
study of electrical oscillations. A convenient example is a device for producing
sawtooth voltage. A direct current is supplied_to a variable high resistance in series
with a 'variable capacitor. A neon lamp is connected in parallel with the -capaditor
(Fig. 2). Periodic glow is observed in the lamp.

gig. 2
rif

The period is easily controlled byyarying the resistance or the capacitance or the
source voltage. This experiment introduces periodical. electrical'phenomena, but
only one form of energy can be stored in the system: the electrostatic energy of
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the charge, contrary to the.osCillation circuits we are going to study later which
can store two so of energy. Emphasizing this basic difference illustrates the
important role of ergy transfer in oscillatiWns.
The second 'expert ents students' first confrontation with electrdmagnetic
tions, should be o ganized in a rather spectacular marmet.7The students should be
able to observe t ,oroughly the process and to discern between the main elements
of the oscillating system. Therefore very slow oscillations must be set Up. The cir-
cuit will contain a coil of 20000-40009 turns with a closed iron pore, a condenseti
of 1-20pF andl Suitable meter, The, condenserwill be charged, then The circuit
qlosed and at least 4-5 very sloW mops ons will clearly be indicated by 6e meter.
The freogency is about one cycle/se can be controlled by changing the caPaci-
lance and the inductance. The studen s will see that increasing L or C deFreases
the frequency. But first of ei they will study the interplay between the storage and
release of tile electrostatic'and electromagnetic energy and describe the procest
withthe aid of suitable-diagrams.

.,,4Th oscillations quickly die out, but this m ight p ove to be an Id-faltage, since
analogies to mechanical oscillatiqps can be drawn in several respects. There is a'.'
storage and a. mutual exchange of tip sorts of energy as well as damping, which

, is familiar to the students from prior studies, and they know that damping means
leakage of energy.
Thepurrents and voltages which appeared in the oscillation circuit will be called
alternating currents and alternating voltages. Just as in the case of mechanical
oscillations we shoilld present various ways of producing oscillations i. o. oscillating
voltages and currents and alko a variety ofrelated technical devices. Some simple
cre'vices will. be analyzed and clearly explained. Meanwhile the more complicated
oq,es will lk introduced as black boxes. First we show the Nuffield (3) rotating slow
AC generator which is .a periodic potentiometer: A flat coil resistor with,two
brushes rotating in contact t th a coil connected to a d. c. su of, say, 4 volt.
The output voltage picked up h&j., the brushes will oscillate be een plus and
minus four volt. We can rotate it by hand gr with a motor. The portant point
is that this mechanism of alternating the voltage is'simp an. .vioas and its
understanding is not deptfiding upon insight Into electroma: etic phenorriena. Then
we present a .somewhat more sophisticated source of a. c. v.oltage: a coil rotating
in a suitable magnetic field or resting near a rotating magnellinalljr the slinks
and square wave generate? is introduced 'asa black box. The sMarewave generator.
is presented as An automatic switch which supplies and oppresses intermittently a
d.;,c,."voltage during equal but variable time intetvals. It is advisable to use the
frequency.scale of the square wave and the sine wave generator as the basic timer,
but the students must get some opporttinityto calibrate it by comparing a fet fre;-
quencles with that of the mains.
Our indicators also will brieflx be explained or demonstrated. They are a loud-
speaker, an os scdpe and meters. It is highly desirable to introduce the oscil-
loscope in the ea er stages of teaching .flectficity, but if It has been omitted, fit
may be done now. sho also demonstrate, if possible, that with increasing
frequency a milli-ammeter or a microammeter fails to respond to the oscillations
while the osolljdscope does respond. Finally we provide the meter with a diode
and compare again the respdnseof both. meter and oscilloscope.
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Having explained these technical details we return to the main line of reasoning.
So far we have observed very slow electromagnetic oscillations.- We cantlow -
in our third experiment - show the same phenomenon at more usual dimensions,
in the frequency range of - say - a few thousand Herz. We have only to change
I. and C appropriately, to replace the meter by an oscilloscope and the d. c. source
and the switch by a square wavegenerator. The oscilloscope displays all the essen-
tial features of the oscillations. Various Oegrees of damping can be studied and
its causes be discussed. The main issue that Wecan measure the frequencies.
This is done by comparing the oscillogramm of the squarewave used for exciting
the oscillations and the number of oscillations on the screen. The students will see
again how the frequency of the oscillations varies with increasing or decreasing
capacitance or inductance.
The concepts the students have beehfamiliarizeci with by the first three experi-
ments are relaxation oscillations, electromagnetic oscillations, energy conversion
during these oscillations, amplitude, frequency and damping. They are also aware
that a series RCL circuit represents an oscillatory system with a natural frequency
depending on L and C. As in the case of meclanical oscillations we now consider
oscillations imposed on an RCL circuit by an external alternating voltage, i.e.
forced electromagnetic oscillations or 41feinating current fed into an RCL series
circuit by ank. c. supply. Of course this fourth- experiment must be performed with
the same circuit elements we have used in the third experiment. Assume we found
an eigenfrequency of 10. 000 for that systerri. Now we insert a suitable microam-
meter and an oscilloscope in parallel and drive the circuit by the sinewave genera-
tor gradually increasing the frequency from 1000 to 20. 000. The students will
clearly notice a maximum of current at 10. 000 and will recall - or be reminded
of the mechanical resonance experiment. The energy losses by damping and the
problem of, compensating for them will be discussed anew, this time with respect
to electrical oscillations. The driving alternating voltage source is the "driver
oscillator" and the RCL circuit the "slave Oscillator" (resonator) which perfornis
forced oscillations. The varying amplitudes reflect the response and the students
find that the amplitudes increase when the imposed frequency f approaches the
hatural'frequency fo. The students might say "the nearer f is to fo the more energy
is absorbed." They4raw a parallel between the various sorts of oscillations and
classify the phenorffna by using energy concepts.
These considerations are not strictly conclusive, but a further -experimep will do
both reinforce the latter argument and connect our findings to morfamiliar
dimensions and phenomena of alternating current. This fifth experiment intro- -
duces "tuning" and we take the opportunity of using the frequency of the mains.
A coil with an iron core a variable capacitor and a bulb are connected to a 3 volts
transformer. By varying the capacitance and the inductance - the latter by moving
the iron core of the coil - we vary the brightness of the bulb. The students find
that resonance can be established also by adjusting a circuit to a given frequency
i. e. changing the circuit parameters in order to bring fonear a given f. Further-
more the energy input of the circuit is demonstrated by the energy consumption of
the bulb. So we accomplish the considerations following our previous resonance
experiment.
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4. We have completed our introduction into our minimum course of alternating
current, but once the students have experiences with everyday appliances they
can separately study the influence of the various elements of the RCL circuit and
examine circuits containing mainly one of them al usually taught<in school. classes.
They can proceed to study a. c. appliances as motors, transformers and generators.
At a higher level they would study phase relations, and there are various effective
ways of demonstrating the related phenomena. At a still more advanced level the

jnathematics of all these things can be'studied. It seems to be, desirable to derive
the differential equations of the various phenomena from corresponding,energy
equations. So the mathematical theory may reflect clearly the introductory course
we have outlined.

.
Finally a brief remark on the impedance formula which generally is written as:
Z =[122 + (1,0)-1/Cco)211/2 If the students have recognized that m2 s 1/LC
- while studying free oscillations -, we should rewrite the formula by
Z L, 2 0,-2(02 0,02) 2j 1/2. In this form the formula is quite meaningful,
because it is now obvious that w =o).0 means resonance. (Of icourse all this is be-
yond the scope of the present paper!)
The set of simple basic experiments which has bpen suggested used the oscilloscope
and ft seems indeed that sooner or later this instrument wily be a standard requisit
of physics teaching like voltmeter and ammeter, However, for emergency cases;
it maybe noticed that even without an oscilloscoPe resonance experiments in an
RCL circuit can be performed at the range of a half to 1 'Hertz. If we insert the
Nuffield slow a. c. generator in the RCL circuit which we',,used for'very slow-
oscillations (with 20/uF and a 30000 turns coil with Closeci`irop cord) a maximum

___J,esponse of the circuit at the eigenfrequency can be observed with, the aid of a
suitable center zero microammeter. The resonance is 'quite sharp and clearly
discemibler
Finally, some remarks on the literature: Recently, modern university text books
began to present a. c. in the context of oscillations, but I did hot find, so far, any
schbol text or syllabus with a- similar line of reasoning., This is not so surprising.
The modern aim of teaching fundAnental physics is based on a scheme of theoreti-
cal concepts of mathematical or otherwise sophisticated nature. As we lack the
mathematical basis, we may doubt whether we can teach fundamental physics in
schools, but fortunately we can replace the mathematical language by energy
terms In order to unify the treatment of electrical and mechanical oscillations.
In the educatio-nal literature we find a "tremendous variety of definitions of the
aims of teaching a. c. A new Scottish syllabus for general science claims - quite'
sensibly in its context - that the students should "be aware that there are d. c.
a. c. ". An American doctoral thesis on the other hand' c6ncerning teachers' c ses
on a. c. draws our attention to 52 principles of a. c. electricity in tile freque y
range of 50-5001 I would not like to suggest a simple formula or a set of i rtant
principles, but rather point out the desirable line of reasoning and say: In e con-
ventional courses technical a. c. - i.e. in the frequency range of the ins - is
treated outside the general physical context. The dependence of the urrent upon
each of the various cireuit elements, like R. C.L. is considered separately. The
method here suggested begins with the oscillating system as a whole and studies
its natural frequency and especially resonance. Alternating current in an RCL series
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circ is pr esented as a phenomenon of forced oscillations. So a natural bridge is
built between electrical, and mechanical oscillations of various ranges and the
comparisons may uuuerst000. system we proceed to the studying of
the action of the parts of the circuit as far as the' level of the class allows.
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Discussion

. Summary of the discussion
(In brtcketts/ the replies of the lecturer).

h.

O

1. In an article of D.C. F. CHAUNDY, (S. Bibliography) a similar approach has
been presented.
(CHAUNDY's article has already been quoted in the bibliography ofthepre-
conference'paper. Its underlying philosophy seems to be indeed quite similar
to the one we have outlined. However, CHAUNDY only dystribes experiments,
whilst our intention was to develop `a conceptual sequence as a part of a
syllabus).

2. The intermittent syphon has been described as a part of an ancient clock in
the second century B.C. , but my attempts to reproduce it have so far failed...
Instead of intermittent behaviour a steady outflow occured (If the bend of the
lower tube is smooth enough and the rate of inflow small enough the inter-
mittencies always appear).

3. The lecturer suggests introducing the oscilloscope quite early. How can it
be done?
(Two. essential-points must be explained. The electrostatic deflection of the
electron and the time base. Various vacuumtubes for showing the deflection
of electrons are available and the field between Ago parallel plates is investi-
gated in most courses. The general concept of a time base of a recording
instrument may easily be demonstrated by recording thermometers, baro-
meters, and hygrometers which are found in small "weather stations" in public
gardens. The special feature of the oscilloscope time base is quite attractive
to students. It can be taught as explained in the present paper).

4. Why should we prefer to introduce,a. c. as a special form of electromagnetic
oscillations? What is wrong with the common sequence of electromagnetic
induction, dynamo, alternating current?
(The answer depends on the details of the curriculum. Provided you aim at
showing the existence of a, c. only, any method will. suffice. But if you con
Sider the dependence of the. current in a. c. circuits upon the various para- 41,7-

meters, the natural context is the general phenomenon of forced oscillations).
5. The 1 turer has suggested restricting quite drastically the teaching of simple

harm nic motion, but he uses the spring and similar phe m na in his experi-
ments. What should be the place of SHM in school -teat ing in his opinion?
(It is indeed not desirable to lim4 the teaching of osci lations to SHM oflly
and to spend too much time on related mathematical calculations. However,
we should begin with SHM as de slippiest form of oscillations and if we are
short of time or if our students are not deeply interested 'in mathematics, we
should reduce the calculations and instead - let the ,pupils see the large
variety of oscillatory phenomena in our world).
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6. Can pupils in sc of understand the basic similarity of mechanical and
elect iea nsci TM"
(In a few pilot trials we found the popils qui nterested in this way of
thinking and they displayed goocl understanding. However, our rather limited

..exiaerience does-not allow us to make F more definite statement, but it does
encourage further trials).

ye.
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Arturo Lorio and G. Partesotti

Introduction of quantum physics (not quantum mechanics) into the
secondary school syllabus

-(Paper read by Arturo Loria)

In the "Annual Traiping Course of Teachers of Physics" (1) which is now in progress
for the third year at Mode a University, and in the "Summer Refresher Courses"
entrusted tosour I e by the Ministry of Education, we too are aiming at study-
ing how to introduce concepts of modern physics in the Secondary Schools.
We think That quantum mechanics proper is not in itself a suitable subject for
inclusion in a Secondary School syllabus, for not only does it presuppose consider-
able mathematical expertise, but it also raises difficult pants of interpretation.
We strongly believe, however, that quantum physics can and must be treated at
Secondary School level: further, we maintain that this is the first step we should
takein order to achieve our airp.
As a matter of fact, at Modena we started by considering the problem of intro -'
ducing special relativity into the Secondary School syllabus, because, firstly,
there was considerable, widespread interest in the subject among local teachers,
and, secondly, we were in the fortunate position of being able to base our work on
the vast body of practical experience deriving from numerous research projects
successfully earned through previously in other countries. The actual work was
mainly the responsibility of Silvio Bergia, who made his teaching notes available
in preprint form (2).
As for quantum physics, work was already started in Modena -some time ago on
teaching apparatus.(3), but it Was not until the academic year 1670-71 that the
p,roblem was tackled in its inherent complexity, considerable progress being made
during the Summer Course held in september 1971. During this second phase we
have the invaluable collaboration of Bruno Ferretti, whose lessons are now available
in preprint form (4)(5): we emphasize that this material, a brief description of
which follows, is meant for secondary school teachers, and not for their pupils.
It is well known that quantum physics has finally, demonstrated the stability of
atoms, and hence of matter. It seemed to us that the subject is of such importance
and interest as to arouse the curiosity of young students, providing of course that
they have been previously taught to recognize that this stability itself represents
a problem, and one which cannot be solved by classical physics.
On the basis of the principle of equipartition of energy, which relies on classical
mechanics and on Boltzmann's law of statistical distribution, Perrin showed that
atoms in the etymological sense actually exist. However, many other experiments,
notably those of Zeeman and Rutherford, were gradually building up an Increasingly'
reliable.and exact picture of an internial structure of atoms, according to which,
when the principle of equi partition is applied; \Parlous experimental results are not
obtainable, for example those concerning specific heats. Hence the choice between
abandoning either classical mechanics or Boltzmann's law.
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The experiment of Frank and Hertz, which affOrds direct confirmation of Planck's
,hypothesis, namely thaenergy exchanges between matter and radiation do not
occur continuously but in quanta, suggests a way out of the dilemma. In classical
mechanics the energy of a system of particles 4s a continuous quantity: that this
energy should, however, be limited to a certain set of allowed values is foreign
to classical mechanics, which must therefore he modified.
Taking into account the order of magnitude of the internal energy levels, and that
of the kinetic energy of t)e atom "as a whole" at room temperature, we realize,
firstly, that in the conditilans under which Perrin was working the atoms beh ve- ust
as if they really had no internal degrees of freedom, and, secondly, that the
crete values that the energy of the atom "as a whole" can assume are so close to
one another that this energy varies almost continously. Perrin's demonstration of
the existence of atoms is therefore undoubtedly correct, even if we accept, as we
must, Planck's hypothesis.
It is known that classically the specific heat of the atoms is negative: e. g. the
kinetic energy of the electron of H increases when the atom radiates. This would
lead to a complete and, moreover, rapid collapse, with the electron falling onto
the nucleus. It happens, however, that in consequence of quantization there is a
minimum of total atomic energy when the electron is at a certain distance from
the nucleus, and that this energy increases rapidly as the distance tends towards
zero."-In other words, intense repulsion occurs. In this way, the fundamental level
of H originates, collapse no longer occurs, and the stability of the atom is
assured.
it these new principles area accepted, and there, seems to be no reason why ttliey
should not be successfully taught at secondary school level, many experimental
results which were incomprehensible according to classical physics can be ex-
plained:it is possible not only to establish the correct behaviour of specific heat,
but also to solyeiheproblem of the characteristic spectra of atoms, questions which,
as we have already seen,are anyway bound up with the stability itself of matter. ,

With Pauli's principle the periodicity of Mendeleev's bible can be understood, and
the atomic structure of the different elements determined. Also, the behaviour of
insulators, conductors,'sand semiconductors is explained.
From the teaching point of view, it is particularly important to note that the
homeopolar bond can be explained at an elementaryJevel, thereby passing from
the stability of the atoms to that of the molecules, and that, ,similarly, it is pos-
sible to understand how the laser and the transistor work.
The last part of the program sets out to develop the concept of photon by discus-
sing the photoelectric and Compton effects, to sho,w wave-corpetscle dualism in
the light of the Janossy experiment, and to expound the meaning and some impor-
tant implications of Bohr's principle of complementarity.
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(1) See the proceedings of the "International Conference on the Education of
Teachers of Physics in Secondary Schools - Eger, Sept. 1970".

(2) S. Bergia: "Insegnamento della Relativitsa Ristretta nella scuola secondarla"
Nov. 1970.
The second edition (feb. 71) may be obtained from the Institute of Physics..
Modena University.

(3) A. Loria, R. Cecchi, R. Randighieri: "Apparecghio didattico per la
determinazione calorimetrica della costante di Planck" -Giornale di Fisica IX,
278 (1968).'

(4) Lessons by B. Ferretti regarding the introduction of notions of Quantum
Physics in the Secondary Schools, collected by G. Partesotti (March, 1972).
The preprint may be obtained from the Institute of Physics, Modena University.

(5) A number of undergraduates working with the guidance of C. Bonacini produced
degree dissertation which have made an effective contribution to our work.
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Discussion

Mr. THOMSEN asks, why a choice has to be made, if to teach the theory of
relativity or quantum physics. Both are important, and partly they interact.
Mr. LORIA responds that in Italy it is at present very difficult to introduce changes
in the traditional curricula, because these are rigidly fixed by the State, and be-
cause time devoted to physics is so scarce that teachers hardly manage to teach
what they must teach.
It is discussed about the best way to introduce quantum physics. The author prefers
to start with.the stability of matter rather than with the Bohr atom. Mr. BAEZ
thinks a start which includes a historical view,- to be profitable and enlightening
Also it is suggested to begin with the photoelectric effect.
Mr. LORIA replies that he would prefer to leave alone a mod4which is not only
definitely obsolete, but also very far from what we believe to--day about atomic
structure. He also emphasizes that one might have a quite satisfactory historical
view even by following the way of the stability of matter.
The author is going to publish and to fmplement his educational material.
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Mieczysiaw Sawicki

Teaching physics to gifted pupils

In 1969 an experiment was initiated in six schools which provIde instruction in the
field of physics and mathematics for able students. Research in question, carried
out under the scientific, guidance of professor W. 0136, pertained merely to the
teaching of physics.

1. Two main hypotheses were set forth:
1.1 Teaching physics to able students becomes more efficient if a special

gradation and selection of content is introduced, considerably differing
from that prepared for the rest of students.

1.2 Teaching physics to able students becomes efficient if the following
teaching methods are introduced, i. e. teaching by discovery,, teaching
through research and teaching through emotionaLezperience (according
to W. Okni).

2. Verification of the first hypothesis required a special Curriculum for grades L
and H of the secondary school (students aged 15-16) which was constructed
according to the principle of structurizing the teaching content by means

the matrix method ( Annex I). Mechanics4Pwisented uniformly with-
out division into classical, relativistic and quantic. The basic concepts are
the following: frame of reference, transformation and invariant, while the
basic law is that of conservation. Relativistic physics in a geometrical shape
(Minkowski's diagrams) is introduced at the beginning, so that it can be
used wherever it is possible, e. g. in electrodynamics. Although not many
laboratory tasks were prepared there was much time spent for them. Im-
portant role is played by mathematical logic, theory of sets and - to a smal-
ler'degree - algebra and the theory of function. Both vectors and graphs are
introduced at the very beginning.
Verification of the second hypothesis required

2.1 providing students with the opportunity to use university workshops for the
freshman year,

2.2 introducing a non-rigid approach to the problem of textbooks (each student
could select a textbook),

2.3 .introducing a group-problem-sqlving method (students worked in groups of
two or three),

2.4 constructing special problems for students,
2.5 emphasizing techniques of intellectual work.
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3. In the dourse of the expeArnent the following research instruments of both
didactic and psychological nature were used:

3.1 test measuring students' attitudes toward science (IEA 0965) administered
twice: at the.stage of selecting able students, at the end of the first year
of instruction,

3.2 Wechsler's intelligence test,
3.3 test measuring the understanding of basic physical concepts introduced in

the course of instruction in the primary school which was administered at
the stage of selecting able students,

3.4 test measuri the understanding of basic concepts and laws of mechanics,
administered a the end of the first and the second year of instruction,

3.5 test measuring th understanding of basic concepts and laws of electro-
dynamics, adminis red at the end of the second year of instruction.

4. First research results \\
4.1 Concepts of trangormation and invariants in physics are we undersicod

by 14 and 15 -year -olds. .

4.2 Basic concepts and laws of relativistic physics in a geometrical represtta-
tion are also well understood at this age.

4131 Teaching basic conceptual structures, for instance, the law of Conservaf,
tion speeds up the learning and activates the educational process.

4.4 The experiinental curriculum elicits a positive transfer of concepts an
laws from the field of mathematics and especially of algebra of sets and
mathematical logic.

4.5 The introduction of the what-fait-called general problems considerably
increases the students' interest-in physics.

4.6 Teaching physics to able students requires
- to individualize instruction in the field of curricula, textbooks, problems

and learning speed,
- to replace lectures by individual or group work according to the problem-

solving method,
- to adjust types of laboratory tasks to the level of the students' knowledge

and to give them the opportunity of selection.
4.7 No correlation has been stated as between achievement and

- amount of education in parents,
environment,

- attainment in physics in the primary school
- attainment at the entrance examination

4.8 Positive correlation has been stated as bptween the students' achievement
and

IQ.
- amount and type of reading,
- amount and type of independently solved problems,
- sex (girls revealed lower achievement).
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Table 1: The Structuie of the Curriculum for the 4-Year-Course

Mecha nics

51

Ellectrc)
magnet' m

V V

Thermo
dynamics

The Attrnic Structure of
Matter. and Electromagne-
tic Radiation

A

Elements of Nuclear
Physics

Annex I

Physics for talented pupils
(School of Mathematics and Physics)

1. The first year of teaching (pupils aged 15)

1:1 General structure curriculum of teaching in the first year
The subject of the first year teaching of physics in a mathematics-and-

, Aysics school is mechanics. It is no more divided into classical, relativistic
and quantum.
Here,the following notions are fundamental: the reference system, trans-
formation and its invariants, field, reaction and energy. The basic laws,
however, axe those of conservation and symmetry.
The most popular language of didactic description is graphic representation
(diagrams). It enables the students understand,mechanics as the section
of physics dealing with space -time and bodies. This visual presentation Of
physics in a geometric style causes good transfer of general ideas of space-
time into Vier section of physics such as electrodynamics or atomic
physics.
In the process of learning the following factors are widely used: vector
analysis, the language of algebra, the theory of multiplicity and mathe-
matical logic. The new kind of problems (general ones)' is being introduced
and solved.
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a.

Physics laboratories enable the pupil to verify the liasic laws through expert-
)

ments. They make him acquainted with some simple techniques of a scienti-
fic experiment. '
The Wide, applying of electrical methods in mechanical experiments appears
to be the characteristic feature of these experimental work.

1.2 -Syllabus
The third version modified after having been tested for 3 years on a sample
of the population of about 200-300 pupils (the *children of peasants and
workers) in b industrial towns and in rural areas.

. 1.3 .Mechanics
1. 3.1 Motion arjd Forces (30 h). .

The Scientific method. Vectors the language.of Physics. Velocity and
Acceleration.. Some applications the fundamental ideas of kinematics.
The radial component and the transverreComponent of acceleration (cen-
tripetal acceleration). Inertial coordinate system. The Galilean transfor-

. mation. The Principle of relativity. Invariance Principles. An introduction
to forces. Theitaturit of forces. III Newton's Law. Mass-and Newton'S
second law. Mohientum of particle. Non-inertial coordinate system.
D'Alembert's, Law. Inertial forces. Forces in circular motion. The Coriolis

'force. Friction. Classification of fOrces.
1. 3. 2 '41telativistic kinematics (8 h )

Michelson- Morley experiment. The postulates of the special theory of
relativity. Minkowski diagrams. Space and time in relativistic kinematics.
Length contraction. Timedilation, Simultaneity. The Lorentz transforma-
tion. Relations between velocities. The interval. Light cone.

1. 3.3 Energy end Field (30 h) ,

Conservation of momentum. The relativistic mass. Work'and energy.
Kinetic energy. Ref Lion between: momentum, rest energy; kinetic energy.

:Transformation of momentum, energy and force. Work, force and energy.
Work and...potential energy. Conservative forces. Hamiltonian of mechanics
system. Some applications c6nservation laws. The potential energy graph.
Potential well. Gravitational fOrce, constant, mass. '.Gravitational field.
Lines of forces. Total number of lines. Gauss's Theorem. The field strength.
Some problems of field theory: gravitational potential energy, the escape
velocity. The center of mass. The inertial mass. Weight. Non-inertial
coordinate system and gravitational field. Einstein's principle of equivalence.

Surrieproblem in gelid-al-theory-of relativity-(space-time-in-noninertial
coordinate system, space-time mass). The Chrono'meter in gravitational
field:

1. 3.4 Rotational 'dynamics (10 t) 0

Torque momentum. Moment of inertia. RotationAl kinetib energy. Angular
momentum. Conservation of angular momentum. Precession. Gyroscope.

3.-5 Practical Physics - part I (15 11)
The Vernier scale. The micrometer screw gauge. Verifitation Newton's
Law ofraccelerated motion. To measure the acceleration due to 'gravtty a

raifree l methOd. The second LaW of rotational motion. Coefficient of
dynamic friction for wood on wood. Maxwell's wheel (fly wheel)._
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1.3.6 Iniroduction. Hooke's Law. The equation for simple harmonic m
The simple pendulum. The period (T). Rotational simple harmo motion.
The energy associated with at? oscillating object. Damped oscillations.
Resonance of oscillation. Superposition of two vibrations. Wave motion.The
Phase, period frequency, amplitude, wave-length, wave fronts intensity. '
Some other forms of travelling waves (longitudinal pulse', transverse waves).
Reflection wave.' Refraction. Refracitive index. The equation of a sinuson
idal travelling plane wave. The Huygen's principle. The diffraction. wave.
Superposition of waves. A mathematical description of interference. A
mathematical description of standing wave.1The phenomenon of beats.
The amplitu& modulation of waves. Wave groups and group velocity.
Dispersion. Fourier analysis. The Doppler effect. Relativistic Doppler
effect. Polarisation. The application of wave theory to sound.

1.3.7 Practical Physics - part H (15 h)
Decay of oscillations of a simple pendulum. Modulus of rigidity using a
torsion pendulum. Investigation of superposition of vibrations. (Use of the
cathode ray oscilloscope). Velocity of sound in brass using Kundt's dust tube.

Table 2: The Logical Structure of Mechanics (First year of instruction)

Quantum

.Theory

Classical
Theory

Motion
and Force

o .

- r
Laws and Inva-

riance Principles

Relativistic
Theory

Harmonic motion
and waves

1 52
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2. The second year of /aching (pupils aged 16)
.

2. 1 Genqal Spu_ct-Curriculum of Teaching in the Second Year
,

jlt*Elecit 'mics is another structure of notions to form the pupil's view
upon nature in the terms of phenorrienology.
He the. central ideas are: the idea of the electromagnetic' field and its

/relevant reactions.
// The pupil approaches the mathematical model of that kind of field

zz)/
(formed by J. C. Maxwell's lawDy, generalization of facts or detailed
ideas./ .
Here the following methods of learning are used: the study of the invari;
ance of quantitle/4 and laws, the description of some phenomena froth
the point of view of different coordinate systems, the use of .formal ana-
logies between the idea of a field in Mechanics and electratiyadOics, the
granitic representation of the processes and dependence, and the frequent
use of all the basic notions in mechanics.
At this stage of learning the following elements are added tolhe language
di mathematical description: the elementary calculus'of derivatives, the
complete vectirial calculus and the basic methods of vector analysis.
Gauss's theorem is also of a--great didactic function.
The electromagnetic field is introduce& as the product of relativity. Only

I
the vector B is used. iThe phenomenon of electromagnetic induction is described from the point
of xiew of thearithial system. ..

The procedure e quantization of the electromagnetic field is intro-
duced. .

The aim of the physics laboratory is to acquaint the Rupil with the measuring
apparata, to iRstruct him how to measure the electrical quantities and to
make him iindoirstand the fundamehtalprocesses at the base of which lies
the electromagnetic reaction.

0
2. 2 Syllabus

.

The second version modified after having been tested for 2 years on a
sample of the populatton of about 200 pupils from big cities and industrial
and rural areas.

2. 3 Electromagnetism
2.3.1 The electric field (54 h) ,

2.3.1.1 The electric field in the vacuum (12 h)
Electric charge. Coulomb's Law of Force. Intensity of the electric field.

NaThe superposition principle. Density of lines. Gauss's Flux Theorem.
mples, use of Gauss's Flux Theorem Field of a' uniform spherical

shell of charge. Field of sphtrical charge distribution. Field in region a
charged cylindrical conductor. Field out from an inifinite plane of uniform
charge density. Field of,an electric dipole along axis and normal to axis.
Work and potential energy. The conservative nature of the-electric field.
Potential difference and potential. The superposition principle applied to
potential. The gradient. Relativistic electric field.effects.
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2.3.1.2 The electric field of the presence of matter (6 h)
Dipole in the electric field.Vector D (electric displacement). Polarization
vector. Boundary conditions at a Dielectric surface. Polarizability.
Segnetoelectric. Piezoeffect.

2,3.1.3 Conductors and Electric Fields
Charge"distributions in conductors.. Vector E in conductors. Capacitance.
Capacitors.

2. 3. 1:4 Electrostatic Stored Energy-(6 h)
The energy systems of charges. Energy of the conductors. The stored -
energy density.

2.3.1.5 Current and circuits (14 h)
Electric Current. The current density. Resistance, Resistivity. The Ohm's
Eaw. Energy exchange in a circuit. Electromotive force. Kirchhoff's Rules.

2.3.1.6 Practical-Physics - part III (14 h)
Fundamental electrostatics experiments. Estimations permittivity of air..
'to investigate the charging of a condenser through a resistor. Measure-
ment of capacitance. Estimation of e/m Millikan'sjoethods. The use of
the potentiometer. Verification Ohm's and Kirchhor s Laws.

2.3.2 The maghetic Field (20 h)
The magnetic force between current elements vector quantity B, The
permeability of free space. Relativistic mOdification Coulomb's Law,
Biot's-Savitart's Law, Amperes circuital law. Ampere. The magnetic
dipole. Forces on isolated moving charges. The Lorentz force equation.
Motion of charged particles in electric and magnetic fields. The unity
of electric and magnetic field. Magnetism in matter. Paramagnetism,
diamagnetism and ferromagnetism.

2.3.3 /The electromagnetic Field (40 h)
/Induced electromotive force. Faraday's Law of Induction. Lenz's Principle.
Motional electrofnotive foice. Mutual inductance between two circuits.
Self-inductance. Stored magnetic energy. Alternating - current circuits.
Sinusoidal time variation. AC voltage applied to resistors inductors and
capacitors. Vector diagrams (complex numbers). Series LCR circuit. Paral-
lel LCR,circuit. ,Power in AC circuits. The applications of induction.
Oscillating circuit closed and open oscillating dipole. The LC oscillatory
circuit. Maxwell's equations. Electromagnetic waves. Tuning and detec-
ting radio waves.
Practical Physics - part IV (20 h)
Verification Biot's-Savart's Law. Estimations the Magnetic Force between
current elements. Estimation of e/m using the "magnetron effect" and by
a deflexion method. The use of the ballistic galvanometer. Electromagnetic
induction. The self-induction of a coil. Investigation of RC, LC,RLC
oscillatory circuit. The characteristics of a diode and triode. Resonant
,feedback oscillator. Tuning and detecting radio waves.

2.3.4
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3, The third year of teaching
3.1 - Introduction to thermodynamics - 10 h
3.2 - Elements of statistical physics - 15 h
3.3 - The atomic structure of matter - 20 h
3.4 , - Solid state - 30 h
3,5 - Liquids 20 h
3.6 - Gases - 40 h

4. The fourth year of teaching
4.1 - Radiation and matter - 35 h
4.2 - Nuclear physics - 20 h
4.3 - Practical physics - 50 h

Table 3: The Logical Structure of Electromagnetism
(Second Year of instruction)
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John P. Keeves

The IEA science project

1. Background Paper

The completion of the IEA M thema tic//Study (Husen, 1967) contributed to an
understanding of, the relations ips between inputs and outcomes of the educational
process. This knowledge ale- *fence could now be applied to studying such
relationships in other a as. Hen the IEA project entered Phase H.
In the autumn of 1966, EA formed an internatioral mmittee for the IPA Science
Project yhich was chaire.`,), the English represents ve, Mr.L.C.Comber, who
had recently retired from t position of ogre of H Majesty's Inspectors. Professor
Karl Hecht of the Federal -R public of Germany was a member of this Committee,
supported by seven other committee members from different countries which were
taking part in the project.
At the same time each_research center participating in the study formed an IEA
NatiOnal Science Committee. The competencies represented on each committee
were evertise in Science, 'in the teaching of Science in schools, and in test Con-
struction. Table -1 ,lists the countries taking part in the IEA Science Project'and
shows the levels at which testing took place in each of the countries. It will be
seen that not only were most of the countries of Western Europe represented, as,
well as the United States, Australia, New Zealand, arrd Japan; but-four developing
countries, Chile, India, Iran and Thailand were also involved.

The importance of the inquiry to science education
The inquiry was planned at a time when in many parts of the world the nature of
Science education and its contribution to a general education, as distinct from a; specific training, were being closely examined. The traditional patterns of science
teaching, affecting both subject content and methods of learning, were giving way

4 to new programs,'coften under the stimulus of curriculum erojetts organized on a
large scale and employing new approaches to curriculum reform. It is true to say
that the inquiry was made at an important stage in the history of Science education
'and that the results obtained will be viewed with great interest and n"?y influence
considerably the direction of future progress.

thisx.lietilging pattern certain aspects stand out:
Traditional content is frequently being pruned away, and new and' sometime
untried topics are being substituted.

- Methods are changing, too. From quite an early age a spirit of inquiry and investi-
gation is being infused into the work. As a result the methods of study and the
attitudes developed are considered to be least -as important as the knowledge
acquired.
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Changing methods are linked with the nature and extent of the practical
experience provided in the laboratory. Countries and schools.within countries'
would appear to differ markedly in their emphats on laboratory experience.
The outcomes of these differences in practice, which stem from financial con-
sidkrations and the level of technological development in the area or country
concerned as well as from an approach to Science education, are of considerable
pedagogical importance.

Its is clear that although the TEA study was made at a time when Science education
was in a state of flux, which imposed serious difficulties when the procedures for
a large-scale, objective, comparative study were being worked out, it came at a

, time when the findings of such a study would be most valuable.

The construction of the insfrumes for the science project
7

For the construction of the cognitive tests 'in Science, it was first necessary to
obtain as complete a view as Visible of the curricula in Science in the participa-
ting countries at the three levels of testing: 10"year-olds, 14-year-olds, and the
pre-university grade. The International Committee prepared a tentative grid of
content areas and objectives and circulated this to national committees, asking
them to extend it on either axis and to complete it according to what was taught
at the actual pre-university grade and at the modal grade level for the cases of
the chronologically defined populations. Four methods of content analysis were
suggested for preparing the national grids:
- of the major text books,
- of national examinations where they existed for the target populations,
- of the subject content which groups of teachers (for example, in schools of .

different types) sai-Orgy taught, and
- of national or regional syllabuses.
The various national grids were merged into a total international grid. A set of
ratings for each cell was then obtained from each national committee, concerning
the amount of emphasis given to the cell in the teaching of Science for the target
population in question. At the same time the hypotheses that were of particular
interest to the International.Science Committee were formulated to give a focus
to the investigation.
On the basis of Hu. ratings and the hypotheses advanced°for testing, the International
Science Committee, in collaboration with the national committees decided which
cells to test. Items were then supplied from existing tests or were written by mem-
bers of both the national committees and the International Science Committees.
All items from existing tests proved to be in need of editing by the International
dommittee. Particular emphasis was placed on producing items measuring the
higher cognitive skills (See Bloom, 1956) and those testing special abilities such as
the design of experiments or the handling of scientific apparatus. .

Items were first selected from the point f view of their coverage of the subject area
ifto be tested and. as far as possible, wit equal representation from the contributing
countries, The final decision for the inclusion or exclusion of an item depended in
each case on whether the item, in the Committee's-opinion, was potentially a
good one. All the items to be used were then put into a multiple-choice form with
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five alternative responses, and new items were devised to fill in the most obvious
gaps in subject area coverage. Rough drafts of these initial tests were then sent to
all national centers for comment. After replies were received, pre-test versions
were prepared. In all. just over 1600 items were pre-tested in order to construct
the final tests which contained about 400 items.
Pre-testing of items was carried out by sixteen countries early in 1968. The
testing load was kept manageable by rotating among countries the different paral-
lel forms of the trial tests. Before undertaking the re-testing, national centers
were given advice on how to deal with difficulties of translation, the use of popu-
lar and scientific terms and units. and the substitution of local plants. animals,
and materials for any in the items that would be unfamiliar.
The students' responses from this pre-testing, which was carried out on judgment
samples of 100-200 studenti for each population and sub-test, were analyzed by
national centers and submitted to IEA Headquarters where they were collated. The
final selection of items and their arrangement in the tests was carried Out by the
International Science Committee at,a meeting in July 1968. The items for each
cell to be tested were selected in terms of their face validity and their statistical
characteristics which were obtained from the item analysis. In the final testS, there
were. eleven items that were common to Populations I int' II and twenty that were
cornmon to Populations II and I.
It was felt that. the International Scfence Committee should make an attempt to
assess the student, ability to understand the nature and methods of Science. To this
end, a test which drelk heavily on the TOUS test developed by Cooley and Klopfer
(1961) was compiled and pre-tested in late 1968. Comments were received from
eleven countries and full pre-test results, including item aiialysei, from eight. On
the basis of these data, it was decided to include in the test battery tests on "Under-
standing the Nature of S fence" for use with Populations II and IV respectively.
One of the major differe ces between countries in their approaches to the teaching
ofScience was in regard o the place accorded to practical work In a laboratory
or field. Many of the new develoinnents in Science education are concerned with
the question of the nature and extent of thefirst-hand experiences that are conside-
red desirable during the study of Science at school. In fact, one of the most impor-
tanthnothesesio 1 U.

Science through actual enquiry and by sound scientific methods would achieve
higher total Science scores than students being taught by traditional methods.
Since administering laboratory practical tests would have created difficulties in
many countries, because of the demands on time, equipment, and space in the
schools, it was decided to i ,corporate, in each of the cognitive tests for Popula-
tions II and IV, paper and pencil items aimed at measuring the results of practical
experiences. Laboratory tests requiring a minimum of apparatus were also prepared,
but it was optional for countries to administer these tests to their samples of
students.
As well as a total score fol. Science, for Population II for example, there were also
sub-scores available as follows: Theoretical Science. Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
and Practical Science. Furthermore,4there were also sub-scores on the behavioral
objectives: (a) functional information, (b) comprehension, (c) application, and
(d) higher process.
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Attitude and Descriptive Scales

The project also attempted to assess certain non-cognitive outcomes of Science
education - in particular, interest in Science and engagement in scientific activi-
ties, attitudes concerning the place of Science in the modern world, and attitudes
towards schooling. In' addition, items and scales were prepared to assess emphasis
on laboratory work, on investigation and inquiry, on the use of the textbook, and
to measure aspects of the school environment. Unfortunately these attempts to
assess non-cogative features of Science educatioh proved for one reason or another
to be rather unsatisfactory.

1ft

The Questionnaires

The most important tools for obtaining information on the inputs into the educa-
tional system - the teaching objectives, the classroo1n practices, and background
of the students 7 were the questionnaires. It was decided that all students would be
asked, among other things, to give information on their home backgrounds, subjects
being studied at present, and outside activities; teachers of Science in each school
would be questioned about their training, use of teaching time, organization of
material, and other teaching activities and school principals would be requested
to supply information about school organization,' enrollment, finance available,
and so on. These questionnaires were pre-tested in 1968 and final forms were pro-
duced in 1969.
In addition, a-National Case Study Questionnaire was devised to be completed by
each national center. Each country was requested to submit appropriate parts of
the questionnaire to experts in national educational policy, economies, sociology,
anddemography. The data from each country could thus be examined in relation
to the social, economic, and cultural milieu from which they were obtained.

Data Collection

To make the whole study which involved'assessment in six subject areas practically
,manageable, the wail was spat into three stages: Stage 1 was the instrument con-
struction.described above, Stage 2 was the international testing in Science; Reading
Comprehension and Literature; and Stage 3 was the testing in French and English,

Foreign Languages, and Civic Education. Each national center appointed a
National Technical Officer to be fully responsible for the day-to-day administration
of the program.
Manuals were written by the staff of the lEA Heaquarters for National Technical
Officers, school.coordinators, and test administrators, detailing the exact steps to
be taken in carrying out the testing. MRC (Measurement Research Council) answer
cards were prepared and national centers given the choice of having students answer
directly on the cards, which could then be read by machine, or answering in the
test booklets and then having the answers transferred to punched cards at the
national centers. All instruments and the manuals for school coordinators and test,
administrators had to be translated by the national centers. A check on the accuracy
of the translations of these instruments was kept by requesting back translations pf
certain sections.
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A dry-run was held op Judgment samples with Stage 2 instruments to test 'admini-
strative procedures and to detect any unforeseen problems. Appropriate adjust-
ments were then made and work begun on the main testing. Stage 2 main testing
was carried out between January 1970 and February 1971, and Stage 3 between
February 1971 and February 1972.
The schools and students to be tested were selected by the national centers by
means of stratified probability sampling. The object was to have the standard
errors of sampling for national mean values as small as possible at the least cost.
Sampling plans were devised so that every student in the defined population had
a specified non-zero chance of entering into the sample. All sampling plans were
dhecked by an international sampling referee, and then the schools chosen were
Approached. Each national center had available a secondary list from which to
supply replacements for those schools which declined to participate.

Data Analysis

The data were edited, sorted and filed by the !EA New York data processing unit.
Total scores and sub-scores for each student for all criteria were then computed.
Unfortunately, in one or two instruments and for one or two population levels,
scoring errors occured, with the result that some of the Science classroom des-
criptive scales and the Test on Understanding Science at Population IV level had

It to be dropped from any further analyses.
For each population, country by country. weighted means, standard deviations,
and frequency distributions were produced. Weighting was applied for each stratum
employed in the sampling plan to allow for any shortfall of schools or students with-
in the stratum. t

7 A report on the cognitive test scores for each school, comparing their results with
those for similar schools in the country and with all schools within the.countrjr,
was sent to each of the participating schools by its national center. Furthermore,
item analyses were produced for each test for each country.
For each population tested, student, teacher, and school files were prepared in
New York and sent to Stockholm where the main work of the bivariate and rnalli--
iariate analyses was carried out. The necessary transformations on all variables
were undertaken. and between-students and between-schools correlations were
computed using existing pairs. Whereas the data for students were weighted for
the student univarlate and bivarlate analyses, in the between-schools analyses
initially unweighted data were used, but subsequently the data were weighted.
In carrying out the regression analyses, essentially two types of analysis were
made. In the first set of analyses characteristics of students, teachers, and schools
were examined in relation to achievement test scores, using students as the unit
of analysis. In the second set of analyses the same variables were examined, using
schools as the unit of analysis,
The first step in the between-schools analyses was to form a weighted composite
of six variables representing the long-term home effects. This composite included
the variables: father's occupation, father's education, mother's education, number
of books in the hom'e, use of a dictionary in the home, and size of family, scored
negatively. Thus in the between-schools analysis this composite variable indicated
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the socio-economic and cultural level of the community in which the school was-
set.
The effects of this composite score, referred to as a School Handicap Score (using
a yachting analogy), were regressed out from the zero-order correlations betWeen
tV independent variables and the total Science criterion score. In a second step
standardized partial regression coefficients were obtained making allowance for
the Type of Educational Program provided by the school or for the Type of School
involved. In this way the schools were given a handicap, using segressiOn analysis
procedures, according to the nature of the community the schools served and the
type of program they offered. A school was to be judged in terms of the factors
contributing to the achievement of its members after allowance had been made
for the home background of its students and its type 91 program,
A reduced list of predictor variables wai produced f0 each population for each
population for each country, containing those variables having large partial regres-,
sion coefficients, when errors of measurement arising from the size of sample
employed and other sources were borne in mind. A distinction was also made bet-
ween variables that were found to be important for aft countries and variables that
were unique to specific countries. For each population these variables' were clustered
together/to form. meaningful coMposites, using national weights based on the size
of the partial regression cbefficients after the effects of the School Handicap Score
and Type of Program had been allowed for,
The variables or cluster of variables were then grouped into blocks in a prede-
termined order. The general strategy was to enter into the regression analysis first
the long-term home variables, then the type orschool and type of program variab-
les, followed by the learning conditionS, including the student characteristics, the
teacher variables, and the school orgy nation variables, and with the kindred
or allied variables entered last.
In the multiple regression runs, a variable was permitted to enter the analyses if
its level of significance exceeded a prescribed value (F fl 2. 0). Furthermore, the
increase in variance accounted for by each block variables was computed, as well
as the standardited t
the regression equation,. The main results of interest are of course the regression
coefficient for each variable and the parlance accounted for by the blocks of
variables that were entered into the regression equation in a causal or logical
order.

2. Paper given at Seminar

I wish to talk today. about some of the results of tre-IEA Science Project. We were
interested in carrying out a survey across countries to try to determine the factors
in the educative process which influenced the achievement of students in Science.
While for some specific prpose objective tests may have severe limitations, we
considered that for survey work they were the most effective and efficient gleans
of obtaining information about stfident performance, provided the tests were both
valid and reliable. With a project of the magnitude of this study, it was essential
that the responses of the students should be machine scored and this was only pos-
sible Kith objective tests,
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Sometimes we felt that the pn5ject had become overwhelmingly large, since
Science was only one of the six subject areas tested, but involvement in more
than one subject area had clear advantages for the development of an understan-
ding of the school systems of each country concerned. Although we tested students
at.the 10-year-old, 14-year-old and terminalusecondary school -levels, this discus-
sion will refer mainly to Population II - the 14-year-olds, and Population IV -
the group in their last year of secondary schooling. ,

Cross-national studies have two unique contributions to make to an understand g11
of educational phenomena. On the one hand, we are interested in parallel ana yses

, within each country, in which case the countries serve as replications of an expert,-
ment and provide an opportunity to test in a broader context relationships that have
been observed previously in single national systems. On the other hand, these
studies make possible comparisons afiross countries, examining in what respects
countries differ in their level of performance, and attempting to understand those'
differences in terms of the characteristics of the countries involved. The kinds of
analyses to be presented today will sometimes be comparisons between countries,
and on other occasions will involve replications of relationships from one country
to the next.
In the analyses the individual countrieCwill be identified, but it is not our pur-
pose in this inquiry either to applaud or to point the finger at any one country with
respect to its le,Vel of achievement. We are interested only in understanding; and
in this context it is the nature of the country and its economic, social and educa-
tional system that we are trying to relate to the achievements of the student at
school. ,

-

Included in this study were four developing countries, Chile, India, Iran, and
Thailand, and their lick of economic development or of a background of universal
education showed up very dramatically in their performance on the tests. The
level of performance of the students in these countries was, in general, a full
student standard deviation below the performance of the sTudents in the other ,

countries taking part in the study. This relationship was also evident in the results
of the Reading Comprehension testing, suggesting that some students in 'these four

1 i
developing countries may have had difficulty in reading the questionnaires. Con-
sequently, their erratic answers to questionnaire and attitude scale items are likely
to confound the results of certain sections of the investigation. We now face the
*rather serious question. in interpreting the findings for these countries, of whether
the questionnaires were adequately completed by the rather limited readers who
had to answer them.
Although we had doubts about the responses given by the students to some of the
attitude scales and to certain items in the 'student questionnaire, we were more
confident of the tests, particularly the Science tests. The reported reliabilities

\ were satisfactorily high for the full tests, and indeed for many of the sub-tests,
except perhaps in the developing countries where the score distributions heaped
up at the lower end of the scale.
Table 2 records for the different countries at the Population II (14-year-cid)
level the standardized scores for the total test and the four sub-tests: Biology,
Chemistry,.Physics and Practical. These scores show the extent to which a 'Country
is above or below the grand mean for the developed countries, with the average
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Standardized Spb-tesv Scores for PoptilationII
4eigbted Scores by Students, Corrected for Guessing)

Number'of
Items

Country

Biology Chemistry ; Physics Practical Total
1

19 19 22 20 80

Australia , 0.14 0.18 0.09 0.22 0.19
Belgium (FL) -0.29 -0.07 0.15 -0.17 -0.10
Belgium (FR) -049 -0.43 -0.41 -0.54 -0.58
England- -0.16 0.04 -0.23 0.11 -0.08
F.R.G. -0.15 0.22 0.16 0.12
Finland ' ,0.13

0.09 -0.03 -0.27 -0.21 -0.15
Hungary 0.73 0.56 0.35 0.24 0.58
Italy -0.20 -0..28 -0.20 -0.38 -0,33 d
Japan 0.46 0.62 0.77 0.49 0.75
Netherlands -0.31 -.0.56 -0:16 -0.14 -0.38
New Zealand 0.12 - 0.20 0.01 0.21 0.1,6

Scotland c. -0.25 0.07 -0.13 0.07 -0.07\
Sweden -0.08 -0.07 -0.07 0.05 -0.05
United States 0.12 .07 -0.11 -0.11 -0.06

Standard Deviation 3.33 3.5 4.44 3.48. 11.83

Developing Countries 1

Below Grand Mean -0.85 70:65 -1.06 -0.69 -1..)
Chile -0.12 -0.13 0.01 0.03 -0.07
India I -0.35 -0.03 -0.17 -0.13 , -0.20
Iran -0.17 -0:11 -0.18 r- 0.14 -0,19
Thailand

NQ,.. 0.64 0.26 0.34 0:25 0.47

standard deviation for these Countries being used as the scale unit. In a similar
Table 3 gives the standardized score's for the total test and the-four sub-tests

whicl are calculated from the data collected at the terminal secondary school
(Population IV') level. /-
The four developing countries have been separated from the developed ,countries
in both Tables- 2 and 3 and it is,sien that the mean scores for these countries are
about a student standard deviation below the mean scores for the developed coun-
tries.
In discussing these results I would like to focus attention on the data for thre
countries. Our hosts today live and work in the Federal Republic ,of Germanyi
we are particularly interested in this country's performance on the.Seience trtit).
We are also Interested in the level of educational achievement in the Unite4 States,
because developments in this country have during the past decade had a profound
impact on Science education throughout the world. Imaddition, I have chosen to
consider the results for Australia, because Australia is my home land and because
the Australian results show a very uniform profile, slightly above the average for
the develdped countries, but without any marked differences in level of perfor-
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Table 3: Science Standardize?. Sub-test Scores for Population IV
(Weighted Scores by Students, Corrected for Guessing" ,

Number of
Items

t6ountry

Biology Chemistry Ellysics Practical Total

16 16 16 12 '60

Austral& 0.27 0.4.4 0.23 0.28 0.39
Belgium (FL) -2-0.45 -0.24 P -0.17 -0.30 ' -0.36
Belgium (FR) -0.63- -0.31 -0.46 -0.313 -0.57
England 0.1Ik: ' 0.09 0.10- - 0.42 , 0.21
F.R,G. 4 0.80 Q.23 0.52 0.37 Q.61

Finland 0.31 -0.32 -0.07 -0.27 -0.12
France \-.. -0.26 -0.32 , 40.20 -0.02 04-0.26
Hungary 0:27 .0.29 0.17 -0.13 0.21
Itly. -0.34 -0.52 - , -0.25 ( -0.53 -0.51
Netherland; 0.18 0.32 0.28 -0.08 0.24,
New Zealand 0.60 ,5 0.77' 0.45 0.79 0.82
Scotland

,It
L-0.14 0,34 0.18 0.31 0.23

Sweden -0.21 -0.20 -0.12 -0.02 -0.18
Osited States , -0.55 -0.60 -0:68 -0.44 -0.73

Standard Deviation
, .

2.92 3.27 315 2.60 9.86

Developing Couniries .

Below Grand Mean -1.16 -0.69 -0.97. -0.86 -1.17

Chile
-.

0.12" -0.12 -0.16 0.05 -0.05
India . -0.58 -0.26 -0.10 -0.18 -0.34
Iran 0.26 0.08. -1).04 0.00 +0.09
Thailand 0.19, 0.31 0.29 0.13 +0.31

mane between the four sub=tests for either Population II or Population IV (See
Figures 1 and 2). For the UnitedStates, at the 14-year-old level (populatictrill)
the profile is close to the international average,' except for Biology which is
slightly above average. -However, at the terminal secondary school level (Popula-
tio(IV), the profile for the United States is always well below the international
average, being highest on the practical subtest. The profiles for the Federal
Republic of Germany are, in general,. at both Pophlation levels ahove the inter-
national average. Although this seminar is particularly concerned with the teaching-
of Physics, it is inteesting to note that the level of performance in Germany for
both Populations is somewhat lower in Chemistry than in the other branches of
Scfeqce.
These results lead us to examine the reasons for such difference's in thenerformance
of the students in each country and to consider their nature and origin. It is not
'for its to0pais Judgment on the level of achievement of the students, whether it
be ood, bad or indifferent, but to report the relationships we observe, and to
spg est to Science educators in each of the Countries engaged in this inquiry that
the may wish tore- examine the provision for the learning of Science i
sch ols in the light of these findings.
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Opportunity to_learn

In addition to testing their students,' the science teachers in each school were
asked to come together at about the time the testing took place to consider whether
the students in their setiOol who were answering the tests had had an opportunity to
learn the content of the items. The teachers as a group were asked to rank each
item on a five point scale if the following proportions of the students had covered
the topic embodied, in the item:

A. All students Score: 4
B. More than 75% of the students 3

C. Between 25% and 75% of the students 2
D. Less than 25% of the students
E. None of the students. 0

From these scores for each school an average score per item was calculated for
the test as a whole. The scores obtained-for-the schools in each sample were added
and averaged. to provide a measure of opportunity to learn the content of the Science
tests for the sample.
In Table 4, the opportunity to leixrn scores are recorded for the PopUlation II
samples together with the total Science scores and the estimated proportions of the
age group at school in each of the countries Concerned. In Figure 3 a graph has
been plotted of the total test scores in Science aggregated by school against oppor-
tunity to learn the items in the test/it is apparent that although considerable care
was taken in checking the suitability of the test items by trial runs, the tests were
more difficult than anticipatpd'. Nevertheless, there is an approximately linear
relationship between level& performance in each country and opportunity t)-1-c, am
the content tested. Some of the developing countries did notprovisle-op rtunity
to learn scores and these countries have been excluided fr the figure. -In addi-
tion French-speaking Belgium had only a very smal mple,of 21 schools, and it
is not surprising that this country does not lie e to the "libe of best fit". For
the remaining countries however, there d appear to be a clear relationship
between the level of performance of-the students in Science and the provision made
for them to learn. the content-Orthe items Included in the tests.
Although this relationship may reflect the nature of the tests which were constructed,
indicating that they were more appropriate for use in some countries, such as Japan
and Hungary, every effort was made to sample items which would represent the
courses in Science in eacti.of the countries concerned. 'Consequently, it must be
suggested that this relationship allies from a difference in emphasis given in each
of the countries to the teaching of Science at the 14-year-old age level.

.Thethrt.e countries discussed earlier, Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany
and the Lilted States, are placed centrally among the other countries, both with
respts..t to level of performhce and opportunity to learn. The countries in the more
extreme positions would appear to place greater or less emphasis on the learning of
Science.in their schools, thus providing their students with greater or less opportuni-
ties to learn, which leads in turn to a higher or lower level of performance..
With regard to the leVel of performance of the students in the three countries under
discussion at the'tetniinal secondary school level we have taken the examination
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Table 4: Science Test Scores and Standard Deviations for Populations II and IV with
Scores on Opportunity to Learn, Holding Power and Social Bias

Popuiation II Population IV

Country Science
Total Score

Opport-
unity
to

Hold-
ing
Powet,

Science
Total Score

Opport-
unity
to

Hold-
ing
Power

Index
of
Social

Mean I S.D. Learn Mean I S.D. Learn Bias

Maximum Score 80 4 100 60? 4 100
4

Australia 24.6 13.4 2.03 99 24.7 10.7 2.57 29 3.5
Belgium (FL) 15:3 8.8 1.83 90 17.4 8.1 2.02 °47 2.4
Belgium (FR) 21.2 9.2 2.03 90 15.3 7.9 2.88 47 1.8
England 21.3 14.1 1.79 99 23.1 11.5 2.07 20 7.6
F.R.G. 23.7 11.5 1.82 94 26.9 8.9 3.15 9 37.7
Finland 20.5 10.6 1.51 99 19.8 9.8 2.65 21 4.8
France 99 18.3 8.7 2.60 29 -
Hungary 29.1 12.7 2.78 83 23.0 9.0 3.03 28 3.9
Italy 18.5 10.2 1.86 55 15.9 8.8 2.50 16 2.1
Japan 31.2 14.8 2.96 99 - - 70 -
Netherlands 17.8 10.0 1.37 98 23.3 1 f.1 2.42 13 6.1
New Zealand 24.2 12.9 2.15 99 29.0 11.6 2.88 13 4.7
Scotland 21.4 14.2 1.90 99 23.1 12.1 2.17 17 9.9
Sweden 21.7 11.7 1.88 99 19.2 10.2 2.75 45 2.4
United States 21.6 11.6 1.98 99 13.7 9.5 2.1,3 75 1.3

Mean 22.3 11.8 1.99 20.9 9.9 2.56

Chile 9.2 8.9 1.48 71 8.8 6.0 2.69 16 7.9
India 7.6 9.0 1.48 25 6.0 6.0 1.85 14 1.0
Iran 7.8 6.1 - 25 10.2 5.6 9 0.8
Thailand 15.6 8.1 - 40 12.4 6.1 - 10 10.4

Figure 3: Teachers' Estimates of Opportunity to Learn as Related to
Science Test Scores for Population II
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of the evidence available a step further. Not only did we have information on
opportunity to learn the content tested, which was obtained from the teachers in

' the schools, but we also collected data on syllabuses and courses in Science at this
level. Prior to the construction of the tests a grid was prepared with content along
one axis and behavioral objectives along the other. The content axis was divided
into the main subjett areas of Earth Science, Biology. Chemistry, and Physics and
further divided into topics, while the behavioral axis was subdivided into foup
sections: functional information, understandings, applications and higher processes,
including analysis and application as outlined earlier. Each national center engaged
in the Science project was asked from a consideration of syllabuses, text books and
current examination papers to assign to each cell in the grid a rating for the em-
phasis given to Science as taught in their country. Three categories of response
were used for these ratings: no emphasis - 0, moderate emphasis for some students -
1, clear emphasis for all students - 2.
From the ratings it was, possible to calculate a.score, assessing the emphasis given
to the different branches of Science in each of the countries. These scores were
standardized and have been recorded together with the test scores and opportunity
to learn scores in Table 5. In ,Figure 4 these scores have been plotted side by side
for the three countries we are considering, Australia, the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United States. For the three countries concerned, there is a
general level of correspondence between the three sets of scores, the grid scores
{assessing the prescribed curriculum, the opportunity to learn scores assessing the

Table 5: Sub -Test. Grid and Opportunity to Learn Scores for
Selected Countries (Populations and

Population II
Test Scores Total Biology Cheinistry Physics Practical

Australia
A

F.R.G.
United States

0.19
0.12

-0.06

0.14
0.13
0.12

V

0.18
-0.15
-0.07

0.09
0.22

-0.11

, 0.22
0.16

-0.11
Population IV
Test Scores,

Australia 0.39 0.27 0A4 .0.23. 0.
F.R.G. 0.61 0.80 0.23 0.52 0.3
United St tes -0.73 -0.55 Ail44 0 -0.68 -0.44
Grid S ..
Aus alia -0.12 -0.05 -0.17 -Q,15
F.R. 0.90 0.30 - 0.95 1.65
United States -1.33 -1.30 -1.65 -1.17 -
Opportunity to
Learn Scores ' \
Australia 0.18 0.36 -04 -0.37 0.53
F.R.G. 1.60 1.45 1.25 1.49 1.70
United States -1.15 -0.21 -0.S5 -1.65 " -1.47
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Figure 4,;..sub-tvit. Grid and Opportunity to Learn
Scores for Selected Countries Population IV
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actual curriculum, and the test scores which assess the outcomes of Science
teaching. The results indicate in general terms that level of achievement in
Science is related to what is taught in the schools. Nevertheless, it does not answer
the question of why in different countries there should be clear differences in the
prescribed Science curricula, in the actual Science curricula of the schools, and
in the level of achievement of the students.

Staying longer at school

The question must now be asked, "Why is there this marked difference in oppor-
tunity to learn and in the content of school Science courses between the three
courAries at the pre-university level: Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany,
and -the United States?" These three countries differ in the percentage of an age
group remaining at school to the terminal stage. In the United States the propor-
tion of the age group attending school, given as holding Over in Table 4, is high
(75%). In Australia there is a lesrer proportion (29%), and the Federal Republic of
Germany, where only those students attending a Gymnasium were included in the
sample, the proportion is 9 %. It shduld be noted, however, th at in the Federal
Republic of Germany a further section of the age cohort are engaged in other forms
of education, but are not folioiag academic courses in preparation for university
entry.
Where a large proportion of the age group 1 still at school, a different kind of
education in Science must be provided. The differences between countries in
prescribed curricula, opportunity to learn and level of achievement in Science
indicate that groups of students of different ranges of ability are being considered
in the different. countries. In the Federal Republic of Germany an academic elite
is being taught in the Gymnasia with highly advanced courses. In the United States
the group is of lower ability and the courses in Science are necessarily more general.
In Australia the pattern of relationships suggests that the ability of the group lies
somewhere in between and the Science courses are designed to suit this group.
It is also of considerable interest to examine (See Table 4) the differences across
countries in social class composition between the 141year-old students and those
remaining at school to the pre-university level. Because of the difficulty of
finding an internationally valid occupational scale to indicate social class, each
country used a national set of occupational categories. Nevertheless, it was possible
to collapse categories for all countries into four major groups: unskilled and semi-
skilled workers (D), skilled workers (C), clerical workers (B), and professional or
managerial workers (A). An index of social bias was calculated using the propor-
tions in the highest and lowest occupational groups by means of the following
formula:
Index of Social Bias-

%in Group D for Population II Tom Group A for Population IV
%in Group A for Population II %in Group D for Population IV.

In Table the proportions of an age group at school at the 14- years -old and pre-
universitylevels are given. The marked differences between the developing coun-
tries and the developed countries should be noted, as should the differencers bet-
ween countries at the pre-university level. The column of figures on the extreme
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right-hand side in Table 4 gives the indices of social bias, and shows some quite
striking differences between countries. As might be expec d from the proportions
of the age group remaining at school to the pre-university 1 1 the index is low .
in the United States, higher in Australia and very high in the ederal Republic ,of
Germany. This index reveals the nature and extent of differences in the level of
equality of educational opportunity across different occupational groups in each
country up to the end of secondary schooling. It must be noted, however, that
differences in the definition of the target population at the pre-university level
account in part for the differencis recorded between countries in their Index of
social bias.
It is often argued that, by extending the ability range at the pre-university level
and by having a higher proportion of the age-group remaining at school to the
terminalssecondary schdOl stage, there is not onl9Na lowering of the average level
of achievement of the group as might be expected, but that the performance of
the most ableltudend also suffers. It is suggested that expanding the numbers at
school at the upper secondary level leads to a decline in standards and that "more
means worse".
Table 6 records the data for each country and shows the percentage of an age group- -
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Table 6: Level of Performance of Various Percentages of an Age Group
in Science in Final Secondary School Year (Population IV)

% in
school

overall
Mean s.d -

top 1%
mean s.d

top 5%
mean s.d

top 9%
mean s.d

Australia 29 26.1 11.5 51.5 3.2 44.0 4.7 39.9 5.9
England 20 24.4 12.4 51.6 3.2- 41.6 6.5 35.5 8.5
New Zealand 25 30.8 12.6 .55.1 2.0 48.3 4.3 44.4 5.6
Scotland 17 24.4 12.9 50.7 3.8 40.6 6.4 34.4 8.7
U.S.A. 75 14.2 9.9 45.8 2.8 36.8 5.5 33.1 5.9

Fed.Rep.Germany 9 28.4 9.6..45.0 4.1 35.3 6.2 28.4 9.6
Finland 21 20.8 10.5 46.0 4.1 35.7 6.4 30.7 7.4
France 29 19.1 9.1 40.5 3.5 33.3 4.4 29.9 5.1
Hungary 28 24.0 9.6 48.0 3.8 39.0 5.4 35.0 6.1
Sweden 45 20.1 10.9 49.5 3.4 41.2 5.3 37.0 6.2

Belgium (Fl) 47 18.1 8.5 39.8 3.7 33.0 4.0 30.5 4.2
Belgium (Fr) 47 16.0 8.3 36.2 2.0 30.9 3-.1 28.4 3.7
Italy 16 16.5 9.2 38.2 4.7 27.4 6.5 22.7 7.3
Netherlands 13 24.4 12:0 47.1 3.6 37.2 6.5 30.3 9.4

Chile 16 9.3 6.3 23.5 3.8 16.8 4.3 13.6 4.8
India" 14 6.3 6.1 20.8. 3.7 12.8 4.8 9.5 5.2
Iran 9 10.8 5.9 21.9 3.6 14.8 4.4- 10.8 5.9
Thailand 10 12.5 6.1 23.3 2.4 17.4 3.6 13.6 5.3

Rank order ri 1.00 0.07 0.35 0.40 0.57

Ra9k order correlation between percentage in age group in school and the mean
scates for the various groups of students.
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in school at the pje- university level, together with the means and standard devia-
tions for the samples tested, In addition, the means and standard deviations for the
top 170, '5%, and 9% of the age group in the countries concerned have been given.
In the calculation of these figures it is assumed that the students still at school
would perform at a higher level in Stience than those not in school, lf, on the one
hand, we compare the evidence presented for Australia, the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United States, it is clear that the larger the percentage still in
school, the lower the level of performance. On the other hand, if we examine the
data for the top 1%, 5% and9% of the age group for the Federal Republic of Germany
ancthe United States, the performance of these groups is much the same in the two
countries, but is slightly greater in Australia.
Other factors are almost certainly involved in accounting for the differences ob-
served. The evidence from other analyses carried out indicates that the proportion
of the Foup at school studying Science, fire number of years during which the
studenti have studied Science, whether or not they have studied or are studying
all branches of Science, and the time spent currently studying Science all contri-
bute to achievement in Science at the terminal secondary school stage.
By carrying through a higher proportion of the age group to the pre-university level
and fostering the study of Science at this level, the number of persons in a country
with a knowledge of Science is increased. Such a result is not unexpected. It is,
however, important to note that this rise in productivity of the school system with
respect to scientific knowledge can be undertaken without a marked decline in the
level of performance of the more able top lob of the students. Where the students in
kcountry perform well in Science and where the level of achievement of the
different percentage groups is relatively high, for example in New Zealand and
Australia, we must seek an explanation in terms of emphasis placed on the
teaching and teaming of Science at the upper secondary school level in the countries
concerned.
To assist in the identification of factors contributing to level of achievement within
each of the countries engaged in this inquiry, regression analyses have been carried
out using both the sch-oots and the students as the units of analysis, -The,identifica
tion of important variables contributing to variation in achievement in Science,
both between schools within a country and also between the students within a country,
depends in part on the manner in which the school system is organized and how its
organization influences the amount of variation that exists. For a discussion of the
results of these aspects qf the investigation, the reader is referred to the published
report on the project (Cbmber and Keevs, 1973).
In conclusion, it must be emphasized that in this inquiry an immense body of
potentially valuable data have been gathered, far more than can be summarized
in a brief discussion.'It will take many years to sift through the evidence available
and I hope that from time to time attention will be drawn to valuable Tidings
emerging from this study. c

r
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Di5cupion

QUESTION: Did the translation of the question influence the results of the tests?
J. R. KEEVES: replied that the questions were originally written in English and then
translated inte.other languages. Using the item analysis data, the items were
examined for marked differences between countries. A marked difference was
observed between countries in the item characteristics for one item at the 10-year-
old (Population F) level, and it is possible that a translation problem was associated
with the different patterns of results for this item across the different countries.
The items will,be published in full in the final report, with 'some dip on the item
characteristics. .

QUESTION: Have the students within a country at the Population I and Il levels
had equivalent periods of education?
J. R. KEEVES: explained that Populations I and II were really age groups, not grade
groups, except in Japan, where there are definite promotion procedures, with all
the 14-year-olds being located in one grade. Consequently, in most countries the
students tested may have had different periods of education.
QUESTION: Was television viewing found to influence achievement in Science?
J. R. KEEVES: Yes, in the United States where for example, the viewing of TV
programs associated with history, travel, nature and scientific development was
found to be positively related to achievement in Science, after the effects of
home background and type of school had been taken into account. Information on
this variable was not available in the analyses carried out for the Federal public
of Germany, since Germany did not administer the Reading Comprehens tests.
QUESTION: What steps were taken to ensure that the questions used uld be fair
to students in all countries?
J., R. KEEVES: replied that in the construction of the tests representatives of 9 coun-
tries were involved in editing and selecting items. In addition, all countries en-
gaged in the study were asked to submit items for the tests, and draft forms of the
tests were given a trial with representative samples of 200 students in 16 countries.
Unfortunately no representatives from any of the four developing countries were
engaged in the ,construction of the tests, and not all of the developing countries
were involved in the trial testing. Students in these countries clearly found the
tests very difficult.
QUESTION: Were the geographical differences within a country, for example in
Italy, considered in the analyses? a

J.R. KEEVES: replied that in Italy the sample was stratified between the north,
the center and the south. In the regression analyses the type of school variable
made a distinction between the northern, central and southern schools, and when
entered into the analyses "was found to be significant;
QUESTION: What influences es the study show as important in regard to per-
formance on the Science achl vement tests?
J. R. KEEVES: replied that althbUgh work on the regression analyses was still in
progress e evidente to date suggests that at least three factors are importint, if
the co tribution of the schools is considered after allowance has been made for
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home background_and the type'of school attended or tape of program followed.
These three factors were:

. The time devoted to learning Science both in terms of hours'per week and
years over whic Science had been studied.

2. Time spent on ho ework, both in all subjects and ih Science itself.
3. The opportunity to learn the content tested.

John P. Keeves



Elizabeth A. Wood

The American National Assessment of Educational Progress in Science

t.

1. Preconference paper

.1What NAEP is

The National Assessment Of Educational Progress (NAEP) is a very large project
designed to obtain census-like data concerning the learned knowledge, attitudes,
and skills in various subjects possessed by Americans at various age levels. By
repeated sampling, our progress, or lack of it, may be discovered. AccOrding to
Dr. Frank Womer, Staff Director from 1967 to 1971, "the purpose behind National
Assessment is to improve the ecrucatiorfal decision-making of legislakrs, board-
of-education members., professional educators, and others vitally concerned with
improving American Education. It is assumed that decision- maxing is improved by
providing information pertinent to the '''ecision-making."

History

The concept bf this vast undertaking was first ptoposed by Dr. Ralph W. Tyler,
Director Emeritus, Center for Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences at
Stanford. California, in 1963, durinra meeting of laymen and professional educa-
top concerned with strengthening American education. The Carnegie Corporation
of New York, a private foundation, granted funds to start the project and appointed
the Exploratory Committee on Assessing the Progress of Education (ECAPE). This
committee then sought advice on the design and conduct of the project, consulting
teachers, administrators, school board members, and others. The aim was to be
constructively helpful to the schools anod to avoid possible injuries that might arise
from comparing one school or school district with another. The committee also
studied ways of assessing national achievement and developed a detailed plan for
conducting the assessment. These tasks required four years for completion.
In 1968 the Exploratory Committee handed the results of its work to the Committee
on Assessing the Progress ol.Education (CAPE) which then.undertook.lo implement
the recommendations of the Exploratory Committee.
National Assessment is currently funded almost entirely by the United States Office
of Education, agovemment organization, but is not in any way governed by this
office. A concern expressed by some with the governance of the project was the

In the United States": local School Boards or Boards of Education guide the
administration of most of the schools. 'Such boards are commonly made up of
private citizens, usually parents of school children, who serve without pay.
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self-perpetuating aspect of CAPE;. the fact-that CAPE members were not responsible,
directly or indirectly, to the people of the nation. In consideration of That concern,
the Education -Commission of the States was approached and asked to consider be-
coming the governing body for the National Assessment. In July of 1969;he'ECS

, assumed this responsibility. The Education Commissionlk the States is a new and
growing organization composed of seven represent ives fromeach state which is
a member, assembled to work together'on educat'

It
nal problems of mutual concern.

At present, 41,states and two -territories belong to the Commission. -
The present Staff Director of NAEP is Dr. J. Stanley Ahmann, formerly of the
Ptychology Depatmeht of Colorado State University. Request for NAEP reports
or for further information should be addressed to the Public., Information Office of
the National Assessment for Educational Progress, 300 Lincoln Tower, 1860 Lincoln
Street, Denver, Colorado 80203, USA. c'?

The first assessment, begun in 1969, includes ten areas: reading, writing.(written
expression), science, mathematics, social studies, citizenship, vocational educa-
tion'(career and dccupational development), literature, art, and music. Other

.areas may be added in the second round' The present -paper will focus attention
on the science assessment. .

Objectiyes.

Major objectives for educational' achievement in each field were outlined by
groups of scholars,, teachers, and curriculum specialists. The statements of
objectives were chosen with three criteria in mind:
(1) reflecting accurately, the contributions of the particular field,
(2) being objectives which the schools are seriously seeking to attain and

(3) considered desirable by. houghtful lay citizens.
Sample questions, called "eZeicises",, were provided for each objective.
The Objectives and exercises were subsequently reviewed by eleven panels of lay -

men.(not scholars, teachers or curriculum specialists) in various parts of the country,
and very minor modifications resulted. This combined involvement of scholars,

teach:1 and laymen was for the purpose of ensuring that every objective toward
whi Ogress was being,assessed met the-three criteria given above.
The Primary Science Objectives so determine] were:
a. ,Know fundamental facts and 'principles of science
b. Possess the abilities and skills needed to engage in the,processes of science

',c. Understand*e investigative nature of science
ed.. Have attitudes about and appreciations of scientists, science, and.consequences

of science that stem from adequate understaodings.

' A Iflurtrative cate-gories "
Illustrati categoiies Were identified under each PrimarikObjective andsa state-.
mant Was de of what should be the knowledge in each category expected of

9-year ol F3 -year olds, 17-year olds, awl young adults (26 -35). For example,
under Objective 2. ote of the categories and its statements of expectations were
as folloivs: ,
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c"Ability to obtain requisite data",
, . i

Examples of abilities which wquld fall within this categoty.are t e ability to
assemble and use laboratory equipmeht in a logidal sequence an the ability to

. .
Imake observations . .

Age 9. These children should be able to collect data based o simple dirett
.. observations as well as elementary experimentalsitu tions with proper

-' direction and guidance. .

Age 13. Thesa.itudents should be able to make direct observations of phenomena
as well as some measurements of such dimensions as distance, weight,

A 4 volume, and time...Ther should be able-tomake these observations or
measurements under proper guidance and. also independently in familiar
areas. . .

Age 17.' These students should be able to proc'eed independently to make reasonably
careful observations- and/or reasonably precise measurements in several
Press following a data-collecting procedure of their own desigri. They
should have some facility iii the use of rulers, balances, ,andstopyvatches
as well as such more specialized apparatus as mieroscopes, electric

- , meters, and compasses.
Adult. Adults should be able to-observe phenomena directly or make measure-

, ments with sirnple commonly-available apparatus. These observations
o and measurernentsishould_be appropriately relevant and precise.

The exercises, used in the assessment were chosen to test these expectations.

The nature,of the exercises

A science exercise frequently consists of a question with multiple-choice answers.
The data show the percentage gf respon ts choosing each of the, possible answers.

Reporting the datk.

The results are not individual scores. The record of names of the assessees (the
respondents) were never removed from the sohool building in which the exercises
were administered and have now been destroyed by the principal (director) of the
'school. Records have been kept of various characteristics cif and influences on
assessee for the purpose of grouping the data in various categories. These are as
fOltoWs:
- Age

Sex
Region of the Country ( Northeast, Southeast, Central, West). No flier division is
used so that one state for example', cannot be compared with another.
Size and Type of Comrhunity ( Large Cities, above 200.000 population; Inner
City Areas; Urban Fringes; Middle;sized s, 25.000-200.000;,,Small Town and
Rural Areas, beloiv 25.000; Extreme Rural s).
Socio-educational Status (Various way determinating this without invading-the
privacy of the family_ were tried. The one used was to ask the respondent to.state
the highest level of education of either parent). Thegreat Concern of cdntemporary
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society with the educ ion of the disadvantaged you eople makes ft highly
desirable to gather nformation about the knowled d skills of that group as
they exist toda so that we may evaluate future progress.
Color (for co elation with the above category and for some of the same reasons
indicated,ifi that category). -

The Groupltesults do not, on the whole, surprise anyone. They show that older
peoplg know more facts than younger "people; that males do better in most science
ex e 6ses and females do better in most writing exercises, this difference increasing

th age; that students in the northeast do better than students in the southeast;
that children in expensive residential regions ("Urban Fringes') do better than
chQdren in poor districts of cities ("Inner City Areas"); that children whose parents
had more. education dd'better than children whose parents had less; that black
children do not do as well on most exercises as do non-black children. However,
The fact that the results are not surprising does not mean that it was not useful to
collect the data.

Assessment rpetition

The first round of assessment has now been completed. The'results are like a tingle
point on a curve. They can tell us nothing about Educational Progress. A second
round of assessment will occur three years after the first round (in the academic
year 1972-1973). Since the age groups are separated by a period of four years,
none of.the assessed of the first round will be assessed in the second round. This
is an assessment of the population, not Of individuals. Only 40%(of the first-round
exercises have been made public. The intention is to re -use the remaining 60%
in the second round, in order to have data on exactly the same exercises.
In the second round, new exercises will be added. Prior t..e&e second round, a
thorough review of the ddministratron of the first round wil sult in modifications
of approach to National Assessment, A slightly revised set of Objectives has been
written.

Some prn,bIems of attempting national assessment
Techniques of administering exercises to assessees

In order to minimize the effect of reading difficulties, the exercises were read
aloud to the assessees, (It was found that this resulted in an increase of more than
25%in ahility, by "low achievers", tab perform the exercises.) Here, however, we
come up against the problerh of distractions due to the personality,' voice, and
appearance of th1/4e reader. Therefore thp'reading was recorded on tape, using a
radio or television announcer with a "Irational television" accent, which was found

rjust as effective" astsing a school teacher with a local accent.
Since the grouping was by ages, students had to be Taken from various classroom
groups and assembled in a special room for the administration of the exercises.
Both the school and the individuals cooperated on a voluntary basis.
in order not to require too much time away from other activities, each "package"
of exercises was limited to 50 minutes in length. Therefore, in order to sample a
broad range of abilities and subject matter, twelve different packages were designed
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for each age level. Each assessee responded to only one package, but every
exercise was 14ged for at least 2. 000 assessees. IR all, about 90.000 assessees par-
ticilated in the first round of the National Assessment.
A number of exercises were used for more than one age level. Sometimes this
necessitated slight changes in wording of the exercise to make it more appro-
priate for the chosen age level.
Some decisions ..equired prelirninacy trials. For example, as a result of preliminary
experimental administration of exercises with and without the optional choice of
"I don't know", it was decided to include this choice. Adults chose it more fre-
quently than did any other age group.

Sampling

Since the beginning'of the project, National Assessment has benefitted from the
consultant services of Dr. John W. Tukey of Princeton University, internationally
known statistician.
His advice has been of value, not only on ways of treating the great mass of
numerical data accumulated, but also on problems of sampling. The sampling
problems are of three sorts:
1. sampling of exercises from the infinite number of possibilities
2. sampling of four age groups from all possible ages
3. sampling of individual assessees from within the enormoufriumbet.ef pe6ple

in each chosen age group

7
Limits were set on the total number of exercises because of limited time, which,
in turn, was a result of limited funds.
The age levels were chosen to represent significant stages in t educational
development of the individual. For "young adults" the age 26 4as chosen as an age
when most adults have completed all of their formal educational work. The age 17
was chosen as the age, when most students have cotnpleted what is know as "high

'school" irilrmerica, and are about to go into college. At age 13 most students are
completing "elementary school", where a set program is usually followed all
students,. ant are entering high school where more freedom of choice is permitted
and initiative is expected of the student. At age 9 mast students are beginning to
use books as a major educational source and are developing from being children
Pinto being s dents.
Sampling the individuals withi h age group was done by selecting sample
areas of t e country, then sample within these areas, then sample indivi-

b duals within these schools, all with extremely conscientious effort toward rando-
mizing of samples and assuring the statistical reliability of the results. Similar
care was taken in sampling the "young adult" population, which had to be assessed
at home. The samples may be confidently taken as refiresentative of the defined
populatiow.

Teaching toward national assessment

Iri the United States there is no Ministry of Education, no body which determines
a national curriculum. Although some states choose textbookslor use throughout
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the state, others leave this choice to each school and the school may leave ke
choice to the teacher. Most educators feel that heterogeneity of educatiqn in he
nation is a source of educational strength. When the National Assessment was pro-
posed, fear was expressed that its exercises would become teaching goals, toward
which students would be directed by their teachers. However, this possibility has
been avoided by not making public those exercises that will be used in future
rounds of tt National Assessment. The publicized educatidnal objectives are so
broadly stated and so widely agreed upon by eddcators and-laymen that they can
hardly be considered as restricting educational freedom.

Sdurces of learning

Some have questioned whether the National Assessment really assessed the efficacy
of our educational system. The school is not the only place where knowledge, skills,
and attitudes are acquired. National Assessment exercises were not designed to
distinguish between the influence of the school and the influences outside of school,
of which the television is becoming increasingly important in the United States.

Interpretation

The National Assessment Staff has acted as information collectors and not as inter-
preters of results. They have organized the data in a variety of ways to make it
digestible by scholars and educators and they have invited these people to inter- 0
pret it.
The interpreters, in their turn, should avoid the temptation to make broad generali-
zations on the basis of isolated observations. However, there is much of interest in
the great body of Collected data. For the teacher, the greatest Interest In the first
round of results lies in answers to specific .ercises, especially the wrong answers.
Why would the majority of 13-year olds be unable to select, from diagrams, the
correct set of objects to be used in determining the boiling point of water? Perhaps
most students are not understanding diagrams in textbooks! Why did 6910 of the
9-year olds indicate that mixing equal quantities of water with temperatures of
50° and 70° Fahrenheit would give water with a temperature of 120° Fahrenlu it?
Did the word Fahrenheit frighten them into Just reading "Add 50 and 70 "? Perhaps
we preventing them from relying on familiar experience when we use an un-
familiar word.
Even though we must wait for the nex et of results to discover whether we are
making "progress", there is'information bw available from the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress that Can he p us improve our teaching

2. Conference paper

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is i -very large project
designed to obtaintensus-like data concerning the le\rned knowledge, attitudes,
and skills in various subjects, possessed by Americans at various age levels. By
repeated sampling, our progress or lack of It may be discovered. In my pre-con-
ference paper, I gave the history of the project and described the way in which
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the test' instruments were constructed and administered to those chosen for Vesting.
The sampling procedures apd statistical methods are as good as our best statisti-
cians can make them. S., .

About 90.000 individuals responded to the questions in the first round of the
National Assessment. Not all of these responded to science questions. Other areas
investigated were Citizenship (knowledge of current affairs) and Writing (in the
sense of written expression). Subsequently assessment has been made of Art, Music,
Literature, Vocational Education, Reading, and Social Studies.
Today l..shall show you samples of the questions in Science, which the National
Assessment people call ''Exercises ". (I should say, parenthetically, that I am not
on the staff of the National Assessment. I am an independent scientist, invited to
evaluate their results.) Exercises have been administet,ed to 9-year-olds, 13 -year-
olds, 17-yeai-olds, and young adults, but I shall emphasize the results from the
9- and 13-year-olds, because I think they are of more interest to this group. In
discussing the exercises, I want to point out the implications I see in them for
teachers of the physical science in our country.
Finally, I shall show you Group Results; comparisons between city children and
country`children, boys and girls, blacks and non-blacks.
The science 'questions were designed tosfeducation 'in four major categories,
identified as worthy objectives by teamsa-scientists, teachers, and laymen. Briefly ,,

stated, these objectives were: .

That the individual should
I. Know the fundamental facts and principles of science
II. Possess the abilities' and skills needed to engage in the processes of science
III. Understand the investigative nature of science
IV. Have attitudes about and appreciation of scientists, science, and the con-

sequences of science that stem from, adequate understanding
It National Assessment staff wanted nearly equal numbers of exercises in the four
ca gorses, but the professional testing services producing the questions produced
most of them in the category of facts ang fewer in the important later categories
where'the difficulty of writing good exercises increases. There will be more
exercises in the later categories in the second round eassessment.
Let us begin'with three exercises administered to 9-year-olds, to test their know-
ledge of the facts and principles of science.

Excercise 104:

All of thefolloWinecan be burned in the fireplace EXCEPT
A e9 cst

89% so iron
2% o leaves .
2% o paper,
6% o, wood
0% o I don't know
1% No response

.,1.p0%
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The studenti are asked to choose the one substance that cannot be buthed in the
fireplace. They are permitted to choose "I don't knOw".
Note the manner in which the results are presented. There are not scores-of
individuals, as in most examinations, No ptrmanent record is kept of performance
by individuals, or even by schools. In order to epsure the cooperation of the schools,
it was essential that they not feel any anxiety apout being held up for public com-
parison.

-Nlyhe results show the percentage of the whole group that chose each of the possible
answers. Remember that this exercise, like all the others; was performed by at
least 2.000 children.
In the reported results, the correct answer is marked by a black dot. It is signi-
ficant I think, that 10 percent of the respondents chose substances that can be
burned in a fireplace; 6 percent of them choosing the commonest, wood. This
suggests to me a habit of careless reading. The student glances quickly at the words
"burned" and "fireplace" and checks "wood", because he has learned that he must
give quick answers. How long does a teacher wait after asking the class a question?
One or two seconds of silence is about all that most teachers can bear. How often
is a student -given unlimited time on an examination? Perhaps these ten percent
who gave wrong answers are being pushed too fast and are learning to jump at any
answer rather than take time to think.
There is another possible interpretation. Some of the children had never seen a
fireplace. ,When a group analysis was mad, e of this exercise, was found aloe the
percent of inner city children (children in the city slums) whO answered this question
correctly was 28 percent below the national average.

Exercise 109:

Nearly all rocks on the Eakth's surface are
Age 9

5% o gas
60/0 o liquid

84% solid
,4% o I don't k

4
FrK

0% No res se
100%

One could hardly think of a simpler question to ask whether a rock is gas,
liquid, or solid! But 15 percent of our 9-y -olds did not give the right
answer.
Is it possible that some of the childr e just guessing the answers at random or
mischievously checking wrong ans s since they know they will not receive grades
for these examinations? Probabti4 ot, since the percentage answering some
questions correctly is very hj.$, . For example, in a question about where a baby
comes from, 92 percent ft'-year-olds chose the correct answer, that it comes
from its.mother's body Ao we need to seek further concerning the rock answer.
If "gas", "liquid", id" and "rock" are words that 9-year-olds do not under-
stand, text book ers should keep this in mind.
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TurnYng to the 13-year-ol
theory of heat.

Exerci

tb of the following is true of hot water as'compared with cold water?

otip-, let us look at the results of an exercise on kinetic

Age 13 Adult
o It is denser9% 6%

3% 2/0
.\49%

o It is easier to see through
61% Its molecules-at'e moving. aster
9% 4% o It has more free oxygen diisolved in it.

5010 o It has more free hydrogen dissolved in Lt.
12% 32% o I don't know

0% 110 No response
100% - 99%

This exercise was also administered to young adults (26-'35). In nearly all
exercises, we find the adult group is more willing to say "I don't know" than in
any other age group - especially the 17-year-olds.
Only 49%of the adults chose the correct response in this exercise, but 61% of
13-year-olds chose it. Is it a cause fol. rejoicing because we are teaching the '
coming generation better than their elders were taught? Not when we.discover,
their answers to the questidn,

Exercise 224

Why do we think that matter

Age 13

"Why do we think that matter made up of atoms?"

is Made up of warns?

4110 o We can see atoms with a microscope
o We can see atoms with our unaided eyes.

2% o We can see atoms with a magnifying glass
34% Matter behaves as if it were made up of atoms.

010 o A famous wise man said many
hundreds of years ago that matter
js made up of atoms

11% o I don't, know
0% No response

99%

We find that 41 percent of them think that you can see atoms with a microscope
and another 3 percent think you don't even need a microscope! When will we
learn to postpone the teaching of the unobservabtes until senior higliPschool or
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even college? Rote learning about kinetic energy-is worse than meaningless for
these students. It teaches them the habit of accepting authority in `science and this
gives them a false concept of the nature of the scientific enterprise. In the early
years science teaching should mean teaching careful observation and critical evalua-
tion of ones observations: the process of asking simple questions for which one can
make simple, testable hypotheses. This is the essence of science and a slow, care-
ful training along such lines will be the best foundation for a scientist or .a liberally
educated citizen in today's world.
Consider, next, some exercises to test, the abilities and skills needed to engage in
the processes of science. o

Can the students interpret a simple table? From a chart listing the weights of
various chemical elements found in a 160-pound man, the,students are asked to
choose the one found in smallest amount

Exercise 4 Weights of some Chemical Elements

Found in a 100 pound Human

Calcium 2 pounds
Carbon- 18 pounds
Hydrogen 1P pounds
Oxygen' 64 pounds
Phosphorus 14 ounces
Sodium 2 ounces
Sulfur 4 ounces

From the chart above, which of the followingchemical elements is found in
the SMALLEST amount in the body?

Age 9 Age 13
14% 3% o Calcium

5% 3% o Carbon*
8% 4% o Hydrogen

54% 81% Sodium
7% o Sulfur

11% 2% 0 I don't know
1% 1% No response

100% 100%

This exercise was administered to both 9-year-olds and, 13-year-olds. We see that
at 9 years old, 14 percent chose the first low number (2 pounds) instead of the
lowest weight (2 ounces) and 12 percent found the table too difficult to fry. For the
13-year-olds,' the percentages were 3 apd 3. Remember, these are not the same
children, grown older:. Both of these groups were tested three years ago. Will the
13-year-olds being tested this year do better or worse? That is one of the things
the National Assessment wants to find out.This exercise will not be used again,

' but another of similar type )411 be used. Sixty percent of the questions used in the
first round of assessment havcSbeen kept secret for re-use in the second round. The
forty percent that have been made public will not be re-used. Otherwise some
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teachers might be tempted to drill their students in the answers to these questions
instead of educating them in the spirit of scientific enquiry.

Exercise 44

Which of the following graphs could show the average height in Indies of a group
of children growing at a normal rate plotted against their age in years?

A 8
SS

10 10 10 1010

in in. in.

80 80

in.

80 80

2 Age 14 2 Age 14 2 Age 14 2

Age 13 Adult
16% 67 o A

14% 9% o B

'27% , 391, C

16% 18% o D

10% 9% o E

1610 16% o', I don't know
d% 3% No response

99% 100%

Can the students interpret a simple graph? In this exercise they are only asked to
choose the.-graph that shows normal human growth rate. The ordinate is height In
Inches; the abscissa is pge in years. The first two graphs show height decreasing
with age. About a third of the 13-year-olds chose these. And so did 15 percent of
the adults! ,

Before you use graphs to simplify information for publication, you might test your
own country's adults with such an exercise. -4,

Another exercise designed to test skills involved actually working with a balance.
The respondent had to place a sliding weight in the right place to achieve balance
and tell where it was placed. 64 percent of 13-year-olds gave the correct answer;
75 percent of 17-year-olds and 74 percent of adults. I hope that my butcher was
not among the 26 percent of the adults unable to perform this simple task.
An exercise given only to 17-year-olds and adults described a situation in which
; population of rabbits lived by eating grass and were in turn eaten by hawks, birds
which caught them and ate them. The respondents were told that some disease
resulted in greatly reducing the rabbit population and asked to choose one of five
possible effects on the grass and hawks, one of which was that the grass would grow
taller and the hawk population would decrease. 68 percent of the 17-yearz'olds
chose the correct answer but only 52 percent of the adults. Now here was a
question that required no technical training just the ability to reason that if
there were fewer rabbits to eAt the grass it would grow longer. I would like to see
science courses that gave the studentVexperience in the rational approach to a
broad range of situations and confidence in their ability to use it successfully.

Age, 14 2 Age 14
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How do 9- and 13-year-olds measure up to the objective of understanding the
investigative nature of science?

vr
Exercise 1 t

Scientists wouldilave most trouble testing which of the following?

Age 9 Age 13
12% 6% o I have a fever

6% 2% o I weigh 101 pounds
14% 4% o I am 62 inch is tall
13% 8% o I can lift a 21-pound box
38% 73% My dog is better than your dog
16% 7% o I don't knoW

1% 0 o No response
100% 100%

In this exercise they are asked to choose the statement that scientists would have
most trouble testing, I find some encouragement in seeing that 38 percent of the
9-year-olds and 73 percent of the 13-year-olds correctly chow the value'jugde-
ment as one that would be difficult to test,
Attitudes are hardest of all to assess, and there were very few exercises in this
category. One attitude exercise for 13-year-olds stated that women can be success-
ful scientists and gave the students the choice of stating that they believed this
statement, did not believe it, or didn't know. I am happy to report that 94 percent
of 13-year-olds believed this statement.
I have em
we have
include tho
would get ri
both ends.
Now let us co

hasized the wrong answers because, as a teacher, it seems to me that
st to learn from them. The exercises were intentionally designed to

which nearly everyone would get right and those which very few
t, as well as thartual middle group. But there were surprises at

sider the Group Results. Information collected at the time of
administering the exercises has enabled the Nation,a1 Assessment staff to group the
results into categories. In each case the median performance of a particular group
is compared with the national perfo,rmance. We learn, for example, that respon-
dents of all ages living in the southeastern part of our country give significantly
poorer performance than +the median for the country as a whole. Others whose per-
formance is significantly below the-median are those whose parents did not finish
school; those living in extremely rural areas, far from any town; those in "inner
cities", the pobrer sectiont of big cities; and blacks: The reason for selecting
blacks as a specialircrup is that a special effort is being made to improve the
quality of their education and we need to know whether we are making any pro-
gress.
Are the differences entirely the result of the factor identifiedrParents with higher
edIrcation are likely to liVe in the affluent suburbs, rather than in the inner city,
for example.
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The statisticians have used a method called "balancing" to try to take account
of the interaction among the various factors identified. They freely admit that
the process is full of approximations anditssumptions. There is no sure way to
disentangle the complex influences on peCdple.
However, when balancing is applied, the diffeiences among the groups in each
category do decrease; though they still exist, and in the same order of rank.
Perhaps, if we knew.how to adjust for all the influences on individuals, the dif-
ferences in performance resulting from any gore influence would almost
disappear.
Finally we compare males and females in two areas: science and writing. Unlike
the other cases, this one does not make comparison with the national sverage.
The sexes are compared with each other. At all ages the males do better in science
and the females better writing. The differences increase with age.
When you consider the difference between the toys that are given to little girls
and the toys that are given to little boys, it is surprising that the boys' advantage'
in science Is not even greater at the age of 9. At 13, girls are sent to sewing and
cooking classes when boys go to the carpenter shop. At 17, boys find a girl more '

.attractive if she pretends not to understand science. And so it goes, gelng worse
and worse for the girls in science as they get older, Judging from these results.
Among young adults, society requires that the man understand machines and electri-
cal equipment, and that the woman write the invitations and thank-you letters.
The social pressures are strong and deep.
The National Assessment is providing us with a great deal of retrievable informa-
tion that we have never had before. The later rounds of the assessment will make
possible a variety of interesting comparisons. However, as a teacher, I see rrfuch
in the individual exercises of the first round that can be put to immediate use to

/0( improve our teaching of science.
Further information can be obtained from: The National Assessment of.E5Iucational
Progress, Education Commission of the States, 300 Lincoln Tower, 1860 Lincoln
Street, Denver, Color* 80203, USA. Report number I gives all the science
exercises that have been released for publication from the first round of exercises,
with percentages of population giving each answer, as in this paper. It includes
some summaries of results. Report number 4 gives group results for sex, region,
and size of community. Report number 7 gives group results by coloksizand
type of community, and parental education. These may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402, USA. (No. 1, $ 1.75. No. 4, $ 1.00. No. 7 will be available soon from
the, same source.) . ..,
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Discussion

The discussion deals with the various results of NAEP separately.

Exercise 104

Mrs. WOOD points to the fact that 6% of the pupils believe thatiwood cannot be
burnt in a fireplace` She explains it by rapid, careless reading of the exerc(oe and,
as regards the group of poorer people, a lack of appropriate experience within
everyday life. Mr. BAEZ and Mr. ROGERS consider the formulation of the'question
to be confusing and misleading by the use of the, word "except". "I have 126dollars
except the 100", Mr. ROGERS says. Besides wood will not be burnt caripletely.;
He suggests to change the wording from "can be butrit" to "can burn". TfieV pro-
pose a new formulation "some materials of the following Can burn, some cannot,
Which cannot burn?". -
Mrs. WOOD answers
1. that she did not formulate the questions (she is nd member of NAEP, but an

independent scientist invited by NAEP to interpret *Jesuits),
2. that the writing of examination qike,stions is difficult' and that all the questions

are under constant attack and revision by NAEP itself, but i
3. she feels, nevertheless, that students ought to ))e able to understand sueh

sentence.

Exercise 224

41% of the 13-year-blds had answered that one.oarnsee atoms with 'a microscope.
The audience suggested twoadditional explanation
1. Brownian motion was possibly shown to the pupils, whictr they-understood as

the motion of single molecules
2. Text books perhaps contain informations about field emission microscopes.

Exercise' 4.

Some people doubted that abilities and skills are more necessary as NAEIVelt -
forethe sOlutip of this.exercise than the, knowledge of facts. As regards the
relatively poor results, it was commented that
1. the amount of reading reqtired for this exercise is great,
2. it might be confusing during the stress situation of the exercise that not always

the same weight unit is used.
Mrs. WOOD fedts that reading a table oldata predominantly demands abilities and
skills. not knowledge of facts: she points out that this table of data is a real-life
example. In English-unit countries, weight is commonly given in both pounds and
ounciis.
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..
Group Results

,
Mrs. WOOD comments that at the age of 17 it was intended to have 2 groups, the
drop-outs and those ones who are still in school. As NAEP got very fewidrop-outs to
to take the exercises, they felt that it was not a statistical sample, an1 so they
only interpreted the result's of the ones in school.
It is considered that! a modification of the way of teaching during the last years
might hive influenced the results of the various age groups, not only the age of .

the students by itself. Mrs. WOOD feels that the firit influence was comparatively.
small.-

A
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VI. Experimental psychology and science instruction'
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Werner Kroebef

Theconcepts of physics inthe view of cybernetics

Through syb'ernetics we have got the knowledge that everything which pupils learn*
on new things is an information for them. The concept of the information is the
concept of a countable set. Every information necessarily consists of physical marks
or signs, respectively, and in reality the informations ail counted by counting
these phystcal marks.
If one receives informadiorsr for insta e by reading a manuscript, then the physi-
cal marks to which the contents of t informations are associated are equal to .

the types of our alphabet.
There are 26 types. This number Is the repertory of the chosen physical marks.,
Therefore:we can associate 26 different informations with this quantity.
If we Ave to give morp'inforinations, then we have to combine several types or
signs with one another. So we combine two, three, or more types on two, three,
or more places to construct one mark. In this way the physical mirk for one in-
formation is given as a combination of types of our alphabet. -And if we combine
n types to one word, we have 26n different possibilities to do so, i.e. 26n differ-

. ent physical marks for 26n informations.
But from all these combinations - being mathematically possible - from types to ,
Words, words to sentences, and sentences to a longer text, only a restricted num-
ber of combinations really exists. For instIgiti e no meaningful word exists, which
consists of three types "d" as "ddd": So weThave to learn, which arrangements of
types are equivalent to an existing, word of our langtitge. A feeling for the proper
usage of such: combinations can only be learnt'by a lot of exercises, by reading,
manuscripts or books or by learning a talk. We may call it the syntax of types to
words, furthermore of words to ientencea, and sentences to text This syntax heavily
reduces the mathematically possible number of arrangementsof types, words, and
sentences. , ,
The simplest 'repertory of marks is a'binary system., Its physical representOtion may
be given by 0 and 1. The number of informations which can be associated with
these marks is given by

N 2
n

,

where.n means the number of news or informations, respectively, 2 is the number
of different marks s1ithin the repertory, and n the number of places within, a com-
plex mark, i. e. the '_'length of the word". We call n the number of informations
in bit. i

When we read a text, then informations flow into our mind. We measure this flux
of informations in bitsfsec.
In measuring this flux of information during hearing or reading, we find 90 bits/sec
on an average. But many investigations show that we can only pick up 16 bits/sec in
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our consciousness. If we read.a text with a velocity of 90 bits/sec and understand
it, we rsust therefore kndw about 74 bits/sec in 'advance. Consequently we have
to segarateithe text which we read into two parts: one whilt is known before read-
ing and one which is unkndwn before. Only the litter partiscalled an information
and they both together anews..
This fact implies that the number of marks, which we know before reading, must

0 be reduced by a process of fusion of several.marks or types, respectively, to a new
mark or a new word showing a higher degree of abstraction. We call it a supermark.
The capability of reading ancLiimultaneously understanding at a flux of news of
90 bits/sec provides the capability of developidg supermarks, which can be attained
by an intensive training of our mind. Thereby it is important simultaneously to
train the association which exists between a certain supermark and the single marks,
from which it is derived.
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Helmer Frank (1) developed a simple model to explain these facts which is shown
in figure 1: The possible flux of informations into our Mind only amounts to
16 bits/sec whichis stored there about 10 seconds.
So we have about 160 bits of informations in our conscious mind which we can
simultaneously survey; they are equivalent to 30 up to 35 concepts or imagInatiins.
This number of concepts or imaginations, however, is not sufficient for op pro-
cesses of thinking. The conscious concepts and imaginations must continously be
exchanged against other ones being accumulated in our memory.
Therefore we need a method or A path, respectively, between the contents of our
memory and or instant consciousness. When we think in physical laws and concepts,
this path is given by means of associations between the known concrete physical
phenomena, their single marks and simple concepts, and the corresponding super-
marks. .

The physical world in which we live shows us a vast field of very different, single, °
and individual phenomena. TO know all these phenomena requires a vast experience.
But not all phenomena which are possible from the view of mathematics exist in
reality. The physical world is severely ordered by physical laws and natural facts.
Therefore the development of a system ofrconcepts, as we have it e. g. in the
theory of mechanics containing the concepts of velocity, acceleration, kinetic

t (") r
1.1 t; 4k,
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and potentiaergy, ttie principles of mechanics etc; , allowlus a far reaching
reduction of the great number of concrete phenomena, for instance, of all the
kinds of motions. Then the concept of a velocity allows, us to use this sign of
motion for the infinite diversity of all the possible motions. So the concept is a
supermark of a high degree of abstraction. Therefore this concept cannot directly
be understood from its definition, but a knowledge of physical concepts must be
attained in advance. It is a supermark which first of all has to be associated by the
learning process with the above mentioned aspect of motions, which is derived
from a vast field of concrete motions of very different kinds. Nor we have as a
basis this vast field ofiimaginations of concrete Totionsvhich a,re associated with
the concept of a defined velocity or the supermark of a physical velocity,
respectively. On this basis the reduction of the flux of itiformations, that means
the reduction of the number of bits/sec, which must be per ved during the reading
of a word, becomes possible.
That is why the reading of a text or book does not only quire the knowledge of
thi definitions of the concepts of velocity, acceleration, etc. , but - in analogy
to a chain - requires the knowledge of each single link of the development from
single marks to combined marks or supermarks, respectively, of increif/Aderee
of abstraction.
The velocity, which a pupil has in reading a physical text he tries to understaest,

must.be controlled so that the flux of information amounts to About 16 bits4sec.
In this way we get an additional method of tsearch to studyitie learning process
of a pupil: by measurin§ his velocity of reading the marks, supermarks, etc. of a
physical text before and after a lecture on this topic.

Results of such studies by Kroebel (2) are given in figure 2. It shows the depen-
dence of the reading velocity on the text for 5 liners. The text-is written left of
the coordinate Z. vr, the reading velocity, refers lo one type of the read text.
We have

Vr.4.1, X = A

T4
with the following meaning of the indices: r points,to relative velocity, 4 is the
code number of the pupil, I the number of the read line (in this figure: from 4 to 8).
A the number of types of the read word, which is equivalent to the length AA of
the word. The time ti is the time needed for reading the line i, T4 the time
required for reading the whole text by the pupil 4.
The figure shows a reduced velocity of reading per letter at the words "Lumpchen ",
"Fassung ". "Monozelle", and - very intensively - at "leitende Verbindungen" and
"Leiterverbindungen",because these words required a particular attention,anckmuch
more at those supermarks such as "Verbindungsleitungen", especiallyif conclusions
are combined with them as e. g. in that sentence containing "leitende Verbindungen".

Figures 3 shows this result very clearly. The average of the readirig'velocity of
N = 3'7 pupils I demonstrates it for the word °'Letterverbindungen" in line 6 and
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for the end of the same sentence, respectively. The formula for the average
reading velocity of a group of pupils is

1
V r i = 174 E

T

The fact that the appearance of a conclusion in the text reduces the reading velo-
city becomes obvious in the lines 5,and 6.
All supermarks must be constructed from simple marks. Therefore the physical
concept of a veldcity cannot be understood by a pupil from the defining formula
v-ds/dt. At first he has to get acquainted wit the vast range of different motions
which happen in the real world. Then one !Art() develop the ability to reduce
this varie,t1, of motion's by the creation of supermarks.1The theory of mechanics
is designed-so that the supermarks tan be connected ake the links of a chain.
So a very important learning,process will happen, namely the learning of all the
associations which kefong together. In the same way one has to put together the
the supermarks of a lower rank to supermarks of.higher and higher ranks. Doing
so one sucReeds in understanding the physical world from the concrete phenomena
upto the concepts of the highest degree.
A study on tile velocity of reading a physical text and on the question, ho muc
of the content is understOod, can increase our knowledge about the processes
learning.
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Discussion

At first some details of the procedure of measurement are discussed. The author
reports that t velocity of reading a line is measured, and the velocity of
reading a w d is calculated afterwards. As the aperture of the apparatus is
rather larg , the recorded data are smoothed to some xtent. Nevertheless, the
data are s ficiently characteristic for an interpretation.
It is diffic It to define an accuracy of the measurements. A certain text may be
read by a ertairr'subject only once or very few times. Otherwise the inevitable
process of 1 arning will change the results. It is only meaningful to average the
results of different subjects, but the individual fluctuations are great. Each subject
reads many texts. It is controlled by tests whether the person understood the
text.
It is asked whether anything is kno3in about the training of the eyes. For instance,
a man, who reads proofs professionally, is forced to do It very quickly and yet to
understand the text (to a certain measure). The author replies that further investiga-
,tions are planned: No measurements about this topic have been made until '
now. ,

It is stressed that the amount of unknown content of a text must be considered.
The autijsor that before the reading some lectures on the content of the
text are given to the subjects and that their knowledge is tested. Only then the
reading is performed. The Measurements indicate that persons, who had shown
a good knowledge of the,contents, lead rather uniformly, whereas these persons
of a smaller knowledge, but with a good carefulness, read with a widely varying
velocity. A third group consists of students having poor knowledge and a small
interest, who read fast and uniformly, but understood little.
It is asked h6w the level of complexity of a mark can be measured or estimated.
The author responds that it will be sufficient in the beginning to construct some
crude categories.
The audience is astonished about the low number of informations which flow into
the long memory. The author points to the fact that even this small number
amounts to 2 x 10 bits within'10 years. He adds that many things ate learnt with-
out cooperation of the consciousness, e. g. the ability of seeing three-dimensionally.
It would be interesting to know how the informations are selected for the long
memory.
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Seminarberichte der Deutschen UNESCO-Kommission.
,

21 Di. Praxis der Mussumsdidaktik
Bericht Ober sin international's Seminar der Deutschen UNESCO-KomMission und
desMuseums,Folkweng, veranstaltet yom,22.bis 26. November 1971 in Essen.. 1974. 171 Seiten.trosch. DM 19.80. ISBN 3-7940-5221-8

22 The Implementalion.of Curricula in Science Education with Special Regard to the
Teacliihg of Physios
Report of an International Seminar, organized by rthe Institut for Science Education
Qf the University of Kiel, Kiel, March 16-18, 1972.
1974. 207 Salton. Broach. DM 19,80. ISBN 3-7940-5222-6

23 ingshieerausbildung ond goziale Verpntwortung
Bericht Ober das,intemationale Symposium "Die Ausbilciung voningenieuren un-
ter bosonderer BerOcksichtigung ihrer sozialen Verantwortuetg", veranstaltet von
der Deutschen UNESCO-Kommisaion und dam VereirDeutscher Ingenioure (VDO
vom 29. bis 31. Mai 1,972 in MOnchen.
1974. X11, 240 Soften. Broach. DM 24,80. ISBN 3-7940-5223-4

24 Arbeitnehmer im Ausland
Bericht Ober sin international's Seminar Ober "Probleme der Ausbildung und der

= .Jtulturellen Integration auslindischer Arbeltnehmer unter besonderer BerOcksichti-
guitg*r-Jugendlichen",veranstaltet vom 5. bis 8. Dezember 1972 in Borgneustadt.
1974. 12bAeltr, Broach. DM 16,80. ISBN 3-7940-5224-2

25 Symposium Leo Piobenius
Perspektiven zeitgendssischer Afrika-Forschung / Perspectives des alludes africeines
contimporaires / Perspectives of Contemporary African Studies. Bericht Ober eir
mtemationales Symposium, veranstaltet von der Deutschen und.Xamerunischen
UNESCO-Kommission vom 3. bis 7. dezember 1973 in Jaunde. ,

1974. 371 Seiler', Broach. DM 28,80. ISBN 3-7940-g225-0, In EnQlisch, Frenzel-
sisch, Deutsch.

KultUrfOrderung und Kulturpflege in r Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Hrig. von der Deutschen UNESCO-Komm ssion, KOIn
1b74. 86 Sefton. Broach. DM 12,80. ISBN 3-7940-3059-1 -
Eine engiische und franzOgische Ausgabe dieses Theis erschien in der Reihe "StuOles and
documents on cultural policies".

Eine knappe, dennoch umfassende Obersicht Ober Struktur, BereiChe und FOrderunides
kulturellen-Lebens in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, die unbar Mitwirkung des Auswir-
tigen Amtes, deal Bundesministeritims des Innern, des Deutschen Stedtetages, der Deut-
schen UNESCO-Komrdission und des Sekretariats der Standigen Kultusministerkonferenz
der Linder erarbeitet worden,ist.

Die Arbeit gibt denUmfang des kulturellen. Angebots wieder, des dem Barger der Bundes-
republik haute mit staatlicher und kommunaler Unterstut2gpggemacht wird, und zeigt .
die Maglichkeiten auf,wie er arh kulturellen Leben teilhaben kann. ,
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